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Abstract 
This thesis presents molecular dynamics simulations of nanoindentation and nano-
scratching simulations on a number of oxide. materials. In particular, the oxides 
studied are used as thin films in optical coatings. These films provide a variety 
of different functionalities, including reducing infra-red transmission through the 
glass to lower the heating and cooling costs for buildings. 
Simulations are performed initially on magnesium oxide, which is studied as 
a test material due to the simple structure. Simulations are then performed on 
the rutile and anatase polymorphs of titanium dioxide, which are used in the 
anti-reflective and self-cleaning part of the coatings, respectively. Finally, simu-
lations are performed into zinc oxide and a silver layer sandwiched between two 
zinc oxide layers. This multilayered stack represents the typical structure of the 
energy saving part of the coatings~ 
Mechanical properties of the thin films have been calculated and compared 
with experiment. Generally, there is a good level of agreement between the mod-
elling and the experiments. Deformation mechanisms in the different systems 
have been identified so as to help understand the failure mechanisms in these 
coatings. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Over recent years, a great deal of focus has been placed on climate change and the 
reduction of energy consumption. One of the largest drains of energy is through 
buildings, with an estimated 40 % of the world's energy being used to heat and 
cool them. With such a high amount of energy being supplied to maintain work-
able temperatures, either through heating in cold climates or cooling in warmer 
climates, it is important that buildings have a high energy efficiency. A large 
amount of energy can be transferred through the windows, which is especially 
important in large, glass fronted buildings. Such buildings can allow a great deal 
of energy to escape out of or transfer into the building. 
As technology has progressed, there has been a movement towards making 
things smaller. Recent advances in manufacturing processes have seen an increase 
in the application of nanomaterials. The use of materials on the nanometre scale 
is becoming more common and is no longer a thing of science fiction. Computer 
processors are a prime example of nanotechnology being put to use in our daily 
lives. Another example of nanotechnology that is not so obvious is the use of 
ultra thin films which are used to compose optical coatings. These functional 
coatings are applied to glass to provide particular properties. 
Thin film functional coatings can be applied to help reduce energy loss through 
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glass, thus reducing energy usage. A low emissivity layer, typically a silver layer 
with a thickness of about 8 - 10 nm, is used to reflect infra-red radiation whilst 
still allowing visible light to pass through the coating. This coating of silver can 
be applied to help reduce solar heating, or prevent energy from escaping through 
the glazing. The thin film of silver is grown on a transparent conducting oxide 
(TCO) and is also protected from contaminants and additional layers, which may 
later be deposited, by another thin film TCO. Both of these barrier layers are 
often zinc oxide (ZnO) films. ZnO is becoming increasingly of interest as com-
panies attempt to find alternatives to the relatively expensive indium tin oxide 
(ITO). Aluminium doped ZnO and fluorine doped tin oxide (Sn02 ) films are 
other variations that are also used. All of these materials are good conductors 
and have high transmittance of visible light, making them ideal candidates for 
use in optical coatings. 
Titanium dioxide (Ti02) thin films are regularly used in optical coatings to 
provide the glass with anti-reflective and self-cleaning properties. In the rutile 
structure, Ti02 films can be used to eliminate reflections through destructive in-
terference of light. By having films which have a thickness equal to a quarter of 
the wavelength of light, light passing through the film and reflecting back from 
the next interface will have travelled half a wavelength further than light reflected 
at the initial interface. Hence, there is destructive effect causing an elimination 
of the majority of reflections. This effect also relies on the intensity of the light 
reflected at each interface being similar, therefore, thin film materials with suit-
able refractive indices are required. 
For self-cleaning glass, the anatase polymorph of Ti02 is used as the final thin 
film layer in the optical coating. Anatase is a very good photo-catalytic material, 
therefore, it is able to split water into hydrogen and oxygen, as well as breaking 
up other particles on the surface of the glass. Anatase is also hydrophilic, with 
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a very small angle between the surface and water droplets. Something which is 
enhanced further when the film is exposed to ultra-violet light (1]. Therefore, 
rather than causing streaks, rain water spreads evenly over the coated glass sur-
face, washing away dirt particles and keeping the glass clean. 
During transportation, storage and preparation, the thin film optical coatings 
00000 300.111'1 10 1s zoiun 
Figure 1.1: Blistering damage caused to 400 nm ITO coatings on a glass substrate 
(2]. The images on the left and right are SEM and AFM images, respectively. 
which are applied to the glass can be damaged. This can present as blistering, 
cracking or delamination of the various coating layers. Fig. 1.1 shows scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of dam-
age in 400 nm ITO layers on glass. (2]. To reduce such instances of damage, the 
deformation mechanisms and mechanical properties of thin film optical coatings 
need to be better understood. 
The mechanical properties of materials at the nanoscale can differ from mi-
cro/macro scale properties. The surface area to volume ratio of nanomaterials is 
far higher, which plays a role in the change in behaviour of the material. For thin 
film materials, rather than an increased surface area, there is an increase in the 
number of atoms which are at the interface between two coatings. Traditional 
indentation experiments, used to investigate the mechanical response of materials 
at larger scales, are no longer viable at the nanoscale. Instead, nanoindentation 
experiments can be utilised, giving a dynamic response, hence more information 
can be obtained. However, even with modern nanoindentation equipment, fully 
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interpreting the wealth of data that is generated can be difficult. Recently, in-situ 
experiments have been used to allow materials to be indented and observed si-
multaneously [3]. Alternatively, the effects of a nanoindentation can be examined 
by looking at cross-sections through a nanoindentation site. Focused ion beams 
(FIB) can be used to create slices through the sample material, but these can also 
create further damage to the material [4]. Nanoindentation and nanoscratching 
· simulations can be used to supplement experimental data, providing further in-
sight and a better understanding of thin film materials. Chapter 2 reviews a 
number of nanoindentation experiments, as well as some recent simulations of 
nanoindentations. The mechanical properties that are ascertained from nanoin-
dentations are outlined with methods of calculating these within an atomistic 
nanoindentation simulation. 
Chapter 3 explores the methodology used in molecular dynamics (MD) simu-
lations and the interatomic potential energy functions which are utilised through-
out this work. The model which is used to perform nanoindentations is explained 
along with a coupled multiscale model which allows a far larger system size to be 
modelled than is possible with an atomistic only simulation. As nanoindentations 
of ionic materials are to be performed later, initial simulations into magnesium 
oxide (MgO) as a simple test case are presented within this chapter. The results 
of the nanoindentations into MgO are presented in comparison to experimental 
findings by Richter and Gheewala et al. [5] 
Chapter 4 discusses nanoindentation and nanoscratching simulations of a 
number of Ti02 surfaces. The rutile and anatase polymorphs which appear as 
thin films in a number of optical coatings stacks are investigated. The findings 
of this chapter are summarised in the work of Gheewala et al. [6]. 
Chapter 5 contains nanoindentations into a number of ZnO lattices. Initial in-
dentations were conducted into small atomistic systems. A multiscale model was 
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then employed to model a larger simulation space, with a large MD only simula-
tion also conducted for comparison. Both of these larger systems had atomistic 
regions of the same size. Indenter-surface orientation is taken into consideration 
when indenting the ZnO surface. A scratch simulation along the ZnO surface is 
also performed. 
Chapter 6 investigates nanoindentations into multilayered systems that form 
part of the optical coatings used in energy saving glass. A simple model is created 
to simulate the lower and upper interfaces in a ZnO-Ag-ZnO stack. Indentations 
into systems with just the individual interfaces as well as the full stack are con-
ducted. A nanoscratch into the full stack is also performed to help provide further 
insight into the failures that are thought to originate at these interfaces. Some of 
the results from the nanoindentation simulations in chapter 5 and chapter 6 are 
presented in the findings of Gheewala et al. [7]. 
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Chapter 2 
N anoindentation Background 
Throughout history, whenever a material is required for specific purposes, knowl-
edge of the material's properties have been needed before choosing the correct 
material for the job. A key property is the material's hardness; one particular 
test to measure this is to perform an indentation by taking a hard, heavy tip, 
striking the test material and seeing if an impression is left. As materials' uses 
have developed, as well as the size scale at which they are to be utilised, the 
techniques used for testing a material's mechanical properties have also moved 
on. Experimental procedures are now far more rigorous and with the advance-
ment of nanotechnology, there is a need for them to be able to measure nanoscale 
properties. 
Many of the procedures and material properties which apply on the macro-
scale are no longer applicable on the nanoscale as the mechanisms at work when 
the material is put under load differ. Nanoscale materials, such as thin films and 
nanotubes have large surface areas relative to their volumes, this means surface 
and interface effects become increasingly important. Here, the mechanical prop-
erties of materials that are used as thin films in the optical coatings, described in 
the previous chapter, are investigated. 
A number of experimental techniques and methodologies are available to per-
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form indentations on the nanoscale and observing the damage after such an in-
dentation is also possible. Experimentalists have been able to access an ever 
smaller length scale over the years, however, there are limiting factors so other 
techniques which are able to supplement the experimental data are required. 
Computer simulations of materials can be beneficial when trying to understand 
the deformation mechanisms. There are a number of different scales at which 
materials can be modelled. Molecular dynamics allow the simulation of a system 
by modelling individual atoms. On the other hand, finite element simulations 
allow materials to be modelled from the nanoscale to the microscale by splitting 
the region into discrete sub-regions or elements. Recently, both techniques have 
been used to simulate nanoindentations [8, 9, 10, 11]. As with experimental data, 
nanoindentation simulations can provide useful material properties such as the 
Young's modulus and hardness. The main data obtained from a nanoindentation 
experiment or simulation is presented in a force-depth curve, plotting the force 
applied to the tip against the depth indented into the surface. This data is used 
for analysing the mechanical properties. 
2.1 Mechanical Properties 
The Young's modulus, E, of a material is an important mechanical property and is 
a measure of a materials stiffness that can be determined from a nanoindentation 
experiment [12, 13]. The reduced Young's modulus, Ero of a material can be 
calculated using 
1 (1 - v2) (1 - vt) 
Er= E + Ei' (2.1) 
where v and vi are the Poisson's ratio of the substrate and indenter, and E and 
Ei are the Young's modulus of the surface and indenter, respectively. If the 
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Figure 2.1: A schematic force-depth graph showing a tangent to the initial un-
loading curve which gives the stiffness, S. The peak depth and residual depth 
are hmax and h f, respectively, with he the predicted contact depth which varies 
according to E which itself depends on the indenter geometry. 
properties of the indenter and Poisson's ratio of the material are known, the 
Young's modulus can be calculated using the initial portion of the unloading 
curve. The stiffness, S, is defined as 
(2.2) 
where dP / dh is the tangent to the initial unloading curve, P, h and A are the 
applied load, contact depth and cross-sectional contact area at peak load, respec-
tively. The force-depth curve, as shown in fig. 2.1, can be used to obtain the 
stiffness, S, in equation 2.2 which gives the reduced Young's modulus. This can 
then be used in equation 2.1 to calculate the Young's modulus. Originally this 
formula was derived for conical indenters, but was shown to hold equally well for 
spherical and cylindrical indenters, and possibly for other indenter geometries as 
well [14]. It was later shown that the formula could be applied to any indenter 
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that which had a geometry that could be described as a body of revolution of 
a smooth function [12]. It was also argued that no significant deviations should 
occur for pyramidal indenters, which King et al. showed by applying a finite ele-
ment analysis [15]. This was also found to be the case for square and triangular 
fiat punch indenters, as well as a Vicker's indenter [13]. 
The contact pressure or hardness is another of the key mechanical properties 
obtained from conducting nanoindentations into a material. This is a measure of 
the material's resistance to permanent deformation and there are three principal 
types of hardness; indentation, scratch and rebound hardness. These relate to 
damage caused by the different testing mechanisms. Of particular interest in this 
work is the indentation hardness which is tested by performing nanoindentations. 
The contact pressure is defined by 
H = Pmax 
A' (2.3) 
where P max is the normal force exerted on the indenter at the maximum depth 
and A is again the cross-sectional contact area. The force and depth of the indent 
can be measured during the course of a nanoindentation experiment. Using the 
depth and knowing the geometry of the tip, the cross-sectional area, A, can be 
found. Experimentally, an indenter shape function is used in conjunction with 
some calibration techniques to determine A, however, with a simulation this can 
be done using a visualisation of the surface. The classical value of the hardness 
was calculated experimentally using the cross-sectional area of the final imprint, 
but for small indentations this becomes difficult to measure accurately, especially 
if no impression remains for highly elastic materials. Therefore, when evaluating 
the nanohardness, A is calculated as the cross-sectional area of the imprint at 
peak load. 
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The problem that arises when calculating both the Young's modulus and the 
hardness experimentally concerns the region of deflection around the indentation 
site. Therefore, the depth at peak load, hmax, is greater than the actual contact 
depth, he, which is required to find the cross-sectional area, A. Fig. 2.2 shows 
a schematic diagram of an indentation site. The contact depth, discounting the 
surface deflections, is he. 
In a nanoindentation experiment, the cross-sectional contact area, A, is 
p 
lndenter ~ 
'1 ',, 
Figure 2.2: A representation of the indentation site. The peak depth, hmax. is 
the sum of the elastic deflection of the surface, h., and the actual contact height, 
he. The final residual depth is ht· 
generally determined using the Oliver and Pharr method [13]. This method uses 
the initial unloading data to predict the depth of the indentation, which can in 
turn be used to obtain A. Fig. 2.1 shows that projecting the tangent from the 
unloading curve onto the depth axis gives a range of values for the contact depth, 
he, relating to different indenter geometries. As seen in fig. 2.2, the required 
contact depth is the difference between the peak depth and the surface deflection 
(he= hmax- h,). Sneddon gave an expression for the height associated with the 
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deflected region around the indentation site [16]. For a conical indenter 
?r-2 
hs = --(hmax- ht), 
1r 
(2.4) 
with (hmax- ht) giving the elastic recovery. Using the force-depth relationship 
(2.5) 
where S is the stiffness, an expression for the contact depth for the conical in-
denter can be determined; 
(2.6) 
The parameter € is dependent on the indenter geometry and for the conical in-
denter € = ~ ( 1r- 2) = 0. 72. Oliver and Pharr give a range of values for € between 
1 and 0. 72 depending on the geometry of the indenter [13]. For a paraboloid 
of revolution € = 0.75, and since most indenters can be described as somewhere 
between conical and parabolic, this gives a small range of 0. 72 - 0. 75 for E. With 
the value of he obtained, a cross-sectional contact area can be found using an 
indenter shape function, yielding the Young's Modulus and hardness. 
With a nanoindentation simulation the difficulties associated with finding the 
contact area are no longer an issue. The cross-section is directly measurable 
from the computer visualisation of the system during the period when the maxi-
mum force is applied, with any regions of surface deflection easily identified. The 
Oliver and Pharr method described above assumes that there is no significant de-
formation of the indenter, which may be valid for larger scale nanoindentations. 
However, for the scale used in a nanoindentation simulation, indenter compression 
is no longer negligible, therefore, directly measuring A in a simulation carries an 
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additional benefit. It is also worth mentioning the role played by the indentation 
size effect (ISE), discussed later, in very shallow nanoindentation experiments. 
The computational limits make it difficult to perform simulations to the same 
depth as many of the experiments, therefore, the ISE needs to be considered 
when comparing the two. 
An alternative method for finding the Young's modulus has been put forward 
by Dub [17]. Instead of using the initial unloading data in the force-depth curve 
as Oliver and Pharr have suggested, Dub makes use of the initial loading data, 
which is completely reversible. If the indenter were to be withdrawn immediately 
before dislocations or plastic deformations occur, then there would be a full elas-
tic recovery of the surface. It can be argued that for very small indentations, the 
geometry of the indenter can not be considered to have a sharp point, since there 
is always a natural blunting that occurs through tip use. Dub makes use of this 
rounding that is present in the apex of the indenter, as shown in fig. 2.3. 
Furthermore, if the indent is small enough such that it is less than the radius 
( .. ···········~·· .. \ 
·· ............. ·· 
Figure 2.3: An example of an indenter with a rounded tip of radius R. 
of curvature of the tip, Hertzian theory can be utilised for solving the problem of 
elastic contact between a sphere and surface [18]. The relationship between the 
force and depth can be described as 
(2.7) 
P is the force applied to the indenter, R is the radius of the tip and h is the 
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elastic displacement. P and h can again be measured dynamically during the 
indentation process and, if the radius is known, the reduced Young's modulus 
and in turn the Young's modulus of the material can be found using equation 
2.1. If, however, the tip radius is difficult to measure accurately, then experiments 
can be performed into materials with known Young's modulus, to allow the tip 
radius to be determined. This value can be used to then obtain E for other 
materials. 
The relationship between the applied load and the depth in equation 2. 7 is 
specific to the spherical indenter, however, it originates from the general power 
law load-depth relationship described by Sneddon et al. (19, 16], 
(2.8) 
with a and m as constants. As with equation 2.7, the relationship applies to the 
elastic part of the loading data. The exponent, m, is dependent on the geometry 
of the indenter and in the spherical case is 1.5. For the case of flat punch and 
conical indenters, m = 1 and m = 2, respectively (13]. If the power law holds, a 
logarithmic graph of the initial elastic deformation should yield a straight line, 
with the gradient giving the index, m. This allows values calculated in this work 
to be compared to the theoretical values as well as those calculated experimen-
tally. 
By performing a nanoscratch, the coefficient of friction, J.L, can be obtained. 
This is specific to the particular combination of surface and scratching tool. 
Smaller values of J.L signify smoother surfaces, with a value of 0 representing 
a completely frictionless motion. In this work the values quoted relate to the 
diamond indenter scratching the different surfaces. 
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The coefficient of friction is defined as 
(2.9) 
where FT is the tangential force and F N is the normal force during the scratch. 
For a nanoscratching simulation both of these quantities are logged throughout, 
so J1- is easily obtainable. The coefficient of friction can then be plotted as a 
function of the lateral distance travelled by the indenter. 
2.2 Experimental Review 
As manufacturing processes have advanced, allowing materials to be used on the 
nanoscale, nanoindentation experiments have also developed. Initial methods for 
testing material attributes were relatively simple, such as Moh's hardness scale 
developed in 1822 [20]. This ranked 10 minerals, from talc to diamond, based 
on their ability to scratch one another, ranking them between 1 and 10 with in-
creasing hardness. These are then used as standards for testing other materials. 
Later, indentation tests became the primary method used for investigating mate-
rial properties. The Brinell test, developed in 1900, performed indentations into 
materials by pressing a steel ball into the surface [21]. In 1908, Meyer developed 
this technique further [22]. The spherical ball used for indentations was later 
replaced by conical and pyramidal indenters. The Rockwell scale was based on 
indentations performed using conical indenters with hemispherical tips [23]. In 
1922, the first hardness tests using pyramidal indenters were conducted by Smith 
and Sandland [24] with a diamond, square based pyramid with a 136° tip angle. 
This method is known as the Vickers hardness test and can be used to measure 
the hardness of metals. In 1939, the Knoop indenter was introduced which had 
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a tip geometry such that the cross-section was a parallelogram [25]. The Brinell 
and Vickers methods required large indents, however, the Knoop technique al-
lowed indentations which provided adequate cross-sectional areas for relatively 
shallow depths. Sharper tips became more widely utilised for indentations after 
the introduction of the three sided pyramidal Berkovich tip in 1951 [26]. Another 
common tip geometry used in modern nanoindentations is the diamond cube-
cornered tip [27]. Thisindenter provides a sharper three sided tip, which is easy 
to machine from cut crystals. 
Equipment used for performing indentation experiments, as well as observ-
ing the results, have also evolved, allowing materials to be investigated on the 
nanometre scale. N anoindentation experiments are typically conducted using a 
scanning force microscope (SFM) or an atomic force microscope (AFM). A review 
of current methods and recent advances in AFM use is given by Giessibl [28]. 
A schematic diagram of an AFM is shown in fig. 2.4. The apparatus consists 
of a proximal probe tip affixed to the end of a cantilever. The interaction between 
the tip and the sample surface causes the cantilever to move. The movement of 
the tip is accurately measured by an array of photodiodes which pick up the 
laser reflection from the top surface of the cantilever. This differs from capacitor 
based nanoindenters, where a change in the current signifies small displacements 
between two parallel plates behind the indenter. The force between the indent er 
and surface is measured and is logged as a function of the tip displacement, pro-
viding a force-depth curve. Typically, a nanoindentation experiment is conducted 
to a fixed maximum force, which can vary from a few J"N up to tens of mN. 
Once a nanoindentation experiment is completed, the surface can also be 
mapped using an AFM cantilever in the imaging mode. The interaction forces 
between the tip and the surface are measured as the tip moves along the surface. 
By maintaining either a constant force or a constant height, an image of the 
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F igure 2.4: A schematic diagram representing an AFl\ I caut ilrvcr. 
smfacr eau be buil t.. AFM imaging is condnc-Lcd with the tip extrr mcly close to 
t he ~ample surface almost approaching bulk separation distance .. The quality 
of Lhc images produced can be intprovccl with sharper t ips so t h<:tt single atom 
shorL range interac-tions bctwc'Cll the surface and tip occur. 
Of pa.rticular i11tcrcst in Lb is work is the uanoind utaLiou of ceramic nmteri als. 
As Lhin films, t hese materials play a prominent role in a number different optical 
coatings. Ceramic. generally have strong ionic or cova lent bonds, giving high 
clastic moduli and hardness values. Often t.hcrc is a lack of easily ava.ilabl' slip 
system and a difficul ty in propagating dislocations through the material wit h-
out. Llle use of exc-essive force and temperature. This limits t he p lastic flow and 
means Lhat C<'nunics tend to be relatively ln·ittle wit h t h.e init iation of cracks b -
ing quite easy [29]. A numbrr of investigal ions into t he mechanical properties of 
mu ltilayered oxide t hin films luwe been conducted. T he deformation mechanisms 
Lrigg<'rC'd during iudentation of Lhese coaLiugs are illlpor t.aut as t lley arc likely to 
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initintc cracking and clclamination. Understanding the natur<' aJl([ causes of t lw 
propagation of cracking within the individual layers and at the interfaces is vital 
to red uce such instances of coating failure. 
Lawn n.nd Evans investigated microfracture. looking at the initiation an cl 
Figure 2.5: An in .situ image of a typical mcdiau crack in soda-lime glass d uriug 
indentation with a Vickcrs diamond indenter a.t a load of 250 [30). Th widt h 
of t he image is llmm. 
propagation of cr acking in materia ls when indented with shcu:p pynunidal or con-
ical indentcrs [30). They primarily investigated sub-surfac<' 'penny-shaped· or 
media n cracks, a.s shown in fig. 2.5. T hey found flaws beneat h the smface play 
a vital role in the init ia.t.ion of mcdi ~u1 cracks and defined a relationship between 
the size of t he critical flaws, c•, and the indentation load required to extend such 
flaws , P*. T his rc•lat. ionship wa. based on the mat erial hard n e! s H aud t he cri t-
ical strc.-s intensi ty factor Kc. Below a miniwum indcutation load , no fl aws arc 
expected to c>..rtend into medi<'tn cracks. If t he critic-al fik'\.W. fall within a particular 
. ize range, crack initiation would be well defined. however, outside of this range, 
small flaws would remc'\.in and only larger flaws would develop stably into cracks. 
Further work by Lawn and Evru1s et at. analysed the cla.'3t icjpla.sti c: field be-
neath t he indentation site to understand the growth of median and radial cracks 
in t hr far-fie ld [31). sing t he clastic rrgion, whic:h provides a, secondary role 
in frac:L urc. and the plasti c region, the main driving force in crack propaga.tiou , 
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whic·lt is encapsulated by the elastic zouc, a relationship was developed. T!Jc 
growt h of median and radial crack characteristics wer then predicted by util is-
ing t.l te htu·dncss to modulus ratio and Lhc toughn<'SS. A variety of ceramics were 
successfully Lested with the paramct.c'rs ohtaillecl t l1rough calibrations using soda 
lime gi<'I..<>S .iuclcnta.t.ions . 
J ncl(~ntcr geometry can p lay an irnporta11L role in the in itiation and propaga-
Substrate 
Figm c 2.G: A schematic diagram of a H rLhian cone crack and a diffuse quasi-
plas tic region of damage which can occur when i1Hlcnting different materials wit h 
a spherical Lip. 
t. ion of cracks. Spherical indcnters remain popular when per forming illdentations , 
a nd at t.he nanoscale, even sharp incl enLrrs can be thought of as spherical for very 
shallow indenta tions. The rad ius of curvature combined with t he small depths 
mean lhaL Lhc t ip is effectively a sp here. Lawn hc1S recent ly reviewed much of 
t he work regarding the nature of cracking in ccnunics using Hertzian coutact 
[32]. Using experiment aJ and cont inuum modelling, the development of Her tzian 
con cracks and diffuse zone. of snhsurfacc damage were identified, as shown in 
fig. 2.6. T he conical cracks appear a..:; inverse cones which star t as r ings beneath 
LlH' indentation site, then at. some crit ical loa.d , exp<:u1d down and outwards into 
the ma t.crial. T hey arc found in hard homogeneous ntater ials, such as singl<' 
crystal and fin e grain ceramics. Withi n tough ceramics with heterogeneous mi-
crostru('l.urcs. a 'quasi-plc1Stic' region is ideJll. ified beneath the indentation s ite. 
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These regions arc said to consist of an array of small microcracks aJt hough at the 
macro copic lev I this may appear similar to the deformation zones in met al . 
One of t.he T i0 2 surfaces invest igated w ithin this work is Lhr rutile {110} 
(a) sn.r image (b) Ball model 
Figure 2. 7: An ST J\I image• and ba ll model of a nn.nocrack <11ong the Ti02 r ut ilr 
{110} surface during a quenching experiment. [33]. 
surface. Czy7.cwski et al. invest igatcd cracking on the rutil surface d uring ther-
ma l quenching exper iments [33]. T hc·y found t.haL nanocracks ran in the <001 > 
direction, wiLh the material cleaving aloug t he {100} smfacr on one sidr of t he 
c-rack aud a jog forming along t.hc other sid . F ig . 2. 7 shows a STJ\1 image of 
t he rut. ilc s iugle crys t.a l surface after the forlll a tion of such a crack along with an 
exaggerated ball model of the crack. The cracking is ini tiated from wi thin t.he r u-
tilr , with the crit ical a rea of st ress originating at the bottom of Lhe t rench. From 
t his point t he crysta l cleaves along t he { 100} plaue, which is most euergctically 
favourable s ince t his is a shor ter distance t han cleaving the cr ystal in the {110} 
plane pc.trallel to the surface. Along t he oLber side of the crack , the na nopart icle 
breakiug away appears t o detach from t he cryst al. For the majority of this sid 
there is no clear cry. tallographic plane however , a loug the upper por tion some 
regions can ]p rccogni::;ed as {110} Lype planes. Looki11g at the scale of th ba ll 
model in fig. 2.7(b), it. is clea r t.ha l. although the uanocrack formed has a dep th 
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of about 3 1u n , this is still greater than t he indenLation depth accessible using a 
molecular dynamics simula tion. 
T wo part icular types of cracks a re of interest when investigating indentations 
Radial Cracks Picture Frame Cracks 
Figure 2. : A schematic clia.gn\m of radia l cracks and pi ·ture frame cracks formed 
during i11cl nLations with sharp pyramidal Lips. 
of t hin fi lms; radial cracks and picture fTamc crad<s, as shown in fig. 2 .. The for-
mer begin at the inclcnLat ion site and travel away from inclcnter , while Lbe latt er 
is cracking which traces around the indentation site, forming conc·eutric rings or 
triauglrs clepencliug on the inclentcr geometry. Chen and Bull have investigat ed 
the eJJects of nanoindcntaLion 0 11 t he propagation of such cracks in t. hi11 film opti-
cal coat ings on glass [2] . Coating stacks were invest igatcd using sharp and blunt 
iuclenter . a t different loading rates with the na ture of crack formatiou found t o 
be clcpcnclent on indenLer geometry and the ra te of loading. Radial cracks were 
found t.o occur a t low loads with sharp tips, whereas, pi turc fn tnlC' cracks were 
seen wh n indent ing a t higher loads using bluut. t ips. Other coatings iuvc, t igated 
by hen and Bull also s how<'d radial cracking, as illustrated by the SE1Vl images 
of l p.lll t.hin ·films in fig . 2.9. The image on th , left shows a full creue like CNx 
coat.i ng on Cr and t he image on the right sh ows a t.i t.anium nitride coating on 
steel. Both indentations produce radial crack: which follow t he apices of the in-
dcnLer , however the crack. fail t o eA'tend beyond Lhc indcnter impression, which 
has bccu found to be typical of hard brittle coat ings on softer substrat.cs [2]. 
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Two key material properties when investigating t hin films arc the adhesion 
I ....... 
'3 1Jm 
c:l m"·R-AJ A4 9* 
Figurr 2.9: SE l images of r adial cra.cks formed during indentations of hard 
brittle coatiugs on softer s 11 bstra.tcs [2]. 
energy and t.hc fra.c.:tur Loug lmess. T hese give an indicatJ on of the strength of 
ad hesio11 betwecll t.wo films a.ncl the resistance of a material to brittle fracture. 
Initial work u. ing nanoindenta.tion experiments of amorphous carbon films on a 
silicon substrata, conduct ·cl by Li et al. a.llowccl estimates of t he fntet urc Lough-
nc•ss of t he films to b<' obtained [3':1.]. Strain euergy rcleaBcd at t he in it iation of 
cracking, tN<en from steps in the loa.cl-displar ment cw·vc, is used to calculate 
the fracture toughness. T hese show good agrcem ·nt with c-onventionally calcu-
lated values, however , t hese traditional methods arc not generally suitable [or 
thin fi lms since t hey req uire indentations exceediug the film thickness. La ter 
den Toonder et al. also used na.noinclent.ations and nanoscratching to investi-
gate fracture toughness a nd adhesion energy of t hin film optical coat ings [35]. 
A mct.hod , usually used for bulk materia ls, to determine t.he fracture toughness, 
a.s a fun ct ion of the Young's llloclu lus , hardness and rad ial crack length , in t hin 
films was applied inst. ad. T he adhesion energy of coatings were a lso calculated 
by a nal ysing the regi ons of d lamination after inclcntation a.nd scratching. V\lhilc 
t he e methods show promise, more work is requin.'d t.o provide values which can 
be considered qu<:U1titativcly correct. T he nature of dclaminat.ion and chipping of 
t. he coatings found by den Toondcr et al. consisted of cr acks which travel away 
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from LhC' indentation sit.r along the iuLer[a(;e, t he'u, at some crit ical load , travel 
upwards through the coating. This phenomenon is inclcuter clcprndent and t he 
Br rkovich indcllter creates a feature with three chips whicl! correspond Lo t he 
faces of l he pyramidal indouter . 
Volinsky et al. rev irwcd a number of different techniques for measuring the 
int erfacial toughoe . of Lhin film metals [36] . The deformation duuacteristics of 
thiJ1 fi lms differ from those in bulk materials due to the behaviour of atoms at t he 
interfacrs between the d ifferent layers. Volinsky et al. looked at numerous test-
illg ul('thods, one of which wru the superl ayer trst which involves deposit ing an 
addit ional s uprr layer on Lop of Lhr thin film and placing strips of Lhis mult ilaycr 
system over an addi tional release layer. Using a d ifferent thickness of superlayer 
a llows a range of' strain release energy rates to be produced. If during wet et ch-
ing or ion milling the the films cl cohere, the strain energy release rate has been 
exceedccl. Otherwise, a thicker superlayer is required for testing. Once a critical 
thickness is obtained , the deboucling eHergy is then calculated using Lhis critical 
value, a long with the hardness and Young's modu lus of each of Lhe layers. 
<"utoindenLa.Lion Losts, which have long becu used to test bulk materia l prop-
ctties, have also been reviewed by Volinsky et al. [36]. In addi t ion to testing the 
hardness and Young's modulus of thin fi !Jns, indentations can be used to evaluat e 
fractme behaviour ru1d delamination of Lhe films. During iudenta,tion, t hi n films 
C<m buckle ca.using blistrrs, as illustrated through the schematic dia.grams and 
FIB cross-sections of hm·d tungsten layers on Cu/ Si02/Si, in fig. 2.10 by Volin-
: ky et al .. The schematic cliagrl'tms (shown in fig. 2.10(a)) show the formation 
of an interfacia l crack init ially, wiLh the crad: progressing into a doub.le buckle 
around Lite indenter if t he critical buckli11g depth is excec,cled. If the critical depth 
is not re<'\rhcd ilten t l1<' interfacia l crack may progress to a single buckle, this may 
also br the case when a.u inclcntcr is r tractcd after forming a double buckle. 
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(a) Sche-matic diagrams (b) Fin cross-sections 
Figure 2.10: A s hcm ~1.t i c diagram allCI intages of blistering during indentation of 
films wit h a th ickness of h, a disp lat;ccl volume of 2\11 and a dclaminatccl region of 
radius a. The upper images sltow no buckling, t ltr middle images show a double 
buckle and l lte lower im <:'tg shows a single buckle formed by an indentation [36]. 
sing the Young·s mocl11lus of the film, t he indentation depth crack radius and 
the indentation volumr, the strain energy release rate can be raJculated using a 
number of models reviewed by Volinsky et al.. T he supcrlayer aud indenta tion 
tests, clcstr ibed previously, were combined by Krcisc and Gerberich to develop t hr 
superlaycr i ndeutation Lest [37]. T his test rcquir -. dep ositing a highly st ressed 
hard t hin addit iona l layer onto thC' sample prior to indentation testing. This 
layer provid s additional clelaminatiou st ress, suppressing out of plane clefonna-
tion. and thus plastic pile-up formation is reduced . This leads Lo clelamination 
and blistering during indentation. The blister radius and indentation depth can 
tlt en be ut ilised a long wit h the materi a l's propert ie. Lo calculate the stra in energy 
release rate. The FIB cross-sections shown in fig. 2.10(b) , arc an rxamplc of a 
W supcr laycr dcpo iLed onto the Cu/ Si0 2 / Si syst.cm. 
A nurnhcr of externa l fucLors may play a role in t hr deformation characteristics 
of matrria ls used in coat ings stacks, Lh rcfore. t hese a lso need t.o be con. iclcrcd 
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when choosing individual thin films. }o r any thin films used externally, especially 
optical coatings applied to glass, water and ot her contaminants will be present 
and are likely i o penetra te the thin film layers. Delete aJlCl Bull have explored the 
effects of moisture on t he deformation behaviour of optical coa.tings with combi-
nations of Ti02 , ZnO, Sn02 and ITO layers ou a glc\Ss substratc [3 ']. Co<\t ings 
with relatively soft Sln-fac(' layers were soaked in water (or an extended period 
and were found to show significantly greater damage duriug nanoindC'ntation ex-
periments in the form of blistering and chipping. ·w ater penetrating beyond t he 
outer layers to a.l IC'ast tltc sil ver layer causes residue to collect on th s urface. 
in addit ion to the pict ure frame cnu·king seen d uring dry nanoindent.a tions. T he 
residue is the s ilver layer whicl1 i exposed due to t he increase in (racturr causrd 
by soaking in wal.er. Iu addition to the multi layer coatings, Ti02 aud ZnO thin 
films were c-\lso indented. The presence of water was found to reduce the hardness 
considerab ly dur1ng indcut.al. ions a t low loads in both of thc.-c films. 
The combined mecha.uical proper t ies of layered systems ran bC' altered by in-
troducing new layers or changing the orclc'ring of the layers. In addi t ion, doping 
has long been used to a.ffecL the properties of bu lk mal.criclls, someLhing which can 
a lso be applied t o tbin 61ms. Dm and-Droubin et al. [39] used nanoinclentations 
to observe the m r haniral properties and failw-cs of singlC' anclmultilayer thin film 
coatings u. ed on turbine blade. . Il was found t hat the he:u·d11css of TiAl thin 
films could be increased by the addition of silicon. FurthC'rmor , mult ilayering 
T iAi t and TiAlSi can ca,use a greater rC'sist ance to fracture clue to an increase 
in the crit ical load and crit,iral depth at. wltich t he fracture occurs. T he nature of 
cracking was also found to depend on indentation depth. with rad ial cracks seen 
at deeper indents and lateral cracks observed at shal low indents. 
In summary, th nature of defonuation of thin hard coating depends on a 
wide range of fa ·tors. The tip geometry. rate and depth of an indentation can 
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causr significant differences in the surface damage. The hard ucss and cri t ica l 
l o~td~ for fracture Lo oc:cm can be altered by varying layer thickness, ordering of 
layers or even cha.11ging the nature of individual layers. Furthermore, when an 
optical coc-'"l.ting is prepared, consideration must be given to the environment in 
which it is to be utilised , as moist urr can be a vital factor in in terfacial failure. 
The advanc-e. in nanoiuclenta tion experiments have shown that material prop-
erties a t. the ncwoscaJc difFer to tho. eat larger scaJcs. When ind nting many m ·t-
aL at thr nano::;ca le, Lherr i. a known indentatiou size effect (ISE) [40, 13, 41]. 
This relates Lo an increase in ntatcria l harclnrss a t very sha llow indentation 
depths. A number of different. modeL for the ISE in metals exist , including a 
model by Gerber ich et al. [42] Uuking the increased ha.rclncss to a ratio between 
th surface and p lastic st.raiu energy. Relative to metals, research iuto th be-
haviour of thiu fi lm ceramics is still devclopiug. However , early invcstiga tious 
have shown that an ISE also t'xisLs for ceramics, causing an increase in hardness 
for sma1ler indentation depths. 
The work of Bclde and BuiJ on Lhin film optical coatings also investigated 
singlr layer Ti02 , ZnO ancl Sn02 fihns [3 j. The hardness values during inclc•nta-
t ions into thr dry layers showed a considera ble increase in the hm·clncss a t shallow 
depths. For Ti02 the hardness '''hen a load of 1m is applied , is over 13 GPa, 
however , at a load of 10 tnl Lhis has reduced to under 9 GPa. Similar wtlues arc 
seen for Sn02 , however , t he effect. is even more pronounced for ZnO films with a 
rccl ucLion in hardness from about 19 GPa. to under 10 GPa over the same applied 
loads. An ISE in ZnO is al. o seen in t.he work of fao et al. [43]. The u1cchanical 
brhaviour of a ZuO {0001} surface was compared to ZnO aud Sn02 nanobelts, 
which arc long umlOstructures with relat.i vely small cro:s-sectious. Indentations 
inLo Lhe bulk mat eria l found an increase in hardness a t shallow depths, however. 
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t his \vets not as marked as that. seen by Belcle and Dull in the ZnO films. W hile 
the invcsLigations inLo the nanobclt s arc not of particular interest for this work, 
it is worth mentioning that b elow indentations depths of 50 nn1 an ISE was also 
seen . 
Zhu el al. have used t ile ouseL of p last icity during n ~:utoindentat ion t.o define 
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Figure 2. 11 : onna.lis cl yield pressure values plotLed against. t.he inverse cube 
root of the radins for numerous mr t.als and ceramic: materia ls [44]. 
a y ield poiut for ceramic::; [45, 44]. It is oftc11 the case tba t. forcc-depLh curves 
arc not very smooth , thus making the e lasti · and plastic response diffic ult to 
dillerentiat.e between. Having a robust yield point a llows any ISE to be defined 
in terms of this point rather than the hardness. Zhu et al. ha.ve found that. 
like t h harclne.ss . Lhe yield pressure for the onset of plasticity decreases as the 
indentation dcptl1 increases. For spherical indenLations into ceramics, the y ield 
pressure was found to be proporLional t.o the inverse cube root of the indenLer 
radius a.nd inversely proportional Lo the square root of the contact a.rca rad ius. 
Tlw invers square root relationship is also found to hold for pyr amidal indenters. 
T hr yiekl pressure for metals is a lso known to be inversely proport ional to Lhe 
cube root of Lhe indenLer radius, as shown by Gcrbcri c-h et al. [42]. Howrver , 
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when plott ing t he normalised yield pressure against the cube root of the radius, 
tlw slope for cera mics and metals differ considerably, even for materia ls wit h very 
silllilar mechanical properties, as shmvn by Zhu et al. in fig. 2.11. Therefore, 
although it can be said t ha t t he ISE effect is driven by t he contact area, there 
arc other factors whic·h play a role in the ISE or ceramics. To fully und r rstand 
t he differences in ISE betw •eu metals and ceramics, fur ther work is required. 
2.3 Modelling Review 
To assist in t hr understanding of th behaviour of materials, computer modelling 
is increru ingly ut ilised t.o perform mmoind nta t.ion simulat ions. T he scope of ab 
init.io mod !ling is limitrd t.o systems of a. few hundrr d atows, ma.king it difficult 
to model nanoindenta t ion . . Pcr6z and Paync have conducted simple indentation 
simulations using ab initio, however , these arc for very sma ll systems with only 
240 sub trat atoms [<16]. Advauces in computing perfonuance make it. po sible 
to use molrcular dynamics (MD) Lo perforn1 a tomistic modelling on much larger 
syst.ellls. On an even larger scale. finite clrmcnL (FE) m •thods a.r also used t,o 
simulate uanoindcntal.ions. These methods can provide additional insight into 
deformation characteristics. The finer details of t.he modelling used in this work 
arc ou tlined in chapter 3. 
Nanoinclentation simula.tions into met als have been st udied extensively. Re-
cent ly ·~dD has provided useful information about. a number of features which arc 
d ifficult to pinpoint experimentally. Thr bellaviour o r gold, indeutccl wit h a rigid 
spherical tip wac; invrstigatcd by Zimmennan et al. [47]. The effects of surface 
steps on deformation behaviour were explored , with the naL ure aud direct ion of 
act ivated slip systcn ts and cllsloca.tion loops depending on the proximity of t he 
surface sl.<'p to t he indentation site. T he c-rystal orientation also played c'l. ma.jor 
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Figure 2.12: Force-depth curves from indentations into gold surfaces at a clistan('C 
of 20 A (on the high side) and -5 A (on the lower side) from a surface step (a) 
and d islocat ions in t he systems at a distance of -5 A and 0 , measured usiug 
t> lip [47). A and B describe two cliffNent surface orientatioJJs. 
role in t. lt r development. of defect structurC!:l . Fig. 2.12 shows force-depth data 
and dislocat ions from indentations at varying distances from surface steps wit h 
two different. surface orientaLions. Contact between the indenter and the surface 
step affects the y ield load a.nd subsrqucnt dislocation emissiou . Iron and silver 
surfaces have also been explored through nanoindenLa.tion simula.tio11s with at01n-
istic Lips H , 49]. As with Lite gold indrntaLions, a number of slip yst.ems were 
activa.tcu during loadiug. T he nature of the pile-up cu·ound the indent.al ion sites 
was found to be strongly dependent. ou Lho activa t ion of slip systems. 
Another material widely studied Lhrough nanoindontation simula t ion is s il-
icon. Sanz- avarro et CLl. have st udied the s t.ructura.l changes in silicon dur-
ing indentation with a d iamond cube-cornered iuclcntcr [51). Regions of volume 
whcr ' suspected pba e t ransformations had occurred were ident ified by consider-
ing t he coordination of atoms, as well as looking at the radial disLributiou function 
(rdf). A number of local silicon structures were found to coexist ra ther than a 
full crystalline phase transformation. Struc: t.ural changes identified with t he rdf 
fo und similar peaks, a iLhough peak heights d iffered , for the different silicou sur-
faces . However. observing individual a Loms, imilar structural transformations 
were seen for both tbe (100) and (111) silicon surfaces. '.More recent work by Kim 
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(a) Si (lOO) indc11tat ion (b) Si (111) indentation 
Figurr 2. 13: Slices 5-6 nm deep through th€' (100) and (111) surfaces of silicon 
during indcutation [50). T he blue, green and red r gions are 4-fold coordinated 
atoms in a 111rta~table pha. r, 5-fold coordinated bct5-Si atoms and G-fold coor-
dinated Si-H atom. Black atoms arc atoms wit h 7-fold coordine;1.tion or more. 
n.nd Oh used a larger . imulation cell with a faster indentation speed , thus mak-
ing deeper indentations possible [50) . sing a hemispherical diamond indcnter a 
number of different phases were ident ified . Phase tn1.nsfonnations, were identified 
by defining two regions around individual atom ; one to include only first neigh-
hours and a second to include up to secoud nearest neighbours. It was found t hat 
regions of pltasr t ransformation d iffered significant ly between t he (l OO) and (111) 
surfaces. It was also concluded that t he slip systems played a major role iu t h 
initiation of p hase transformations. F ig. 2.13 shows slices at a depth of 5-6 nm 
beneath t he surface of silicon dming indentation. Atoms which have undergon 
a pha. e t ransformation arr shown, with significant d ifferences for the two surface 
oricntations. T he dominant slip p lane in silicon is t he (111) plane, thus i11dcnta-
t. ions into this surfa-ce cau:ccl atoms to move in t he lateral < 110> slip direction 
rather than in the d irect ion normal to the smfacc, play ing a role in t he phase 
change. 
In addition to moclrlting nanoindr nt.;-1.! ion, nanoscratch simulations into a 
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numbrr of different surfaces have been conducted using MD. Scratches into silver 
by Mulliah et al. found a. st rong dependence on tip orientation and scratch depth 
[52]. T he scratch hardness and conLact pressure were fouad to decrease with larger 
scratch depths. Large numbers of d islocations were seen dming deeper scratches. 
The frktiou coefficient on the ot her ham! saw an ill(.:reru;c with iucrcasing depth. 
Deeper scratches into the silver surface also revealed a number of stacking fa ults, 
whereas, t.hr shallowest depth had no defects present. Smith et al. also simulated 
nanosc-n\tches of t he silver surface with experimental compa.risons [53]. A num-
ber of slip systems were activaLcd during the course of thr scratches wit h stick 
slip cveul:; identified. These sLick slip events see the force on t he t ip increase 
and a recluct.ion of the indcntcr spred until . ome critical pressure is reached. At 
t his threshold, slip systems a.rr net ivatecl and t he stress in thr system is relieved. 
C01nparison bet.wecu t he simulations a.ucl experiments showed good agreement in 
Lhe pile-up patterns for the d ifferent iuclonter-surface orientations employed. F ig. 
2.14 shows l\ ID uanoscratch sirTr ula.tions with SFM experiment.. using t he samr 
i.nclr nLer-sllrfa ·c orientation. with pile-up along the scratch length and accumu-
lat.rcl in front of t he i.ndentcr maLr hi ng. As well as silver, lu lli ah et al. have also 
performed scra-tch simnlations into other materials [54]. For iron and silver the 
friction coeffi cient increased for de per scratch depths , however , in the case of 
b oth pure silicon and hydrogen terminated silicon a significant reduction in the 
friction coefficient was observed at i11creasiug depths. For the metals a number of 
full and partial dislocations w re seen depending on the depth and temperature of 
the particular simulation, however, the silicon surfaces saw no such slip systems 
or defec ts. Regions of increased coordination and possible phase transformations 
were SCCl l in silicon instead. 
sing MD, grain boundary effects during nanoiuclcnLaLion simulations hav 
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Figure 2.1Ll: Pilc-np during simulation ((a), (c) and (c)) a nd exper imental (( b), 
(cl) aud (f)) uanoscratches of s il ver (100) surfaces, wit h t he same indenLer-surfacc 
oricnLa.tions side-by-side [53]. Simulations were concluc-tcd at depths of 1 nm ru1d 
cxp rimcnts were performed when an indentation force of 225 ~-tm was obtained. 
been exp lored. C hr istopher eL al. performed nanoinclentat.ion imula.t ions through 
an iron grain boundary with a u atornisLic t.ip [55]. T h indcntcr passed direct ly 
through the Fc{lOO}{lll} boundary, wit h weak bond ing at the bouudcu-y found 
to be responsibk for a reduced indentation force and ltru·clncss val ur. Iu addi-
t ion, Lhe pik'-up nnd plastically deformed regions were strongly clep<> ndcnt on 
t he gra in wit h lcu·ge atomic rec-onstruc-tions at t he boundary. InclcnLaLions into 
nanocrysta.lline gold were conducted using a :::;phcrica l indcnter by Fcicht inger et 
al. [9]. Dclow t he indcntcr , Lhe grain boundaries were found to act as <-\ sink to the 
dislocations . R organisation o f grain boundaries was also observed at sha llow in-
dmtation depths w hen t he contac-t area of the indent.er is similar to the grain s izes. 
In contrast to t lte nanocrystalline materi al, Kim et al. simulated the nanoinden-
tation of a single grain boundary [56] . l3oLh , single crystal and bi-cryst.al nickel 
wcr ' modelled Lo observe the off cts of t he grain boundary when indent ing with 
a hemispherical iuclcnt cr. Indenta t ions into the single cryst.~\1 were <.:haractcr iscd 
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by the nucleation and propagat ion of a uumber of prismatic dislocation loops. 
However , when indcnt iug a bi-crystal with a single vc1tice:u grain boundary d ose 
to t he inclcntatiou site, dislocation loops reaching the grain boundary fai led to 
reflect back or pass th rough the boundary. Rather , Ll.t erc is a rcstructw·ing of t he 
grain boundary with a slight shift of some of t he atoms. T he nature of dislocation 
t ransmission or reflection is strongly dependent on t lt c part icular orientat ion at 
t he boundary so can vary, however , the role t hat grain bound~:uies play in defect 
formation and propagat ion is cousiclerablc. 
A larg<' amouut of work he:ts been undertaken t o model t.hC' properties of ma-
terials using FE methods. Primarily, FE methods arc used to model some of 
the far-fjcJcl effects of nanoindeut.ations. T hr finer atomistic effects, such as de-
fC'cts and dislocation emission, e:tre not considered ; rather , the focus is ou t he 
ehtsLic behaviom of nHtLcrials. T his method can have d ifficulties when modelling 
nauoindcniation clue to the nature of plas tic deformations that take place when 
a material is indeutecl. \iVhen modelling thin fi lms, material prop rties for each 
<.:O il) ponent arc not sufficient to define the fnll system. T herefore, nanoindcnta-
Liou simulations with FE make use of methods which defin e cohesive zones, both 
between interfaces and perpeudir ula.r to the surface within the d ifferent layers or 
t he substratc. These cohesive zones allow small displaccments of elements either 
side of the ;r,one. T he definit ion of a cohesive zone a llows t he propagatiou of 
cracking within a FE model. Abdui-Baqi and Van dcr Giessen used this par ticu-
lar method to define cracking when indent ing a thin hard film on a soft ubstrate 
[57]. T he init iation of cn1.cks was combined with kinks in the for rc-deptb data, 
with t he size of the kink proportiona l to the size of crack. 
Chc11 ~1.nd Bull ha.v<' used FE modclliug to simulate uauoind nta.tiou of t hin 
fil nt mult ilayer sy tems [10]. A relationship b tween t.he plastic deformatio11 zone 
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Figun' 2.15: Preclided hardness a nd Young·s modulus values comparC'd to cxper-
inJcntal va lues for a th in film coatings stack con isting of 200 nm ZnO on 20 nm 
TiOx 1Y on glass [10]. 
around t he indentation sit ' and the dep th of th indent.ation was formed using 
the Young' modulus and hardness. T heir findi ngs . how n' asonablr prC'clictions 
of the hardness a nd Young's modu lus, in compar ison to exper imenta l data. Fig. 
2.15 shows tb prcdkLcd values for the hard ness, using a model with and wit h-
out cracking, and Young's modulus as a function of t.he inclcnLer displacement. 
Data for thC' mod el wa,c:; obtai1wd u. ing a FE na noiuclentation simulation and the 
experimental values relate to t he same Lhin fi lm optical coat ing system. 
A key feature of moclcJli ng nanoindcnLa t.ion of mulLilayered systems, is clefin-
iug clclantinatio11 a nd movement. aL Lhe interfaces between fi lms, or between films 
and the substrata . Huang and P elcgri have modelled snch systems using a fr iC'-
t ion contact at the interfaces [11]. U ·ing t hi s method , they have clarified some of 
t he reliabili ty is ucs cone 'rning Lhc in terfaces, as well as definiHg the inLerfacial 
properties wheu d ifferenl. b011ding <.:o11 cl iLions a.rc a.ppliccl. 
W ltile FE modelling ha.>1 obvious benefi ts ror nloclelling large scale nanoindcn-
tations, there arc defi cicnci s wlwn mod lli ng sma ll sc.:alc plastic deformations. 
i'vla tcria l behaviour, such as Uw acLivat.ion of spccifi · sli p systems and Lh c emis-
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sion of dislocaLion loops, are sti ll outside the scope of FE analysis. Since the main 
point of Lhis work is understanding such mccbanisrns, nanoindeutation modelling 
in this work is conducted via an at.omistic model. 
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Chapter 3 
Molecular Dynamics Simulations 
3.1 Introduction 
As discussed in the previous chapter, modelling a nanoindentation using ab initio 
methods is not generally feasible due to the long time scale required for such a 
simulation as well as the large number of atoms that are required. FE simulations 
of nanoindentations can be useful, but they can be limited when fracture and 
dislocations are to be modelled as the motion of individual atoms is required 
to fully understand the deformation mechanisms. Molecular dynamics (MD) fall 
between the two different length scales and can be used to model nanoindentation 
simulations. 
In classical MD, atoms are modelled as point particles. Interactions between 
different atoms are then defined by an inter atomic potential energy function, V. 
These functions can have a variety of different forms and are discussed later. 
Taking the negative of the gradient of the potential energy function yields the 
force on each of the atoms, 
(3.1) 
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where F; is the force on atom i, and the potential energy is a function of the 
atomic positions, r;. With the force on each atom, Newton's equation of motion 
for atom i is given by 
(3.2) 
The mass and acceleration of atom i are m; and a;, respectively and t is the 
time. A numerical integration algorithm can then be used to solve the system of 
equations to evolve the system over time. 
3.2 lnteratomic Potentials 
Potential energy functions which are used to define the interactions between 
atoms within a MD system generally have a particular functional form, with 
the parameters within them varying depending on the material being modelled. 
The parameters of the potential are fitted to some known properties of the ma-
terial which are obtained either from experimental data or ab initio modelling. 
The simplest of properties which can be fitted to is the lattice parameter and 
crystal structure. Most potential energy functions are also parameterised to give 
accurate bulk properties, such as the cohesive energy and the elastic constants. 
In addition, surface characteristics and defect formation energies are often fitted. 
Many different forms of the interatomic potential energy function, V, have 
been developed with varying degrees of complexity. The simplest interatomic 
potential is a two-body function which depends only on r;j, which is the distance 
between atoms i and j. The total potential energy of the system is then the sum-
mation of all the pair interactions. When modelling many complex structures, 
such as covalent structures where directional bonding is important, a more so-
phisticated function is required, usually involving many-body potentials. In this 
case, the total energy of the system may depend not only on the distance between 
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pairs of atoms but also on the bond angles or the local bond environment. 
In addition to interatomic potentials with fixed functional forms, there are also 
methods being developed which aim to utilise neural networks to model a variety 
of different systems of atoms. The issue with using some of the more traditional 
functions is that they have been parameterised for specific properties, however, 
when other properties are considered they may not perform so well. The idea be-
hind developing a neural network model is that a wider range of properties may 
be fitted using a potential that does not assume a specific functional form [58, 59]. 
3.2.1 Lennard-Jones Potential 
The Lennard-Jones potential [60], also referred to as the 6-12 potential, is one of 
the earliest and simplest pair potentials and was initially developed for the noble 
gases. The potential energy between atoms i and j is given by 
(3.3) 
where r;; is the distance between the atoms and the parameters t and r7 are nor-
mally fitted to the cohesive energy and lattice parameter of the material. t is the 
well depth for the potential and 2116r7 is the equilibrium bond distance for the 
dimer. Since atoms in solid noble gases have minimal distortions from their sta-
ble configuration in the free state, they can be modelled by an attractive dipole 
interaction. The second term describes an induced-dipole attraction, whereas the 
first term ensures there is sufficient repulsion between the two atoms at close 
range. There is no physical reasoning behind the choice of 12 as the index in the 
repulsive term other than it being larger than 6. 
The total energy of a system can be calculated by summing over all of the 
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unique bonds within the system. The potential parameters can also be adjusted 
to fit crystal properties such as the bulk modulus, however, this may be at the 
expense of the quality of the fit to the cohesive energy and lattice parameter. 
3.2.2 Morse Potential 
Another pairwise potential, developed by P. M. Morse, in 1929, is the Morse 
potential [61]. The Morse potential is a popular choice for modelling a number of 
different materials. Girifalco and Weizer, used the Morse potential [62], to model 
the properties of cubic metals. Like the Lennard-Jones potential, the Morse 
potential has two terms to describe the repulsion and attraction between atoms. 
However, it has extra parameters allowing it to be parameterised to fit additional 
material properties. Due to these extra parameters, the Morse po~ential can be 
fitted to two of the three elastic modulii, whereas, the Lennard-Jones potential 
can only be fitted to one. During the indentation of fee metals, Ziegenhain et al. 
found the Morse potential to fare better than the Lennard-Jones potential, when 
compared to many-body potential energy functions and experiments [63]. 
Using the Morse potential, the total energy of a solid is described as 
(3.4) 
where, in modified form, 
(3.5) 
The dimer bond energy, D0 , dimer bond distance, r0 , and the free parameter f3 
are fitted to bulk properties of the material. In the original Morse potential, the 
parameter S is fixed with a value of 2, however, in the modified Morse potential 
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this can provide an extra parameter when fitting to the material properties. 
Usually fitted to the bulk modulus of a material, as well as the cohesive energy 
and lattice parameter, the Morse and modified Morse potentials have been used 
to model a number of materials, in particular, bulk fee metals. Morse potentials 
are relatively straightforward to implement and being two-body potentials, can 
also provide a quick and efficient method of calculating the forces within a sys-
tern. However, certain material properties can be difficult to simulate accurately 
using just the two-body Morse potential. Thus, the Morse potential is often used 
as the two-body term in other more complicated many-body potentials described 
later. 
In chapter 6, a new potential is required to model the interfaces within the 
multilayered systems investigated in this work. The modified Morse potential was 
chosen as the basis for modelling the interfaces due the simple functional form, 
allowing the force and energy to be calculated quickly and efficiently. Further 
details of the fitting procedure and parameters chosen are given later. 
3.2.3 Ionic Potentials 
The interatomic potentials mentioned thus far are short ranged potentials, mean-
ing that the potential energy function decays reasonably quickly as atoms move 
apart. However, when modelling an ionic material, the energy due to the elec-
trostatic interactions of the charged atoms is a long range effect. The Coulombic 
energy, which supplements the short range interactions, is proportional to r-1 
and is given by 
(3.6) 
The charges on atoms i and j are given by qi and %, respectively and Eo is the 
electrical permittivity of free space. Due to the long ranged nature of these in-
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teractions, the Coulombic contribution to the total energy requires evaluation for 
all atom pairs in the system. For large systems, to do this as a direct sum can be 
extremely problematic as the calculation grows as the square of the total number 
of atoms. Therefore, a direct implementation of the electrostatic terms will be 
extremely slow, so an alternative technique is required. 
One way of obtaining the Coulombic contribution to the energies and forces 
within. a system is to use the Ewald sums technique [64, 65]. The Ewald method 
can perform a summation of atomic interactions in a charge neutral periodic 
system of ions. The slowly converging series is replaced by the sum of rapidly 
converging terms in real-space and reciprocal-space. Although the Ewald sum-
mation method is a faster ·alternative to a direct summation, whilst maintaining 
good accuracy, it can still be very computationally intensive, unless special tricks 
are used to speed up the reciprocal space summation. 
An alternative method to calculate the electrostatic energy of a system is 
the method developed by Wolf [66]. This method argues that in perfect crystal 
structures, the effective range of the Coulombic term is much shorter, due to 
the effective charges canceling each other out at long range. Therefore, when 
evaluating the Coulombic term for a particular atom, only neighbours in a spher-
ically truncated region are considered, rather than all atoms. Computationally, 
the Wolf method is far more efficient than either the direct or Ewald summa-
tions, whilst still providing good accuracy when evaluating crystal systems that 
are close to perfect. However, within a system containing defects such as inter-
stitials or vacancies, the assumption of charge neutrality within the spherically 
truncated region no longer applies, and charges no longer cancel each other out. 
Here, the Wolf method is unable to provide an accurate estimate of the electro-
static energies and forces, so is, therefore, inappropriate for modelling a system 
with damage. 
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For modelling large ionic systems, one algorithm that has been successfully 
implemented is the Fast Multipole Method (FMM) [67]. This method provides 
a quicker evaluation of the Coulombic energies and forces than the Ewald and 
direct summation methods. FMM algorithms decompose the large simulation cell 
into smaller cells. Atoms within the same cell, or neighbouring cells have a direct 
calculation of their ionic contribution, however, cells further away from one an-
other will have multipole expansions performed to evaluate interactions between 
cells. The accuracy of the FMM algorithms can vary depending on the level of 
decomposition of the cell as well as the number of terms used in the expansion. 
Generally, they provide a quick and accurate method for calculating the energy 
of an ionic system, which makes them ideal for use in modelling large systems 
evolved over a reasonable time span. For the ionic systems considered in this 
work a fixed charge model is utilised, therefore, the same charge is maintained 
throughout the simulation. The FMM algorithm used to calculate the Coulom-
bic contributions is the Distributed Parallel Multi pole Tree Algorithm (DPMTA) 
[68], which provides accurate and reasonably efficient energy and force calcula-
tions. 
3.2.4 Buckingham Potential 
When modelling an ionic material, the contribution to the interatomic energy 
from the Coulombic term needs to be supplemented with a short ranged in-
teraction. The Buckingham potential is a short ranged pair potential which is 
relatively simple to implement and is a computationally efficient method which 
makes it very popular for modelling ionic systems [69]. 
The Buckingham potential consists of a Born-Mayer term which describes 
the very short range repulsion of the nuclei of two interacting ions which have 
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opposing charges. The second term is the van der Waals term which is a rela-
tively weak, but nonetheless important, attraction that occurs as two atoms drift 
apart. This term gives the potential an attractive tail towards the cut-off of the 
potential. The Buckingham potential is given by 
(3.7) 
where the interatomic distance is 1'ij. The parameters Aij, Pij and Cij are depen-
dent on the interacting atom types and are fitted to various material properties. 
The interatomic potential used to describe interactions within MgO later in 
this chapter makes use of the Buckingham potential, to complement the Coulom-
bic term which describes the ionic contributions. The Lewis and Catlow et al. [70] 
potential parameters were utilised, which use the Buckingham potential in the 
form given in equation 3.7. This potential has been widely utilised, for modelling 
MgO [71] as well as interactions within magnesium aluminate spine! (MgA1z04) 
[72, 73]. 
Within chapter 4, the rutile and anatase Ti02 polymorphs are modelled us-
ing a Buckingham-type potential, which is again supplemented with a Coulombic 
term for the ionic interactions. The interatomic potential energy function, devel-
oped by Matsui and Akaogi [7 4], differs slightly in form to equation 3. 7, and is 
given fully later. The potential is a fixed partial charge potential and was chosen 
ahead of numerous variable charge potentials [75]. While the cost of calculat-
ing ionic contributions for fixed charge potentials is high, variable charge models 
have an additional computational expense since the charge on each atom must 
be calculated. Additionally, Thomas et al. [76] found the Matsui and Akaogi 
potential to accurately predict a wide range of structures and material proper-
ties, including the melting point, heat capacity and thermal expansion of rutile. 
Most importantly they also found it to correctly predict the most stable Ti02 
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structure as rutile, rather than anatase, which some of the variable charge po-
tentials give. Recent work by Sanville and Vernon et al. [77] also found the fixed 
charge Matsui and Akaogi potential to give good surface energetics and transi-
tion barriers when investigating rutile surface growth. In comparison to ab initio 
energetics results, the fixed charge potential gave nearly exact matches, while the 
variable charge method underestimated significantly. Therefore, the Matsui and 
Akaogi potential was an ideal choice for modelling the different Ti02 polymorphs. 
3.2.5 Ziegler-Biersack-Littmark Potential 
The Ziegler-Biersack-Littmark (ZBL) potential is one of many proposed potential 
models for simulating the short range repulsion that occurs when atomic separa-
tion distances are small. At such distances the nuclei of atoms are only partially 
shielded by the electron clouds and there is a strong repulsive force between the 
atomic nuclei. 
The potential is obtained by taking the Coulombic interaction of the two 
nuclei and multiplying by a screening function,P(x), 
(3.8) 
with ,P(x) < 1 when r > 0. Z; represents the charge of the nucleus of atom i, the 
distance between the two atoms is r;j and Eo is the electrical permittivity of free 
space. For the ZBL potential the screening function, 4>( x), has the form 
,P(x) = 0.1818e-3·2x + 0.5099e-0·9423x + 0.2802e-0.4029x + 0.02817e-0·2016x, (3.9) 
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where x = !:!i. and au is given by 
•• 
0.8854ao 
zo.23 + zo.23, 
• J 
with a0 = 0.529A, the Bohr radius. 
(3.10) 
The potential proposed by Ziegler, Biersack and Littmark has been constructed 
by fitting a universal screening function to theoretically obtained potentials cal-
culated for a large variety of atom pairs [78]. 
3.2.6 Embedded Atom Method 
All of the methods for evaluating the interatomic potential energy discussed so 
far have been pair potentials, which are the most efficient way of calculating the 
short range interactions. However, if a wide range of material properties are to 
be reproduced accurately then a simple pair potential becomes inadequate. Some 
form of many-body term is required to supplement the pair potential. The em-
bedded atom method (EAM) [79, 80] defines the potential energy function as 
the sum of a pair potential, for modelling close range repulsion, and an embed-
ding term which can be thought of as an attractive electron density function. 
Therefore, the energy of atom i is described as 
(3.11) 
where V(ri1) is the pair potential and f(Pi) is the embedding function with 
Pi = .2::.:: <P( r ij), 
j 
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(3.12) 
where <P(r;j) is another pair potential. 
The Ackland potential is a form of an EAM which has been developed to 
model the noble metals [81]. The pairwise and embedding functions take the 
form 
6 
V(r;j) = Lak(rk- T;j) 3H(rk- rij) (3.13) 
k=l 
and 
(3.14) 
with 
2 
<P(r;i) = LAk(Rk- T;j) 3 H(Rk- r;j)· (3.15) 
k=l 
The function H, is the Heaviside step function, such that H(x) = 0 if x < 0, 
and H(x) = 1 if x :2: 0. Since r 1 > r2 > T3 > T4 > rs > r6 and R1 > R2, the 
parameters r 1 and R1 are the cut off values for the pair potential and the electron 
density term, respectively. The cut-off is usually the same for both terms and 
is set to include up to the third nearest neighbours. The parameters ak and Ak 
are fitted to the lattice parameters, cohesive energy, elastic constants, vacancy 
formation energy, stacking fault energy and pressure-volume relationship. 
All of the terms within the EAM potential depend on the interatomic dis-
tance, Tij, and are relatively short ranged. This means that there is no significant 
extra effort required when calculating the potential energy and forces, making the 
EAM a computationally efficient many-body potential. Therefore, the Ackland 
potential is utilised for describing the interactions between silver atoms within 
the multilayered systems which appear in chapter 6 [81]. 
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3.2. 7 Bond Order Potentials 
Tersoff potentials are bond order potentials which were originally developed for 
modelling covalent materials but can be modified for use with other materials 
[82, 83]. The interatomic potential function is composed of a repulsive and at-
tractive pair term, however, the attractive term is multiplied by a many-body 
term. This ensures that the strength of a bond is not solely dependent on the 
distance between two atoms, but also depends on the local environment. The 
energy of a system is given by 
where 
1 E=-"'V: 2 L....J 'tJ1 
i¥j 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
In Tersoff potentials, the pairwise repulsive and attractive terms, VR(rij) and 
VA (rij), are usually similar to the respective terms in the Morse inter atomic po-
tential (see section 3.2.2). The cut-off function, fc, smoothly reduces the potential 
energy function to zero so that only the required neighbouring atoms are included 
in the energy calculations. A common form for the potential cut-off function is 
given below. The many-body term bij is used to evaluate the competition be-
tween bonds and different forms for this can be found in the literature [82]. 
The Brenner potential is a Tersoff-type many-body potential that has been de-
veloped to model hydrocarbons and shows a good fit to the diamond and graphite 
structures [84, 85]. For the Brenner potential, equation 3.17 is rewritten as 
(3.18) 
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where the pairwise repulsive and attractive terms are defined as 
(3.19) 
and 
(3.20) 
respectively. The parameters are the well depth, Dt) and the equilibrium dis-
tance, R)jl with {J;j and S;j as extra free parameters similar to those found in the 
modified Morse potential. The many-body part, B;j, is defined as an average of 
the bond order of each of the two atoms i and j with an additional correction 
term: 
[3 .. = B;j + Bji + F:(N(t) N(t) N(conj)) 
~J 2 'tJt'J''tJ' (3.21) 
with the bond order term given by 
Bij = [1 + L G;(Bijk)fc(r;k)e"'ik [(r;;-Rj;l)-(r,.-Rj~ll] + H;j(N;(H)' Nfl)] -li 
kofii,j 
(3.22) 
A smooth cut-off between first and second nearest neighbours is provided by 
fc(r;j), with the functions F;j and H;j used to sum neighbours of different types 
of atom species and G;(Bijk) provides a term dependent on the bond angles. All of 
the function definitions can be found in the literature along with the parameters 
which vary depending on the atom types [84]. 
Modifications of the Tersoff and Brenner potentials are quite common with 
potentials being developed to model other materials, as well as interactions be-
tween different species of atoms. A number of interactions have been defined for 
carbon, silicon and hydrogen systems [86]. Carbon-carbon interactions described 
by the Brenner potential are used extensively within this work for modelling the 
diamond indenter [84, 85]. 
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In addition to modelling covalent materials, Tersoff-type potentials have also 
been developed to model a number of different types of materials. Analytic bond 
order potentials (ABOP) have been developed to model pure metals and mixed 
ionic-covalent materials [87, 88, 89, 90]. Under the ABOP scheme, the ionic ZnO 
system has also been modelled [91]. The ionic term described in section 3.2.3, is 
ignored when modelling ZnO using the ABOP. Whilst there are drawbacks when 
modelling certain structures, which rely on the long ranged effect, the wurtzite 
and zinc blende polymorphs of ZnO have been successfully modelled. For the 
wurtzite structure, which is modelled in this work, the cohesive energy of -7.52 
eV and cell volume of 23.59 A3 compare very well with experimental values of 
-7.52 eV and 23.61 A3 , respectively. The various values for the bulk moduli and 
elastic constants also show a good overall fit to experimental values, as well as 
an improvement on the Lewis and Catlow fixed charge models [91, 70, 92]. 
Under the ABOP framework, the energy of the interaction between atoms i 
and j is defined in the same way as the Brenner potential as shown in equations 
3.18, 3.19 and 3.20. However, the many-body part, B;1 in equation 3.21, is now 
defined as the average of the bonds of atoms i and j without the conjugated term; 
with 
XiJ = .L fc(r;k)9;k(O;jk)e2~''•(r,J-r"). 
k-,'i,j 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
The cut-off function, fc(r;k), is again utilised in the many-body term. This func-
tion ensures that only nearest neighbours of atom i, which are not atom j, are 
considered when evaluating the three-body interactions. The cut-off function is 
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defined as 
1, r < R- D, 
fc(r) = I I · ( (r-R)) 2 - 2stn w--;;:n- , IR- ri:::; D,· (3.26) 
0, r > R+ D 
where the parameters R and D are set such that in the range of first neighbours 
the function is equal to 1. Thereafter, the potential is smoothly reduced to zero 
using the sine function. The angular dependence, g;k(O;jk), evaluates the angle 
between rii and r;k and is given by 
(3.27) 
The parameters, Jl, 1, c, d and h are dependent on the interacting species and 
are available within the literature [91]. 
The ABOP is fitted to a variety of experimental data for different phases of 
zinc oxide which have a number of coordinations. In the wurtzite phase, the 
potential has very good agreement with the cohesive energy, equilibrium volume, 
and a range of elastic properties. During initial test simulations indenting small 
systems, the potential was found to be well behaved during the initial stages of 
indentation. However, at significant depths, the potential caused the material 
to behave unphysically. Unless the material is substantially compressed, there 
are no zinc-zinc or oxygen-oxygen interactions. However, once the material is 
deformed in a non-symmetric manner, the parameters chosen for like-atom in-
teractions introduce extremely large repulsive forces on the atoms causing the 
ejection of chains of atoms from the free indenting surface. 
To improve the behaviour under non-equilibrium conditions, the ABOP was 
utilised for modelling zinc-oxygen pair interactions only. The many-body terms 
were used to describe the zinc-oxygen-zinc or oxygen-zinc-oxygen interactions 
only. Like-atom interactions were then described using the purely repulsive ZBL 
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potential (section 3.2.5) which was smoothly reduced to zero using the cut-off 
function, fc, in equation 3.26. After testing, the separation distance at which 
the ZBL potential was cut-off for like-atom interactions was 2.9 A. This allowed 
sufficient repulsion between atoms of the same specie without causing the mate-
. rial to behave in an unphysical manner under extreme stress. While the material 
was in equilibrium and during the early stages of indentation, the material was 
able to behave as it would with the full, unaltered ABOP potential, with the 
modifications not affecting the elastic properties. The modified ABOP potential 
was used to model the ZnO systems investigated in chapters 5 and 6. 
3.2.8 Potential Cut-Off and Splining 
Prior to using potential energy functions, the range at which they are applied 
to calculate the energy and force between atoms needs to be determined. For 
the ZnO ABOP [91] and the Brenner carbon [84, 85] potentials, there is a cut-
off function already included in the formulation of the potential. These ensure 
that only the required number of neighbours are included within the calculation, 
and that the energy is continuous throughout. The Ackland Ag [81] potential 
has a relatively long range, with the cut-off for modelling silver set at 5.0 A. At 
this point, both the potential energy and interatomic forces between atoms are 
negligible, therefore, no additional cut-off function is included. 
For the Buckingham-type MgO and Ti02 potentials the cut-off radius is also 
relatively long ranged, however, to ensure a smooth reduction of the potential, 
a cut-off function was applied. This function was similar to the cut-off function 
given in equation 3.26, but makes use of the cosine function. The cut-off was 
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applied over the final 0.2 A of the potential range, and is defined as 
1 1 ( (r-R)) fcut-off(r) = 2 + 2cos 1r D ' (3.28) 
with r the distance between the interacting atoms and D the range over which 
the cut-off function was applied. The value of R is varied depending on the in-
teracting atom types and is related to the range of the potential. The overall 
range of the interatomic potential is defined as R + D. For interactions within 
both the Lewis and Catlow et al. [70] MgO potential and the Matsui and Akaogi 
[74] Ti02 potential this was chosen as 7.4 A. For all interaction types, this gave 
a sufficiently large range, such that both the potential energy and forces between 
atoms were almost negligible. 
Within chapter 6 a new potential energy function is defined to model inter-
actions between interfacial atoms in the multilayered systems. Due to the corn-
plexities of the structure and the simplicity of the chosen model, it was decided 
that only nearest neighbour interactions between oxygen and silver atoms would 
be defined using the modified Morse potential. Therefore, the cut-off function in 
equation 3.26 was utilised to ensure only the required atoms would interact. Fur-
ther details of the potential energy function and the parameterisation procedure 
are given in section 6.2. 
Within this work, all of the potentials have sufficient short range repulsion 
when utilised for modelling nanoindentations. However, for other applications, 
such as high energy collision cascades, if atoms get close to one another a stronger 
repulsive term may be required. Therefore, when implementing the new potential 
energy functions, at very short ranges the chosen potential is switched to the ZBL 
potential (section 3.2.5) via a splining function. The splining is implemented such 
that there is a smooth transition from one potential to another, with continuous 
energy and forces. For the Lewis and Catlow et al. [70] MgO potential, the spline 
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F igure 3.1: Th potent ia,! energy curves for the Ti-T i interactions dcscri bed HS-
ing the ZBL and Mat.s ni and Akaogi potcntiaJs for Lhc shor t and long range, 
r rspectivcly. The pliuc function is ut ili cd for atoms bctwee11 0.65 A and 1.1 A 
ap;u·t. 
to t he ZBL potential hrcomes active when atoms get wit hin 1.05 of one an-
other for t he Mg-Mg and 0-0 interactions and 0. A for t he Mg-0 interactions. 
T he splining to ZBL for the l\ Iatsui and Akaogi [74] T i0 2 potentia l begins at 1. 1 
A, 1.05 A a nd 0.83 A for T i-Ti, Ti-0 and 0 -0 atom interact ions, re. pectively. 
F ig. 3.1 shows the spli.n ing of the ZBL and l\ Ia.tsui and Akaogi potentials for 
the T i-Ti iuLcrartions, the transition betwe n t he two functions is smooth , with 
the ZBL potcutial providing far grcc-1.ter repulsion at very short ranges. For the 
ZnO ABOP [91], there is suffici 11t repulsion within the Zn-0 in teractions, and 
the ZBL potential is implemented for Zn-Zu cwd 0 -0 interactions tlu·ough the 
modifi cations described in the previous section . The pot.eut ial energy functions 
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used to describe the multilayered systems in chapter 6 also have the short range 
ZBL repulsion implemented (described later). Again, this is not utilised during a 
nanoindentation simulation, as the repulsion within the modified Morse potential 
is sufficient, however, for other applications it may be required. 
3.3 Integration Algorithms 
In MD simulations, once the forces acting on all of the atoms have been calculated 
the system can be evolved through time using a suitable time step. In order to 
model a dynamic system, Newton's equation of motion (equation 3.2) needs to 
be solved for all of the atoms within the system. An analytical integration to 
calculate the velocities and positions is not possible due to the complexities of 
the system, therefore, a numerical integration algorithm is required. A number of 
different numerical integration algorithms have been suggested in the literature 
[93, 94]. There are two key requirements when selecting a suitable algorithm; 
the accuracy of the algorithm and the speed with which it can be executed. It 
is also useful for non dissipative systems that the integration algorithm chosen is 
symplectic and preserves the Hamiltonian invariants to the same degree as the 
the accuracy of the method. If this is the case, over a large number of time steps 
the integration algorithm will show good energy conservation. 
The Verlet algorithm can be derived from a Taylor series expansion and is a 
popular integration algorithm that has been extensively used [95]. The positions, 
r;, and velocities, v; are updated through time, t using; 
r;(t + b.t) = 2r;(t)- r;(t- b.t) + a;(t)b.t2 , (3.29) 
r;(t + b.t)- r;(t- b.t) 
v;(t) = 2b.t , (3.30) 
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where a; is the acceleration and llt is the chosen time step. The algorithm is 
straightforward to implement and is symplectic, however, the velocity evaluation 
is always one step behind. In addition, the updates require data to be stored 
from two time steps which can be costly for large systems. 
Many variations to the Verlet algorithm exist. The algorithm developed by 
Swope et al. [96], known as the velocity Verlet algorithm, has update functions 
which are defined as 
(3.31) 
1 
v;(t + t!.t) = v;(t) + 2[a;(t) + a;(t + tlt)]t!.t. (3.32) 
The velocity V er let algorithm shares the benefits of being symplectic and conserv-
ing energy, but in addition, it reduces the computational effort that is required. 
As soon as the force evaluations are completed, the positions can be calculated 
using equation 3.31. The velocity calculation can also be split into two parts 
which can be completed before and after the force evaluations, thus reducing the 
need to store extra data. For these reasons, the velocity Verlet algorithm is used 
in all of the simulations conducted. 
3.4 Finite Temperature Control 
When performing a MD simulation, it is important to consider the temperature 
at which the simulation is to be run. To ensure atoms are initially positioned so 
that the system is in a local minimum potential energy state, a short period of 
damping can be conducted using a method such as the Linhard-Scharff inelastic 
energy loss model [97]. At this stage the kinetic energy within the system is close 
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to zero. The average temperature, T, of the system is linked to the total kinetic 
energy of the atoms, UKE, by the relationship 
(3.33) 
with the Boltzmann constant, k8 = 8.617 x 10-5 eV K-1, and N being the num-
ber of atoms. If the kinetic energy is almost zero, the temperature of the system 
is close to 0 K. If the simulation is to be conducted at some temperature, then 
a thermalisation method is required. A number of different thermalisation algo-
rithms exist and are discussed in the following subsections. All of the simulations 
run within this work are conducted at 300 K so require heating to this tempera-
ture before proceeding. During each simulation, the system requires monitoring 
and adjusting to ensure that the correct temperature is maintained. 
The thermalisation procedure employed throughout this work involves setting 
all of the atoms within the system as thermal atoms initially. This means that 
the velocities of these atoms are scaled according to the thermalisation algorithm 
that is employed. Using all of the atoms ensures that less time is required to 
heat the entire system. Once the system is close to the required temperature, 
the majority of the atoms revert back to being free, non-thermal atoms. In order 
to keep a simulation at a given temperature, a number of atoms, as shown in 
section 3.5.3, remain defined as thermal atoms and are connected to a thermal 
bath. These atoms control the temperature throughout the simulation. 
3.4.1 Berendsen Thermostat 
The thermostat algorithm described by Berendsen [98] controls the temperature 
within the system by scaling the velocity vector of the thermal atoms at each 
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time step. The velocities are scaled by a factor, >., which is defined by 
[ 8t(T0 )]! A= 1+ TT T-1 (3.34) 
The current and required temperatures are given by T and T0 • The time step 
used in the integration algorithm is lit and TT is the coupling parameter between 
the atoms acting as the heat bath and the rest of the system. The coupling 
parameter determines the rate at which the system is brought to the required 
temperature. 
The Berendsen thermostat is extremely useful when equilibrating a system to 
a new temperature [65]. It reaches the desired temperature quickly and smoothly, 
with minimal fluctuations in the temperature. Therefore, the Berendsen thermo-
stat has been selected for obtaining and then maintaining the correct temperature 
in all of the simulations in this work. 
3.4.2 Nose-Hoover Thermostat 
The work of Nose [99] was developed further by Hoover [100] to produce the Nose-
Hoover thermostat. The thermostat modifies the equation of motion (equation 
3.2) such that 
(3.35) 
with the rate of change of the coefficient ( defined as 
d(_1(N 2 ) dt - Q ~vi- 3NkBTo . (3.36) 
The parameter Q describes the coupling between the system and the thermal 
reservoir. The velocities of the atoms in equation 3.35 are scaled according to 
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whether the current kinetic energy is greater than 3Nk8 To. The nature of the 
algorithm is that the temperature oscillates around the required temperature, To 
[101]. The Nose-Hoover thermostat is canonical, however, it can suffer from large 
temperature fluctuations so can be unsuitable, e.g. when simulating materials 
with low melting points. 
3.5 Nanoindentation Model 
MD is used to model materials for a wide range of purposes. The work in this 
thesis models nanoindentations into a number of different substrates. The model 
employed for the simulations is the spring model, which uses a spring between 
moving supports and the tip. This models the motion of the indenter in a similar 
manner to that of a tip in an AFM cantilever indenter. The speed with which 
all of the nanoindentations are conducted is 10 ms-1 , which allows reasonable 
indentation depths to be achieved whilst keeping the computation times to an 
acceptable level and not allowing significant increases in the temperature. The 
simulations were conducted using high performance computing facilities, utilising 
parallel processing. The majority of simulations were run with MD only, how-
ever, a multiscale model linking FE and MD, allowing the simulation of far larger 
systems was also used. 
3.5.1 Indenter 
Nanoindentation experiments can be performed using a number of different in-
denter geometries, each of which can provide an indentation with differing char-
acteristics. Flat punch, spherical, conical, Berkovich, Vickers and cube-cornered 
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indenters are a few of the tips available and provide varying degrees of sharpness. 
Pyramidal geometries provide an asymmetric indenter which can leave varying 
impressions in the substrate depending on the indenter-surface orientation. Ex-
perimental indenters are rated with a certain degree of curvature at the apex 
when new, however, over a number of indentations blunting of the apex occurs, 
affecting the accuracy of data from future indentations. Generally, diamond in-
denters are utilised, however, other suitably hard materials, such as sapphire or 
quartz are also available. 
The indenter used within the simulations in this work is a diamond cube-
cornered indenter which can also be described as a 90° triangular based pyramid. 
It is generated by truncating a cubic diamond lattice with the apex formed at 
the intersection of three {100} faces of the cube, as can be seen in fig. 3.2. 
Since experimental nanoindentations do not make use of atomically sharp 
Figure 3.2: The indenter is formed from the cube. C is the apex with ABC, BCD 
and ACD the indenting surfaces. ABD sits parallel to the surface of the substrate 
and h, the height of the indenter, is perpendicular to the surface. 
indenters, the apex is subjected to a degree of rounding (fig. 3.3). In this work, 
the last few { ll1} atomic layers at the apex ( ~ 1 nm) are rounded to give a ra-
dius of curvature of 2 - 3 nm. This blunting of the indenter also prevents a single 
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at.o1n in teract ion when indenting. T he indcuter has dimcr r COllstructed {100} 
(2 x 1) s urfaces which provides more stable sides t han the truncated c·rystal. 
During the indcntatio11 process, the· indcnt cr aLoms arc free to move and 
Figure 3.3: An ,4:32 atom diamond cub e-cornerrd indenter as seen from below 
with the d illl er reconstruetio11 on thr inclenter facrs and rounded t.ip. 
deform according to the forces that arc acting upon t hem. Therefore, when in-
deut ing hard materials Llterr will be some compression within Lhc indenter . 
3.5.2 Spring Model 
T here a r a number of MD nanoindentation rnodcls available which cont rol the 
mot ion of the indeatcr ill different ways [102). The model us d for t his work is 
known as th spring model. T he 1notion of the indcnter is simulated to be similar 
Lo that seen in an AFM cantilcvC'r. A seri s of theoretical supports are conuccted 
Lo the top of th ind0nt r v ia springs. as shown in fig. 3.4. Wheu performing a 
nauoindcutation, the indcnter is pushed clown into th ' surface by support Bin the 
y-d irccLion. T he posit.ivc y-cUrecLion in Lhc simulations is mcasur d downwanls 
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Figure 3.4: The indenter motion is controlled by supports A, B and C via the 
springs to mimic the motion of an AFM cantilever indenter. 
as shown in the diagram, with the substrate surface at y = 0. The indenter 
is moved in the positive y-direction until a predetermined maximum depth is 
reached by the apex. Once at the required depth, the indenter will be held for a 
period of time, and then retracted again by pulling support B until there is no 
longer any surface-indenter interaction. If a nanoscratch is to be performed, then 
once the hold time has elapsed, the indenter is pulled through the surface in the 
x-direction by support A. 
In addition to any indenter compression which may occur, the spring model 
has scope for the springs to compress during the indentation or scratching sim-
ulations. The stiffness of each of the springs can be adjusted within the model. 
For the simulations undertaken here, the springs have been set to allow a certain 
degree of compression, thus not being ultra-hard, whilst ensuring that they are 
stiff enough so that excessive oscillations do not occur. The spring constants used 
for the supports controlling the motion in the x and y-directions are 800 N m-1, 
while in the z-direction the spring constant is 320 N m-1. The stiffness of the 
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springs used is higher than some experimental values, for example Syed Asif et 
al. use a spring constant of 116 N m-1 (103]. This is due to the greater speed 
with which the supports are moved in the simulations. For smaller spring con-
stants, significant oscillations in indenter motion are seen, and since very small 
time steps are used for the simulations, these become noticeable in the data. 
3.5.3 Boundary Conditions 
When conducting MD simulations, the size of the cell chosen should be large 
enough to contain the core of damage. The boundaries of the region can be 
modelled through a number of techniques. For a nanoindentation simulation the 
top surface of the substrate (fig. 3.4) must remain free to move since this is the 
indenting surface. 
Periodic boundary conditions can be used in the lateral dimensions ( x and 
z-directions in fig. 3.4). Edge atoms in the cell can then have a full set of neigh-
bours made up of atoms from the opposite side of the cell via the periodic image. 
This method is equivalent to an infinitely large slab being indented with many 
indenters. For a nanoindentation, which can have a large region of deformation, 
this can be unsuitable as the displaced atoms from the indentation site move away 
from the core and can have an effect on the simulation by interacting with atoms 
on the other side. Therefore, the results of an indentation would be adversely 
affected. 
The MD nanoindentation simulations conducted in this thesis make use of 
fixed boundary conditions. Fig. 3.5 shows the method by which the boundaries 
are setup. Fixed atoms enclose all of the non-indenting sides of the substrate 
and the top of the indenter. These atoms act as a barrier to maintain the shape 
of the cell throughout the simulation. The fixed layers are two or three atomic 
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Fig ure 3.5: The indcntcr a nd lattice are composed of fixed atoms (black ). t hennctl 
atoms (red) and free atoms (w hi te) . 
layers wide depend ing on t he cu t-off distance of the shor t ra nge par t of the tntcr-
c-ttontic po tent ia l. T his ensures t hat at oms w ithin the fixed layers have a full set 
of neighbours to interact wit h. T he fL""<cd a toms do not l1ave t heir positions or 
velocities altered by the integrat ion algori thm described in section 3.3. The fixed 
atoms on t he top layer of t ltc iudenter arc s light ly d ifferent in t hat t heir motion 
is COIILrolled hy the springs, ru s hown in fig. 3.4. 
All of t he simula t.ions in t his work were conducted at 300 K. The Ber e11d-
scn t hermostat, descri bed in section 3.4.1, was used to mainta in the temperature 
t hroughout. The red atoms in fig. 3.5 sltow atom. acting as the t herma l bat.h. 
These atoms ma intain t he requ ired tempcrat m e tlU'oughout t he !att ire by acting 
as a heat sink, draining excess energy fro111 Lhe system w hich may build up due to 
the work clone by pushing the indentcr iuto t he substratc. A t hermaJ layer with 
<t thickness of cthout 4 aLomi.c layers was us ually emp loyed in t he simulat ions. 
T his provides a sufficient. numb<'r thermal atoms to control the tem perat.urc in 
t. hc system. 
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3.5.4 FE-MD Coupled Model 
In the previous section, fixed and periodic boundary conditions were discussed. 
The fixed boundaries utilised are known to have an adverse effect on some of the 
mechanical properties of a material. In particular, the hardness of a material is 
likely to be overestimated due to an artificial hardness that is introduced due to 
the rigid boundary atoms. One method of overcoming this issue would be to in-
crease the dimensions of the system, however, this comes at great computational 
expense. In addition, nanoindentations are known to affect materials on many 
different scales; regions of elastically deformed material extend well beyond the 
current scope of MD models. Therefore, a multiscale modelling solution would 
allow the simulation of the far-field effects of an indentation, whilst maintaining 
the accurate representation of deformations within the core indentation site. 
A number of different models have been developed to simulate material on 
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Figure 3.6: The MD region is embedded within a FE mesh providing a much 
larger simulation region. 
multiple scales, using an atomistic region within a larger finite element region. 
The finite element atomistic method (FEAt), of Kohlhoff et al. [104] uses a 
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mixture of linear and non-linear elasticity theory in the contiuum region, how-
ever, during the coupling process it suffers from extra energy being imparted into 
the system. Other multiscale methods include the concurrent coupling of length 
scales (CLS) and the quasi-continuum (QC) methods developed by Broughton 
et al. [105] and Tadmor et al. [106], respectively. Both methods use linear 
elasticity theory for the continuum region, however, both also suffer from a mis-
match of material properties at the boundary. This is due to an energy and force 
over-counting within the transition region. The CLS and QC methods include 
correction terms, however, away from equilibrium conditions, there are still issues 
with energy and force transfer. 
The method developed by McGee [107, 108] is also a coupled model which 
embeds the atomistic region within a larger finite element mesh, as shown in fig. 
3.6. This model counteracts the problems associated with fixed boundaries and 
allows energy to pass between the two regions. Since the computational expense 
of modelling a FE region is far less than that of a MD region, a reasonably large 
mesh can be used to model a large overall volume that would otherwise be im-
possible by MD methods alone. 
Once a MD region of an appropriate size is created, mesh generation software 
is used to specify the continuum region. Since the coupled model cannot transfer 
dislocation loops or activated slip systems across the boundary between the two 
regions, a sufficiently large MD region is required to contain these. Provided that 
the MD region will contain the core displacements, the coupled system can be 
used to effectively model the far-field effects of a nanoindentation simulation. 
To create the mesh, an overlap region requires definition, this depends on 
the interatomic potential used to model the substrate atoms. The overlap region 
needs to be large enough to ensure atoms within the MD region have full neigh-
bour sets. The FE mesh then overlaps the MD region by the required amount 
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Figure 3.7: T he green a toms represent the imaginary a toms in the ~viD region 
which cU'C linked to th(' first layer of the FE mesh. T he blue and yellow at oms 
are nodal and free a toms, rcsp <;tivcly. 
wit h t he first layer of nodes coi11ciding with atoms (shown as blu • spher s in fig. 
3.7). The at oms within the overlap region arc Lh en treated as imaginary atoms 
and fall within t he first. layer of elements (showu as green spheres in fig. 3.7). 
T he rnesh is Lheu genrratcd from Lhc latti<;e fa.ces by specifying the number of 
nodes in the latera l direct ion and a coarsening factor . T his factor dictates the 
rat.c at which the mesh coarsens away from the 1D region . Additional nodes are 
defined away from the lattice faces to cnsm that elements fldly tessellate t he 
simula tion space. 
T he motion of free atoms within Lhe IvJD region of the coupl d method is 
identi cal to that described previously wit hin the MD only model. The movement 
oft he nodes wit hin Lhc mesh is modelled by a linear clastic finite cl mcnt model. 
To fully specify the linear clastic model, t he Young's modulus, Poisson 's ratio 
G5 
aud t.hc clr m;ity, p, of the material arc requ ired. Using tetrahedral elements, wii b 
nodes at Lhe vertices, linear space functions can be utilisrcl, hence t he sLiffncss 
matrix can b<' calculated wit hout the need for mnncrical iutegra.tion. The rrstor-
ing force's d ur to nodal displacemrnts can t hen be cakulat.ed using F = KQ. F 
is a vector of t.he nodal forc-es, K is t h<:' global sliffness malrix allCI Q is a vector 
of nodal displacement . The velocity Verlet a lgori thm (as described in section 
3.3) is t hen ttt ilised with t.he same t ime st.cp as the 1D regiou. The ma: s or caclt 
node is Utkru as the mass of a quartrr of the volumr of each of the surrounding 
elements, by using the den, ity of the material 
T he c-o upled model a llows the t ransfer of energy a nd forc·cs between the two 
systellls via Lhc imaginary atoms shown i11 fig. :3.7. T hrse imagiua.ry atoms 
provid ' the frrc (yellow) atollls wit h fu ll sets of neighbours. T h motion of the 
imaginary atoms i. cletermin cl by both t.hr aJomis t.ic region and the first layer of 
elemeuts in the mesh. T he Sllccessfu l tntnsfcr of forces bet.wc n t he two regions 
is dependent on the positions or t he imaginary atoms within part icular lrmr nts. 
T he forces calcu lated for each imagiucu-y atom. based on interact ions with 
• If 1 \ ~/3 I I \ I 
/ / 
• IQ 0 1/2 • 1/2 1/3 1/3 
Figure 3. : 2-D representations of the d ist.ribnt ion of the force of imaginary a toms 
to t he Jloclcs situated at th apices of the c-ontaining elements. The fract ions 
describe t he portion of t he fore ' assigned to each node. 
other atollls, arc assigned to part icular nod s. F ig. 3.8 shows the manner in 
which l.. lte force on an atom is distributed to the nodes a.L the apices of the clc-
ment in which the at om resides. Atomic positions wit hin ach clement dictate t he 
amount. of force transferred from the !\ID region into the FE region. Irnaginary 
atoms situa ted direct ly ou the apex of an clement, pass their entire force to that 
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particular node. Imaginary atoms on the edge of an element pass their force to 
the two nodes which form the edge (as shown in the second image). Within the 
element, the force of an imaginary atom is assigned according to the proximity 
to the nodes using a shape function [108]. 
Once the nodal displacements within the continuum region have been calcu-
3 (0,0,1) 
Figure 3.9: An atom, p, with fractional coordinates (~P• ?)p, (p) within the(~, 1), () 
domain. Nodes 1-4 are situated at the apices of the element. 
lated, nodes which lie within tlw transfer region also require their displacement 
to be assigned to the imaginary atoms within this region. This allows accurate 
force calculations within the MD region at the next time step. Fig. 3.9 shows a 
typical imaginary atom, p, within an element. It's position is given as a fractional 
coordinate within the (~, 1), () domain, which maps the element. As the nodes 
move, the position of all imaginary and nodal atoms should also be modified 
accordingly, such that the fractional coordinates of atom p, (~P• ?)p, (p), remain 
constant. The displacement of an atom, (up, Vp, wp), in the (x, y, z) domain can 
be determined using the fractional coordinates and the nodal displacements. If u; 
is the displacement of node i in the x-direction, and U;j = U; - Uj, and similarly 
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for v and w, then the atomic displacements are 
(3.37) 
(3.38) 
(3.39) 
Thus, the atomic positions are updated in preparation for the next time step, 
when real atoms in the MD region require accurate neighbour positions [108]. 
The kinetic energy and, more importantly, the strain field are then able to 
pass smoothly across the interface and into the FE region, rather than reflecting 
back into the atomistic region. Kinetic energy passing through the boundary of 
the coupled model is able to dissipate through the larger system, thus reduc-
ing any localised heating caused when indenting. Therefore, through modelling 
the far-field effects, a more accurate representation of the localised features of a 
nanoindentation experiment are obtained. 
When using the coupled FE-MD model, prior to indentation, the system un-
dergoes a thermalisation stage, however, once heated, unlike MD only systems, 
there is no thermostat applied during the indentation stage. This is due to the 
larger system size, which allows excess energy to be dissipated into the far-field 
through the large continuum region. 
3.6 Neighbour Lists 
When evaluating the interatomic interactions, only atoms within the cut-off range 
need to be considered. One such method for doing this is by using Verlet neigh-
bour lists [95]. For each atom a neighbour list is stored which includes all other 
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<\toms withiu the cut-off radius, t.hw; avoiding tlw uccd to evaluate all the a toms 
in the system at each t ime step. ln addition, th 're is a Ilcighbour skin defined 
for at.oms j ust. out idc Llw c·ut.-off clist.ance, t hcs atoms may move into the main 
ndghbow· list within the next few Lime steps. P ig. 3.10 . bows the cut-off radius 
for the nr ighbours of atom 1 as re. T he set of a toms that. may possibly become 
neighbours arr within a distance r8 , such that r8 >re, these arc also stored in the 
neighbour list .. The skin radius is large enough to ensure atoms outside of r 8 are 
unlikely to come within e:\ distance re before the neighbour lists arc reassigned. 
T he neighbour lists do not need updating at every Lime step, and arc done so 
at intervals which depend on t ltc maximum disp laccmeut of atoms a t each t ime 
st.rp. 
The Verl ct neighbour lists case the ca.lcu lation of interatornic potcntials, 
Figure 3. 10: Atom 1 ha.s a Verlet lleighbour list which includes atoms 2- 4 which 
.. u·e within the sphere of radius rn and atoms 5 - 7 which are within t l1 e larger 
skill sphere of radius r 8 . 
however , when the neighbour lists ne d updating, all atoms need to be consid-
creel. Therefore, cell indexing is us cl iu conjmlction with the 11eighbom lists. T h 
simulation space is sp lit into cell~; Lh(l.L have dimensions slightly larg r t han t b 
maximum cui -off distance for the system. Wl1en Lhc neighbour list for a particu-
lar a tom i:-; defined, only atoms in Llmt. parti ular cell and t he neighbouring cells 
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will be considered as possible new neighbour s. F ig. 3.11 shows a 2-D example 
of this method. On ly 9 boxe!::> need to br con. idered when looking for neighbours 
in Lhis scenario. In a three dimensional simul <:tt ion, when Lhe Verkt neighbour 
list. wquircs updating, ;.ttoms in 27 surround ing boxes would require ewtluation 
instead of every atom within t he syst.c111. For largr systems t his will s c a con-
siderable difference as t.he neighbour list 11 pda.t.e is required for every atom. T his 
method h; known as the cell iudcx method [65]. 
Figure 3.11: Au atom in box 1 would have a Verlrt neighbour list as described in 
fig. 3.10. "Wheu this neighbour list requires r calculation , rather th;m considering 
a ll atoms in the system. only a toms in boxes 1 to 9 will br considered. 
3. 7 Visualisation Tools 
When performing molecular dynamics simulation , atomic positions and energies 
are regularly out pu t. This allows Li te evolut ion of the system to be visualised, 
t.hus enabling thr mechanics at work t o be understood. As well as imaging all 
atoms, a number of different tools arc available to analyse the system. Atoms of 
cliffereut species can be filtrred separately to v isualise only the lattice, inclentrr or 
even particular layers within the substratr.. F iltering by atomic pos itions is also 
;;t useful tool as it a llows only atoms within particular regions to be . een, sucl t as 
;;tbov<' the surface to ill ustrate the pile-up patterns. 
k3 well as taking a snapshot of Lhe system aL a certa in time, Lhe manner in 
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which the system has developed over the course of a nanoindentation simulation 
can be checked by comparing to a reference structure. The reference structure 
is usually taken after the system is relaxed to its minimum energy state prior to 
the thermalisation stage. The simplest method of checking what happens during 
the simulation is by filtering atoms which have been displaced by a minimum 
amount. This provides a useful indication of damage within a lattice. A more 
useful method of distinguishing dislocations is the method of de la Fuente et al. 
[109]. This method defines slip within the system as the displacement of atoms 
with respect to their nearest neighbours .. Thus planes of atoms gliding along each 
other would be visualised. Atoms can be filtered based on how much they have 
slipped, with the value equivalent to the magnitude of the Burgers' vector. This 
method is used throughout this work. 
Once an indentation is conducted, identification of any phase changes within 
the compressed material around the indentation site could be important. Observ-
ing the number of nearest neighbours that an atom has can signify regions where 
increases in coordination have occurred. An alternative method for identifying 
phase transformations is the Q4 parameter defined in the method of Steinhardt et 
al. [110]. The Q4 parameter evaluates bond spherical harmonics to examine the 
local environment of an atom and can distinguish between different crystalline 
phases. Known structures will have a distinctive Q4 parameter and can thus be 
compared to regions in the lattice where phase changes are suspected. 
Within this work, a number of images visualising different stages of the var-
ious nanoindentation and nanoscratching simulations are presented. Atoms are 
illustrated in these images as spheres which are coloured based on either their 
specie or according to the scale with which they are filtered. The size of the atoms 
are representative of the effective radius of each specie. In addition, each image 
contains a wire frame which defines the extent of the initial lattice and gives an 
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indication of the scale. 
3.8 Parallel Molecular Dynamics 
Performing MD simulations is an extremely computationally intensive process 
due to the large numbers of force calculations which are required per time step. 
In addition, very small time steps are required to model the atomic vibrations ac-
curately. Therefore, modelling a large system of atoms over a substantial period 
of time can be difficult. Early MD simulations by Alder and Wainwright, were 
conducted using systems of less than a hundred atoms [111]. However, through 
the use of more powerful computers and parallel processing far larger systems can 
now be simulated over longer periods of time. 
There are three main parallel MD methods which can be utilised when de-
composing a large simulation cell over a number of processors. Atom or force 
decomposition can be used, however, these require each of the processors to have 
the data for all atoms in the system as there is no geometrical dependence. There-
fore, neighbouring atoms which are required for force calculations may belong to 
different processors. For very large systems the spatial decomposition algorithm 
is most suitable. If a region is decomposed spatially, only data of atoms within 
the same region (and a small surrounding area) is required to perform the force 
calculations [ 112 J. 
Atoms are assigned to a processor initially depending on their position. The 
regions assigned to each cell are chosen to be as close to cubes as possible with . 
roughly the same number of atoms. During the course of the simulation, atoms 
drifting outside of the region assigned to their processor are passed to a new pro-
cessor through an atom transfer algorithm. When passing atoms, the processors 
communicate through the Message Passing Interface (MPI), which is implemented 
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in the LI30MD code. This code, developed at Loughborough University, was used 
for all of the simulations conducted in this work [113]. 
3.9 Nanoindentation of MgO 
Although MD nanoindentation simulations have increased in popularity over re-
cent years, most of the work has been focused on metals and semiconductors. 
Ionic materials have yet to be extensively explored. N anoindentation simulations 
require large numbers of atoms and, as discussed previously, modelling ionic sys-
tems can be difficult due to the long range nature of the r-1 Coulombic term. As 
other systems discussed through this thesis are also ionic, a good metal oxide ma-
terial was first investigated as a test material. Magnesium oxide is a well known 
ionic material, which has been studied thoroughly. It also has a very regular and 
simple structure, making it an ideal test material. In addition, collaborators have 
performed nanoindentation experiments on MgO, therefore, direct comparisons 
could be made. 
3.9.1 Structure 
Magnesium oxide is an ionic material which appears as a white crystalline solid 
and has a number of uses, from medication for heartburn to preserving books. 
MgO has the N a Cl rock salt structure which can best be described as two inter-
linked fee lattices (one oxygen and one magnesium). Fig. 3.12 shows the structure 
of the MgO lattice. The lattice parameter for MgO is given as 4.21 A [114]. The 
ionic bonds are between magnesium and oxygen pairs which have an effective 
charge of +2 and -2, respectively. Therefore, as long as there are equal numbers 
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of rach atom withi n t he lattice, t.he c:harge will be n ut ral. For t he indentation. 
discussed in t he next subsec tion , the MgO smfaces u. eel wer a ll {lOO} sur faces, 
which arr charge ncut.ntJ surfaces. 
Figmc J.l2: The cubic TaCl . t.ructure of 'f\IgO with magnesium a nd oxygen 
atoms rr prcsented by black a nd reel spheres, respecti vely. T he lat tice p<U'8J11eter 
a0 = 4.21 A. 
3.9.2 Simulation Setup 
For the na noiuclcntations into 1\IgO, an initial .4 nm cubic system was used , 
wh ich equates to 64 000 atoms. This system was indented to a depth of 1.2 nm. 
After t his initial testing, two 144,000 atom systems with larger lateral dimensions 
(12.6 mu x .4 nm x 12.6 nm) were used. Two indentations were C'onductcd to 
1.2 <Ulcl 1.5 nm iuto each of the larger systems. The iucl('l1ter used throughout. 
t hese indcutations was an 432 atom clic1mond cube-cornered indcnter, with a 
radius of curvature of 2 nm. Before proceeding wit;h the 11 8J10indc'ntation stage, 
the systems were fully relaxed for periods of 10 - 15 ps, and then thermali cl t.o 
a, t.cmpC'l'aturc of 300 K us ing a Bercndsen t.hermost.at. un til t.hr temperature was 
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stahk. This temperat ure was lll aiuta ined throughout the s imulation through 5 
atollliC' layers of Lhermal atoms. T he moclel used throughout t,hc, imulatious was 
the fixed boundary m oclc•l, thcrr fore, the first 3 a t.omir layers were held fixed. 
During the inclentatiou and retraction pha.:-;cs, the . npport. was moved at a con-
stant sp rrd of 10 m - t with a lO ps holding period at ma.ximum ckptl1. 
T he intcratomic potential described by Lcwis and Cat.low el al. [70] was u. ed 
for modelling the magnesium and oxygen interactions, with the long range ionic 
coutributions calculated using the DPrviTA fast mulLipole meLhod [6 ]. Iuter-
actions between t he carbon inclenLer atoms W<'re described by t he many-body 
Brenner potential energy funct ion [84, 5]. T he inLentction between the tip and 
the ll'l.ttiC"e was modelled as pmely repulsive , therefore, the short. raugcd, ZBL 
potentia l [7 J was used. 
3.9.3 Results 
T hr load-displacement curvr resul ting from t.he indentation into t he initial 64,000 
atom system is shown in fig. 3.13. T h loading part of thC' curve· is characterised 
by a series of pop-in ev<'nt.s which have been circlrd. T hes regions of t he curve 
signify slip systems bci11g activat d , which have been descrihed by Tromas et 
al. as a purely plastic: de-formation event [115]. T hese slip systems arc activated 
at certain C"rit ica l loads and can be seen in fig. 3.14(b). Slip is defined a. the 
displac ment of atoms with respect. to their nccu·est neighbours ancl is visualised 
according to the method dcscrib cl in section 3.7. Further discussion on t.h<' na-
ture of the slip systems in r-.1g0 will follow latrr. 
A foatm e of the forre-dcpth cmvc which is of particular intcrc t is t he ·pop-
out' which ocrm s during t he retraction of tllC i11clenLer. Tllis event can be de-
. cribcd a~ a snclden movement of Lhc indenter upwards, while thr force remain 
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Figurr. 3.13: T he force-depth curve obtain cl from the 1.2 um na.uoindcntation 
into Lhe {lOO} . urfac<' of the 64,000 atom ~IgO lattice. T he c- ircl0d regions signify 
pop- in cveuts during the inde11Lation stage and a ·pop-out ' during t.h<' retraction 
of the tip. 
rela tively unchanged. Tbis is in contrast to the usual clastic- recovC'ry that occurs 
during indcnter retraction, which C'an be seen as a smoot h continuous unloadin g 
CllrVC'. 
After the indentation, fig. 3. 14(a) shows considerable pile-up around a ll 
sides of the ind uLation site. T he pile-up has a dist.iuct crystall ine structure and 
is formed asymmetrically. T he side which runs parallel to t he lattic-e cdg shows 
a strip of pile-up of almo L 0.8 nm, <Lncl 4 - 5 atorns in width. T he p ile-up on 
th<' otlwr two sides is con iderably kss in terms of height , with only two b ycrs 
accumulating on the surface, however , one of thesr sides extends outwards to the 
boundary. 
Both the pi le-up pattern and act ivated sli p in the 64,000 atom system, seen 
in fig. :.3.14, show that t he s ize of the lattice is inadequate. The slip syst ems have 
ext ended out to the edge of the simula tion c-ell , and would t hus have an adverse 
effect 01 1 t he resul ts of the simula tion. T herefore, the lmgcr 144,000 aLom systems 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 3.14: After completing t he 1.2 um nanoiudcuta.tion into the 64,000 atom 
NlgO system, the pile-up on t he {100} surface (in A) a nd activated sli p systems 
arc shown in images (a) and (b), respect ively. The lattice is a cube with s ides of 
.4 11111. 
were indented. 
Forrc-clept h curves obt<:tinecl from simulating indentat ions into th larger 
l\JgO systems to depths of 1.2 nm and 1.5 1m1 <U"C present d in figs. 3.15(a) and 
J. l 5(b), respectively. The indentations to 1.2 l llll show a c-ompa.rison b twcen two 
larg 'r systems (red and blue) and the previous smaller system (grey). T he pop-in 
events secu during the indenta tion phase occur at similar cri tical depths. how-
ever , t he force increase more qu ickly in the smaller lattice due to tb constricting 
fixed boundaries adding an art ificial ha,rdncss. The smaller system, therefore, has 
a larger peak load when the indenter reaches t he maximum depth of 1.2 nm. T he 
two larger la ttices, both reach a critical load for a pop-in just prior to the peak 
depth being attained. The larger pop-ins me possib ly du to thr holding period. 
As t;he indcnter is withdrawn after the holding period , a ll three 1.2 um simula-
t ions show ·pop-out' events occurring at different stages during the retraction 
with Lwo such events in both of t he larger system simulations. All t hree ::;imu-
laLions show the indenter losing contact with Lhe s ubstra te a t the same cl pLh , 
i nd icaLi ng tha t t he overall recovery is the same for all three of Lhr systems. 
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F igure :3.15: T he force-depth curve (a) shows two 1.2 nm nanoinclcntations into 
t lw 144 000 ;-1.tom MgO system (red and blue) compared to thc-1.L o£ the 64,000 atom 
system (grey) . T he two indentations into the larg r system arc t.h ' 11 continued 
further t.o d pt hs of 1.5 nm and arc shown in (b) . 
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The force-depth data from the 1.5 nm indentations into the 144,000 atom 
MgO lattices, in fig. 3.15(b), show similar trends to those seen in the smaller 
indents. The loading part of the curves again show numerous pop-in events oc-
curring at similar critical depths, with another large critical load applied when 
the indenter apex is close to the maximum depth. Despite the support being held 
fixed once the indenter apex reaches the required depth of 1.5 nm, since a large 
pop-in event is in progress in both simulations, the material beneath the indenter 
has yielded. Therefore, the compression built up within the spring and indenter 
during the indentation phase is relieved, thus allowing the apex of the indenter to 
reach an actual depth of about 1.7 nm. Since the support is held fixed during this 
period, the pop-in events at this peak depth are the largest such events during 
the course of the simulations. 
The retraction curves during the deeper indentations also follow a similar 
path to the 1.2 nm indents, with both indentations having 3 small 'pop-outs'. 
With substantial plastic deformation within the lattices, the recovery in the 1.5 
nm indentations is not to the same degree as the 1.2 nm indents since the tip 
loses contact with the surface at about 0.5 nm as opposed to 0.3 nm deep in the 
shallower indent. 
Fig. 3.16 shows force-depth data from two nanoindentation experiments 
conducted into the {100} surface of MgO by Richter et al. [5] and Tromas et 
al. [116]. After an initial elastic response, pop-in events were seen during both 
of the loading phases, similar to the data generated during the nanoindentation 
simulations, in fig. 3.15. These events were linked to the activation of slip sys-
tems beneath the surface and subsurface micro-cracks. After the initial pop-in 
event, which occurred at a similar load for a number of experiments, subsequent 
pop-in events varied in frequency [5]. The behaviour of the material after the first 
pop-in is described as elasto-plastic in both experimental findings. In contrast to 
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F igure J.lG: Force-dept h curves from an experim ntal nauoindentation into the 
{lOO} surfa.ce of MgO using (a), <\d iamond cube-cornered indentcr [5] a nd (b) , a 
. pbcrical d iamond indcntcr with a 10 J-Ln1 radius [116]. 
t.his work, alt.hough the rcLracLion stage is far from slllooth, fig. 3.16(a) shows no 
'pop-out.' cvcuts. 
Studying the movement of atoms dming the inclcntatiou aud retraction 
pbases of t hc simulations, dcfi nit.c s lip planes can be seen to develop. Fig. 3.17 
shows t he slip within t he substrat.e at peak depth and after the simula t ion into 
one of Lhe 1.5 urn indentations. Mul tiple slip planes have been activated d uring 
the indcnLat. ion wit h a signifi cant number of atoms being subjected to movement 
along a number of different planes. 
There arc six symmetr ica.Jiy equivalent {110} planes in t-,IgO. W heu consid-
ering the lattice used for indentation, two of the six {110} planes can be described 
as being perpendicular to Lhe indenting surface, as shown in fig. 3.18(a.). T he 
other four {110} type planes ar C'quivalent to Lho e shown in fig. 3.18(b). Up on 
analysis it i. clear t hat the slip systems activated in the MgO lattices arc {llO} 
t:vpe planes, with the dominant planes activated i11 the deep indent , shown i11 fig. 
3.17, being of t he type perpendiculrtr to the sm face. Here the a toms move along 
these plan s in a 'V-shape' towa.rds the com er of t he simulation cell. Two of t he 
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Figure 3.17: Various slip systellls activated in the. ubstraLe during one of t he 1.5 
1110 illdenta.tions, with images (a) and (c) at peak depth, and images (b) and (d) 
after retraction. The latticr is 12.6 wn wide. 
slip planes whiC'b arr inclined at 45° to t.he surface can br seen below the indcn-
Lation site ~wd moving downwards into t hr crystal, however , t he majority of t.hc 
slip occurs perpendicular to the surface. In contrast., thr slip systems within t he 
second indrntat.ion form differently. Fig 3.19 shows the slip within the syst em at 
peak dept h and after completing the indentation simulation , the slip away fi·om 
Lhc iuclcntation site along Lhe perpendicular s lip planes is limiLccl, with t.hc major 
actiw1.tecl slip systems being t hose at 45° to t he surface. 
Experimentally, uucler low temperature and prrssure condi t ions, Lhc domi-
naut slip planes have been shown t.o be t he {110} plane:.; [117]. Furthermore, t he 
movement of atoms within t hese plm1es is the <1l0> direct ion. This involves 
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Figure 3.1 : The two vert ical {llO} planes are shown in (a). (b) shows t\~O of 
the four d iagonal {110} type planes (t he two missing planes arc symmetrical to 
those shown), these are inclined at 45° to the indenting surface. 
atoms moving not along the most. densely packed direction in the plane, but to a, 
iL<' prev iously occupied by an ~:\tom of the same specie. Therefore, atoms moving 
wiLltiu Lite {110} plane, slip through a distaHce x (or multiples of x), shown in 
fig. 3. 20. T he opposing charges of the Mg and 0 al;oms dicta t.e tha t. the atoms 
would 01lly move within t hese channels of like charge, lecwing the cbru·ge balance 
and structure in the majority of t.he c-rysta l relatively unchanged. 
The movement of atoms aJong t he < l lO> direction in the { llO} type plane1 
translates to a horizontal motion of a toms when con idcring tlte planes inclin d 
<\t 90° Lo t.he surface (fig. 3.18(a)). In the {llO} type plan s inclined at 45° to 
Lhc :mrfacc (fig. 3.18(b)) , t. bc motion of atoms is along the slope of the plane, 
such that t he motion is parallel to of the sides of the lattice (i. e. one of either 
the x or z coordinates of the atom remains constant). 
T he d istance x, can be calculated using the latt ice constant of :t\IgO, which is 
4..21 A. T his gives 
1 
X= J2 X 4.21 ~ 2.97A. (3.40) 
F ig. 3.21 show. that the slip has mainly occurred by a d is l.cU1 C'C of about 2.97 A. 
T he previously mentioned pop- in events in t he :t\IgO nanoinclcntation sim-
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Figm e 3.19: T he sli p systems activated wit hin the substratr during t he second 
of the l.5 nm indentations. Image (a) shows slip at peak dept h , and image (b) 
imntediately after retraction. T he lattice is 12.6 nm wide. 
Figure 3.20: T he {llO} plane of MgO. T he d istance marked x signifies the mini-
mtml distance an atom wollld move when slip in t ile < 1 lO> direction occurs. 
ulations arc due to the a('Livation of certain slip systrms. V isua lising the latt i<.:o 
during the course of one part icular pop-in event reveals that sudden movement 
of t he indenter iuto tlt c lattice is due to atoms moving away Erom the indentation 
s ite a long a sp ecific slip plane. Fig. 3.22 shows t-hr onset of a slip event, with 
atoms moving aJong t he {llO} plane that is perpendicula r to the surface. 
Activation of slip plaucs during the iuclentatiou stagt' cannot only be linked 
Lo pop-in-events, but ran also be used to cxplaiu t.he phenomenon of 'pop-outs' 
during ret ract ion. F'ig. 3.23 shows that wh ile th indenter is retracted from the 
surface, in acld itiou to t lt r usual clastic recover y of t h mater ial, there is a di ·Linct 
Htoveru(' nt of atoms alung a {llO} sli p plane at 45° to th surface. T he movemc11L 
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F igure 3.21: T he majority of atoms that have slipped after a 1.5 nm indenta tio n 
have do11 c' so by a cli. t au('c closr to x = 2.97 A (fig . 3.20). The ll'ltt icr is 12.6 nm 
wide. 
of atoms is in t he upward d.irect ion and is caused by th relief in t he stress a. the 
inclenter is removed. These atoms moving upwards contribute to the pil e- up t hat 
aC'cumul;"tt.es on the surface of the latt.ice. 
The activity t hat was seen at t.hc pop-out ' vent d uring th retraction (fig. 
3.23) is an example of a toms moving upwards a long one of t.be four slip planes 
inclined at 45° to the sur face. F ig. 3.24 shows t he pile-up during and a fter t hat 
particular indentat ion. ·when t he indenter is at pra.k depth , there is very little 
ml'lteria l at the surface, howrvcr, during r<'trac:tioH there is growth along two sides 
of thr i11dcntaLion site. T he side parallel to t he crystal edge has a large number 
of atoms which have moved along a slip plane and come to rest at the smface 
as show n in fig. 3.23. At the maximum height there arc three a tomic layers of 
ma.terial here which retain the crystal strurture of MgO. The other major growth 
of pile-up along the upper diagonal side of the indent is a lso due to one of the slip 
. ystem:-; at 45°, which is act ivated d LLring ret raction. Compar ing the surface of 
this latt ic to experimental rr sults show a strong corrclatiou in pile-up paUerus. 
After indenting Lhe {100} surface of .t\IgO, Richtr r et al. [5] found the pile-up 
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FigurC' 3.22: During one of t he 1.5 nm indentations into l\IgO. a ver tical {110} 
slip plane can be sreu to be act.ivatcd over t h course of only a. few picosee;oncls 
in (a) - (d). The lattice is 12.6 nm wide. 
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Slip A 
Figure 3.23: Slip along a {110} plane at 45° to t he surface ca.n be seen during 
the retract ion tag' after a 1.5 nm ind ntat io11 into MgO. Image. (a)- (d) show 
atoms moving upwards in the <110> direct ion as the indentcr is r moved from 
the lattice. 
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Figure 3.24: Pi le-up, in A, after (a) reaching peak depth, and (b) , a fter with-
drawi11g the inclentcr following Lhe second 1.5 11111 indentation into MgO. T he 
lattice i~ 12.6 nm wide. 
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Figure 3.25: Pile-up, in A, after (a), reaching peak depth, and (b), after with-
drawing t he inclcnLcr following Lhe first 1.5 nm indentation in t.o J\ lgO. T he width 
of the lat.Lite i. 12.6 nm. 
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along t he side of the inclenter which runs parallel to the < 010> or < 001 > direc-
t ion is s ignificantly larger, as shown in fig. 3.26. Tbis major region of pile-up 
correlai.<'S Lo the activation of t he {110} slip planes which cu-e inclined a t 45° to 
t he surf;tcr. 
T he major ity of activated slip systems in t he first la ttice (fig. 3.17) were 
100 
nm 
0 
0 1 2 ~m 3 
Figurr 3.26: The imprin t left 1'"tftcr an expcritn nta l nanoiudentation of MgO 
{lOO} using a cube-cornered indenter with a maximum load of 10 m [5]. 
those perpendicular to thr surface. Hence, the ·pop-out' events during the retrac-
tion of the indenter were slip planes wit hdrawing from the edge of t.he crystal, 
back towards t he main indentation cor e aucl n ot onto the smface as the motion is 
purely in the horizontal < llO> direction. The pi le-up for this la ttice is shown iu 
fig. 3.25 at peak indenter d0ptb and after complet ing the indentation to 1.5 nm. 
The majority of the limited pile-up on t his occasion occurs during the indentation 
stage. The side parallel to Lhe crystal edge has <'l. small region which raises one 
a.Lomic la.ycr as the indcntcr withdraws and t his relate::; to one small { llO} slip 
plane' inclined at 45° to Llw surface. 
Observing the surfaces of the two 1.5 nm inde11tations reveals regions of 
interest away from t he indentation site, and ar r circled in figs. 3.24 and 3.25. 
Tbcsc c irdC'd regions arc the surfl'l.ce effects of Lh<' sli p systems which run pcrpen-
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0.00 
Figure 3.27: T he term ina.t.ion of one of t.hc horizontal half plane injcct.ed into 
the laLt.icc when the slip eveuts occur. T h<' upper layers, coloured iu A, have 
mtdergoue slip , however the lower layers show minimal movement from their 
original positions (height i. mea, ured from t hr surface level downwards). 
dicular Lo Lhe surface. T hese slip syst.cms, act ivated d uring indentation, ca use 
the injccLion of half pla nes into t he upper lcwers of t he lattice. As t he half planes 
t ermina tr towards the rdgr of Lhe lattice, t.hcre is a . light ra i e in the . w-facc. 
Th termination of one of t h se ha lf p lanes, illust ra ted in fig. 3.27, shows t hat 
Lhese a r classical edge d is locat ions. T he Burgers' v ctor is H llO} which has 
a magnitude of 2.97 A. Some of these ha lf p laJ1CS retract wit h the slip systrms 
as the iJJd 'nter is removed from t he s urfac , however , a few do remain , as seen 
in fig. 3.25, with a smi'Lil mound at t.heir termination. A simila r observation 
has been made by Kha n et al. [11 ] as a result of cracking while performing 
high force indentation experiments using a ickers inclent.rr. Although cracking 
is difficult to wit ness in a relatively small MD nanoindcnt ation simulation the 
injcct.ion of these half planes, as a result. of {110} slip plan s perpendicular to 
t he surface rould be the origins of the cracks that occm under high load inden-
tations. Rosette arms cxt r nding from tlw indentation s it.C' a.nd the {110}45 and 
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{110}90 slip systems were also identified in thc early work by Kch [119]. Tromas 
et al. [115, 120] also reported ro ettc arms ex-tending away from the indentation 
sit whid1 a rc clue to the presence of the perpendicular {110} s]jp systems. 
Using t hr method of O liver and Pharr [13] to calculate the hardness, a value 
of 57 G Pa was obtained for the 1.5 11m Il i:1.noindentat.ion simulat ions. This value 
is obtained at peak indr ntation depth. howev<'l" , at thi maximum dcplb, a pop-
in evrnt had just occurrrd. T his value for the contact pressure is considerably 
higher than the experimental value of 12.5 GPa obtained by Richtcr et al. [5] . 
However , Troma.c; et al. invcstigaLcd the criticaJ contact. pressure at which pop-in 
events occur and found values or 31 GPa and 27 GPa for blunt. and sharp in-
denters, respectively, with a theoretical va l11e of 5 GPa [120]. As ment ioned in 
section 3.5.4, the Ei..wd boundari es employed for MD simulat.ions add an artificial 
hardness which cc1.n increase the contact. pressure by up to a factor of 2. When 
performing a uauoindentation simuhttion, th re is also an indentation size effect 
(ISE) whic·h shows larger contact pressures when indentations me conducted at 
very small depths [40]. 
3.9.4 Conclusions 
The initial IgO simulation of the small 64,000 atom system provided important 
iuformation on t he phenomenon and deformation of MgO. The data that was pro-
vid ~ d , with regards to slip planes, pop-in phenomenon and the pile-up of atoms 
has shown good agreement wit u observations of ot hers [115, 117, 120]. However , 
the small size of the system modelled means tha t the quantities concerned with 
these' indentation rfl"ects have to b<' trcaLccl with caution. Fe dback from th 
fixed boundary conditions will have had an in tpact on t he data obtained from the 
s ituulat.ion includ ing an artificially ltiglt hard ness. The 1.2 nm and 1.5 nm inden-
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tations int.o the l;-trgcr 144,000 MgO lattices have supported t he findings from the 
sma ll<'r simulatio11. T he sli p pla nes an' more clearly defined in t he larger lattices 
and the impact that the. e have on t he surfaec of the materia l can b e seen. 
T he larger indcrt t <:ttions into t h MgO la t tices have shown an improvement on 
the small<'r system. However. when perform ing deeper indentations to 1.5 nm , 
the acti vation of t l1<' {110} slip sytitems perpend icular to the surface still appear 
to be limited by the size of the cdl. When the indenter is removed from t.h 
lattice, many of t he slip systems retract, -vvhich may be dur t o t he build up of 
pressure at Lhc edge of t he lattice dur to t l1<' fi xed boundarie .. These are linked 
with much of the surface pi lc-11 p which appears during retraction. 
T he cont~t<.:t pressure obtain cl frolll the larger l'vfgO nauoindentation simula-
tions was close to a prrviously clet.enuinccl valur and wit hin a factor of 2 of t.he 
experimental val11es for the critical contact pressure [120]. 
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Chapter 4 
N anoindentation and 
Nanoscratching of Ti02 
4 .1 Ti02 Structures 
Tiu t ilc is the most common natura lly occuuing polymorph of T i0 2 and has a 
tetragon al 11nit, cell , with lattice pi'\.ra.mctcrs observed t hrough X-ray diffra.ctiOJl 
as a0 = LJ.59 A and c0 = 2.96 A [114]. T he t iLanium and oxygen atom arc found 
iu the cassiteriLe structure of Sn0 2, belonging to t h D!~ (P4/mnm) space group. 
T he ru Lile structure is shown in fig. 4.1. Rutilc when in powder form is fou ud in 
<'t brillia.nt whi te colour, Lherdore, it. is often used as a }Jigment and is comn1only 
found in pi'\.ints, dyes and toothpastes as it is nou-toxic. R uLilc nanoparticlcs 
arc very effi cient in absorbing UV light so arc also found in Sltnscrccll lotions to 
provide UV protection. Rutilc is a key component of t hin film optical coatings 
as dcs('ribed in chapter 1. 
The (001) surface of rutile is a stoichiometric S11rfacc, with each horiw ntal 
layer having the correct. ratio of t itanium and oxygen C'\.toms. Therefore, init ia l 
simulat ions were conducted on t he (001) surface as it provided a stable system 
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Figure 4.1 : T he cassiterit.e structure of t lw rutil e form of T i0 2 with t itanium 
and oxygen a.Lorns reprrs<' uLrd by grey am i red spheres, rcspcC" t~ ivdy. The lat.tic 
parameters arc a0 = 4.59 A <md c0 = 2.96 A. 
Figure 4.2: The structure of Lhc rutile {110} (l x l ) reconstructed surface looking 
a long the < 001> cl irectiou . T he t it anium and oxygen a toms cu·e reprcscutcd by 
grey and red spheres, rcspeC"tivcly. 
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for test ing and for maldng comparisons. However the {llO} surface is of greatest 
inter< st as it is known to be t.lte most experimcntaJiy stable surface and that which 
is often grown in thin films. Mauy d iA' ro11L proposals have been put forward for 
the cxart. rerou. t.ruction of the rut ile {llO} surface, however , the ::;toichio rnetric 
(lx 1) reconstruction, in fi g. 4.2, was used here. This surface reconstruct ion has 
be 'll shown to b<' the most. stable surface under room t.emperatur and pressure 
[121]. 
Ana.tasc is another polymorph of Ti02 which is of intcrc t. in th in film 
Figure 4.3: The elongated tetragonal cell of <'tnatase Ti02 with titanium <'tnd 
oxygen a toms rcpre. entccl by grey and red spheres, respectively. The latt ice 
parameters used were a0 = 3. 7 A and eo = 9.65 
optical coating. for its excellent hydrophiJiciLy [122, 123]. Like rutile, titan ium 
and oxygen a toms are 6-fold and 3-fold coordinated , respectively, however , t he 
two structures differ. The tetragona.l unit cell of anatasc is more elongated than 
rutil' and belongs to the D~~ (14/amd) space group as shown in fig. 4.3. 
c'tnoindentation and nanoscratching simulations of anatase were conducted 
on t he stoichiometric {lOO} and (001) surfaces. The structure of anatase is such 
that. th {100} surface is construct ed of close-packed rows in the < 010> direction. 
The anatasc {lOO} surfaces were modelled with two separate orientations with 
the inclcnter set up so that one indcnt.er face is C'ither para llel (A) or perpend icular 
(B) to t he rows on the surface as shown in fig. 4.4. 
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<010> 
L<001> 
c 
F igure 4.4: The top lay r of tll e {100} surface of auatase. Titanium and oxygen 
a toms represented by grey and red spheres, respectively. Close packed rows ap-
pc~-tr in l.he < 010> direction. T he indentcr is set up with orientation A and B 
relative t.o the {100} surface. 
4.2 Simulation Setup 
Each nanoindentation simulation was performed using a substratc lattice of about 
13.5 nm x 9 um x 13.5 nm , wit h the shorter dist;auce indicating the depth of 
the latt.ice. Thi gave between about. 140,000 a,toms for Lhr less dens anata.se, 
and about 166,000 atoms in t he rutilc lattices. For each surface, nauoindenLation 
s imulaLious were performed to depths of 1.2 and l. mn. anoscratch simula-
t ions were a lso conducted on lattices of s ize 16 nm x 6 nm x 10 nm, wit,h t he 
longest dimension iudicating Lhe scratch direction. Atom uw11bers iu these lat-
tices varied between about 3,000 and 93,000 depending on the density of the 
polymorph. Scratch simulatious involved penetrating the lattice until the indcn-
Lcr aprx reached a depth of 0.6 nm , thereafter the indenter wa: used to scratch 
for nm. The indenter supports were moved wit h a constant speed of 10 ms-1 . 
Intrraction. bct.wern a toms \Yithin the titania polymorph were modcll cl us-
ing thr pair potrnt ial p<:u·amrt.erised by ia tsui and Akaogi, which d . cribcs the 
energy from t he iutcra 'Lion of a toms i and j as 
(4.1) 
where t he terms r prc·scnt the Coulomb, dipole and repulsive interactions, respec-
tively. Atoms i and j ar sep~:u·atecl by a di. tance of r ij, and Qi, Ai, Bi, Ci and 
f arc the effective charge, repulsive rad ius, softness parameter , van der Waals 
coeffi cient aud a standard forC'' parameter , rcsp ('tively, and are given by Matsui 
and Akaogi [74]. 
T lte intcratomic pot..ent ial defined by Matsui and Akaogi bad parameLr rs ad-
justed Lo reproduce the observed clastic const a11ts of t he different polymorphs of 
Ti02 (rutilc, anata<.;c and brookite) and a leas t. squares fitting to the observed 
structures or the three polymorphs of T i02 [74]. The ('alculated equilibrium lat-
t ice parameters arc a0 = 4.51 A and c0 = 3.02 A for rutilc and a0 = 3.7 A and c0 
= 9.65 A for ana tasc. which arc very close to t hose observed [114]. Iu addition, 
t he pa.ramr t.rr sets were te tccl against the volume compressibilit.y and volume 
t herma l cxpansivity of ru tile, a natasc, hrookit c and T i0 2 II [74]. For both ru-
tilc and anatase the calculated lattice paramct crs were nsccl as t hey provide t he 
most s table la t.Li ccs. T he lollg range Coulombic interactions wcr calculated u. ing 
t..he fru ·t mnltipole method described in sectiou 3.2.3 [6 ]. In teractions between 
tlw atom. or the indrnLcr wer ru odclkd using t.hc mauy-body Brenner potential 
energy funct ion [ 4, 5] and a purely repulsive inclcntcr-surface interaction WetS 
modelled with the ZBL pot.rnLi al [7 ]. 
4.3 N anoindentation Results 
4.3.1 Rutile 
As wit. h experimental nanoindcntation , th force act ing ou the ind ·nt cr was 
plotted against the dept h of th r apex into t he surface. Figurr 4.5 shows t hr 
force-depth curves obtained from indentations iuto the (001) and {110} (l x l ) 
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Figmr 4.5: Force-dept h da ta from t he nanoindentat.ion simula.tions into (a) the 
(001) and (b) the {110} (l x l ) reconst.ructcd surfaces of ruiil Ti0 2 . Indentations 
wcrr concluctcd to depths of 1.2 and 1. nm. 
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recouslructed surfaces of rutilc. The pop-in events seen on the loading sect ions 
of the force-depth curves describe suddeu movements of Lhe inclentcr into the 
substrale to relieve the force once it builds up to a cr itical level. Often a pop-in 
event. coincides with the act ivation of a slip system, & 8e<'ll in MgO in section 
3.9.3, however , iu rutilc, no such s li p systems were activated in either of t he orien-
tat.ions. T he pop-in events arc quite small e:wcl not very distinct and similarly t he 
damage in the crystal occurring at t hese points is relat.ivC'Iy small, corresponding 
to a local transformation from crystalline to amorphous. Even the most signif-
icaut pop-iu eveut in t he decpN rutile {llO} indent, when a force of about 400 
n is applied, does not COlTC:->pond to thc <Ktivation of any slip system. 
T he peak force in the sha llower 1.2 mn nanoindcntations into t he (001) and 
{llO} ru l ile . urfaccs were very similar. However, to perform indentations to a 
depth of 1. urn , t here was a co11siderablc difference in the maximum force. The 
indentat ion into the (001) surface had a peak force of 4 0 11 , "'llich was less than 
the 550 nl appli<'d a t. p eak drpth during thC' indentat ion into the {llO} surface. 
Th is suggests t lta t the { llO} surface is signific;;uJtly harder at deeper indentation 
dept hs. 
During the retracLion stage of t he ~imulations some clastic recovery of the 
rnaLer ia l can be seen as the iudenter withdraws from t h0 surface. A significant 
differ<.'nte i. also seen in t he residual dept.h o f the two ru t ile sm faccs which is 
t he point at which the indenter lose. contact with Lhc sm face signified by the 
force-depth curve reaching zero. Looking at the deeper indr nts in t he rutile (001) 
surfac·<', Lhe apex loses contact when at a depth of about 1.1 nm, how vcr, there 
appe;-u·s to be much more elastic recovery in t.he rutile {110} surface where con-
tact. remains until t he apex i on ly about 0.7 nm into the surface. 
Dming the indentation procrss material d isplaced by t he indenter forms pile-
up around Lhc indentation s ite. Tbc magnit.ucle and arrangement of Lhe pile-up 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 4.6: The surface pi l0-up, in A, after indent ing the ru t ilc (001) smface to 
depths of 1.2 mn (a) and l. nm (b). T he images arc 10 11111 wiclc. 
can va.ry.- depending on Lhr. lllaterial and the mechauisms which cause t he d is-
plac.:cmellt . Often piJ0-up is crcat.cd by the activation of s lip systems and the 
action of cross slip which brings material to the surface, as seen in MgO (section 
3.9.3). Fig. 4.6 show t.he pi le-up crcat.<'d during indcnt,a t,ion into the rut ile (001) 
surface to dept hs of 1.2 nm and 1. nnL Th e material on t.h ' surface after in-
cl<'nt ing Lo both depths. how:) tl1erc' is a considerable amount. of pile-up which has 
formed symmetrically around t.hc i11deutation s ite. The deeper indent has caused 
pile-up which peak at "'1 nrn , with the majority of the pile-up being formed 
during the indentation stage. With in the core of the materia l that has piled-up , 
the coordination of t itanium and oxygen atoms remain aR 6 and 4 rcspectivcly, 
however , t bc structure is no longer that of rutile ~md appears to b amorphous. 
T he pile-up ·when indenting Lhc rutile {110} (1 x 1) reconstructed smfacc is 
show11 iu fig. 4.7. In comparison to the the (001) surface, there is much less 
pile-up creat ed on the rutilr {110} surface, with a maximum hc'ight of less than 
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Figure 4.7: The surface pile-up, ill A. after indenting the ruLile {110} (l x 1) 
reconstructed surfa<·c to depths of 1.2 nm (a) and 1. nm (l>). T he images a.re 
10.1 nm wide. 
0. 111n in the deeper l. nm indentation simulalio11. The packing of the materia l 
011 Lhc {llO} surface is also less dense t han t hat. on the (001) surface. The deeper 
indent has pilc-np formed almost symmetrica lly around the t hree ide. of the 
imprint , ,,.l1ereas, t.he. hallowcr 1.2 tmt indent has virt ually no pilr-up on the side 
of t he indent where the face of the inclenter c·oincick s wit h t llC <l lO> crystaJ 
direc-tion. T he other two sides of the smaller indent; do ha.ve some pile-u p, but 
again it is far less than that seen in t he (001) surface for thr same indentation 
dept h, and consist of only two atontic layer. of adatoms. 
0 ften indentations can causr the act ivation of slip systems due to the st rc. s 
app lied as seen in IgO as well a<> otlwr metals [4 , 53, 52]. Howrver t he inden-
tation simulations into both the mtile (001) aud t.he {110} (l x l ) reconstructed 
surface failed t o act ivate any slip systems. Fig. 4. plots t he slip vector and 
shows that t here ar no visiblr patterns in the atoms that have slipped beneat h 
the indented region. When the indcnter has reached the peak depth of l. nm, 
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Figure 4.8: T he slip at peak depth and after l. nm indeutatious into the n1t ilc 
(001) and {llO} smfaccs. Images (a) - (d) show that. no part icnhu· sli p systems 
have been activa.t.cd during eit her the indcnLation or r0Lrae:tion stages. T he width 
of each la.ttice is 13.5 mn. 
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the majorit y of deformat ion within the lal licC' is rrstricted to t he region imme-
diatrly suJTOill iC iing t he indentation sit e. F igs. 4. {a) and 4. (c) show at.on1s 
Lh <\l have Slll<tll rt'la l ivr clisplacemrnt.s RULTOillld ing l hr main core of damage, but. 
t.hnt. no slip syst.<' Jlls have bcc11 activated d uring Lite indcuLat.ion stage. Once Lhc 
inclcnL<'r is rr t rac- t rd , although LII C' region of da n1agc• ;tppcar:-: t o be smaller, the 
numbc•r of ,\.t.oms 1 ha t. havr been cli. placc•d rC'Ict Li v<' to thc• ir lH'igbbours in r reaR<'s 
mm·ginaJiy for both smfac-~ as hown in figs . • J. (b) ;wd .J. (d) . T he d fonnrd 
region is rout<tincd very d ose to the indl"ntat ion sit<'. As some of the C'OlllJH·rssrd 
mat Ni<tl recowrs from lhr pn.•ssun' appli('d by the indr nter, a mall llUJilbN of 
atolliH shirt from Lhcir posiLions in the> rut ilt- st rue! urc. This i. possibly due to 
t hC' non-lin('ar d<·co111 pressiou as t.hc ind<•nt er is withdrawn, giving Lhc imprC'ssion 
of a w ry lucalisc·d amorphous pha~e. 
D('s pit.c• t l1<' lack of sllp in the simulu!.iot1s, it l1as been founcl e>..rpcrintentaJ iy 
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Figure 4.9: T he Hlip in the range of thr two knowu slip systems of rutilc afLN 
indenting Lltc• rut.ile {110} (lx1) rcconstrud('d surfac·e t.o a depth of 1. 11111. T lw 
!all ir<' is 1:.3.5 mu widr. 
that lhNt> <U"<' a number of slip systems iu rulilc T i0 2 [124. 125. 126]. Sli p along 
t he {JOJ} plane in the < l0l> direction is said to br activated at a temporal ure of 
75 I<. and at 1175 I< slip is t.hought. to occur in { 110} plan<" iu a < 001> dirN' t.iou. 
The 111agnit 11cl<' of Lhc Burgrrs' vcct.or in t.hc fonncr slip plane is ~<l01> (0.27 l 
11111 ) with the slip occwTing ou the tit.ani 11111 sub latt.ic·<' with the oxygen at oms 
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remaining relatively undjsturbccl. The second lip system has a Burgers' vector 
of < 001> with a magnitude of 0.302 nm. F ig. 4. shows atoms t hat have slipped 
over a large range of possible slip values. F ig. 4.9 shows ato111s that have slipped 
after the 1. lllll deep nauoinclonta.tion simulation, but with ranges matching t he 
Burgers' vcct.ors of the above two pos. iblr slip systems. A total of only 540 atoms 
have slipped within the range chosen to tnat h t he {101} slip planes act ivated 
at 875 K (fig. 4.9(b)), however, t hese arc well spread around the indent s ite and 
no particular slip vector st.a1lCls out within t.hc range. The second possible slip 
s.v tem has a similar spread of atoms around the site and there arc no signs of 
specific s lip planes bci11g aC'Livatcd. Ther<•for , there is no evidence of couccrtccl 
slip motion wi t.hiu the ru ti le struct.ures. 
4.3.2 Anatase 
T he indcntaLion. into the an atasc {lOO} surface at depths of 1.2 nm a nd l. nm 
with t he iuclcntcr in orientations A and B produced the force-depth curve. shown 
in fig. 4.10(a). T he forces requ ired when indenting into t h(' a.natase s urfaces 
arc feu· le, than those for the rutilc indentations in fig. 4.5, with a maximum 
forc<' of j us t over 300 n J and 270 n for oriental ion A and B. re. pectivcly, which 
contpare. to about 480 H r and 550 nN for indentations iuto the rutile (001 ) and 
{llO} surfaces. The smaller forces required to indent anatasc t.o a similar depth 
t o rut ilc is due to t he less dcusc structure of anatasc. There is a small difference 
in forces when indent iug using orientation A aud B in t he anate:tse {lOO} surfaces , 
with orientation A requiring a larger force to rr.ac·h the same indentation cl pth. 
As with the iudentat.iolls into rut ilc, there cu·e small pop-in events d uring 
indentations into t he anaLasr {lOO} surfaces, however , th y arc again s mall in 
nature and do not activate any particular s lip systems and only small displace-
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Figure 4. 10: FurC'c-clepth curves from the nanoinclentat.ion sim11lations conducted 
t.o depths of 1.2 and 1. > nm into (a) the {100} and (b) t he (110) surfaces of 
a natasc Ti02 . Indentation. into the {100} surface were conclnctecl iu t he with 
indent er orientation A ( d ~:u:-k) and orientation 13 (light) as shown in fig 4.4. 
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mr nts of ~\toms occur. Thr retraction phase o f the simulations of anata. c {lOO} 
<W C' a lmost. ident.iC'al for bot h indrut er-surface oricntatious a t the sam e dr pth of 
inclr nt. T he ret ract io11 curves are smoot h other than a small sudden movement. 
upwards of the inck•ntN whrn thr force is i'\.bo ut. 40 nN ill orir ntation A, at both 
d<'p ths. This is not sig1lifiC'd b:v any pa rticu lar dislocations or slip systems be-
iug act ivated during the retraction phase, but can be a ttributed to somr critica l 
prcssm <' a t which there is a rec-overy of the material benec1.th the indcnter for that 
pe:uti cul~u· indenter-surface orientation. T he recovery of the material is such that 
Lhc indcnLer aud subst.ra.te contact is maintain d until the indenter apex reaches 
a depth of a bout 1.0 nm in the deeper 1. ' nm i11clrnts and just over 0.5 nm in th, 
shallower 1.2 tn n indents. \i\Then cotllparing thr ane:t! ase {lOO} recovery to that in 
t he rutilc systc111s, Llwrr is slighLiy less rec-overy in the ru t ile (001) indents, but 
greater recovery in tbr ru t ilc {110} surfaces for similar indentation depths. 
The force-depth c;urves from the na noindentations to depths of 1.2 nm and 
l. nm into thr ana t.ase (001) surface arc shown in fig. 4.10(h). T he force-depth 
curve lt as vcr:v simila r characteristics to t.hosc obtained from indentations in to 
the {lOO} surface in orienta.t. ion A, with t he p eak depths of 1.2 nm and 1. nm 
obt.a inr d with similar maximum forces of a bo ut 175 11 and 300 n 1. Again t his 
is far less thr\ll t ha t seen in both of the rutilc surfaces. The recovery part of t he 
curve is smooth for t he (001) surfacr of anat.a. e wit h a simi la r degree of recovery 
as the indentations into the anatasr {lOO} suxfaces. 
The pile-up of atoms in the M atase {lOO} indenta.tious, for both inclenter-
urfa.ce oricntations, shown in fig. 4.11 is less than that seen in thr ru t. ile simula-
t ions. T he mi'\Ximum is ouly 2 1'\.tomlc layers ill height after the 1.8 nm indents. 
T hese fi gures also show tha t. t here is residual strain in t he la ttic·e after the ex-
tract.lon of the inclenter which is most mcu·kcd in orienta tion A in figs. 4.ll(b) 
and 4. Ll (a) with a ' bowing out' of t he atomic rows parallel to the face of the 
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(a) 1.2 om deep - orientation A 
(r ) 1.2 nm deep- orientation B 
0 
Height In Y d irec tion (A) 
-5.00 -3.75 -2.50 - 1.25 0.00 
Figur 4..11: T he surface pi le-up , in A, after indenting th anatasc {100} surface 
to dept hs of 1.2 nm and l. nm with indcnt er-surface orientation A and B as 
shown in fig. 4.4. T he images are 10.2 nm wide. 
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indC'nter. In ori r ntaLiott A, along the direction w iJcrc the indent0r facr is par-
a ll cl to t he cryst alline axis there is a lso less pi le-up. W !Jcn t he indenter-. tn·face 
orientation is B the effect of thr strain is less mcu-kccl on t he urface after t he 
indcnter is extracted. T he pi le-up <:tft r the indcntatioH to 1. nm is more even ly 
distributed wit h orientat ion B (fig. 4.ll(cl)), however , the sha llower indent of 1.2 
nm produces v ir t ua lly no pile-up a rouud the indenLaLion site. 
The pile-up created on the surface of the anatase (001) lattice after the in-
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Figure 4.12: T he surface p il e-up in A, after indenting the anata c (001) . urface 
to depths of 1.2 nm and 1.8 um. The images a re 10.5 um wide. 
dcntations to 1.2 lUll and 18 nm can be seen in fig. 4.12. Alt hough the maximum 
ltcigbt of t he pile-up is again only 2 atomic layers, the magnitude of t he pi le-up 
is far g reater t han the {100} surface of anatase. Although clear er in Lhr 1. nrn 
indent at bot b depths the pile- up is asymmetr ic, with less pile-up se n on th 
Lhr r clgc whr re the face of the indenter runs para ll I to t hC' < 100> direction. The 
total number of a toms piled up on t he a Hatasc {001) s urfacr is similar to the 
ruLilC' {llO} s urface, but spread mor<' <:wound the sides of t he impression , with a 
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slight ly lower peak hcighl. Som residua l stra in is sccu in t he indentations at this 
oricnt.n.tion , a~ sr n in thr anatase {100} smface. T h is is C'specially clear in the 
1. nm indent shown in fig. 4.12(b). T he 'bowing out' of t he s urface is illustra ted 
by t he surfa(' atoms along the s ides of Lh.c indcnL sit.e which arc 110l parallel to 
the < 100> direction and marked hy t h arrow A in t.hc diagram. T hese atoms 
are raised slight ly as the rows described in fjg 4.4 arc now a ble to bow upwards 
as t he pressure ins ide t he lattice incrca~cs clue to t he com pression caused by t he 
inclenter . 
Visualising the displacement field when inckuting t it anatase {100} surface 
<001> 
<001> 
(a) 1.8 nm deep- oricntaLion A (b) 1.8 nm deep - orientat ion B 
Figure 4.13: The d isp lacement 6clcl , in A, at pca.k depth when indenting t he 
a na t.asc {100} surfFtcc to ~\depth of 1. nm wit h indcntcr-surfacc oricntations A 
and l3 as shown in fig. 4.4. The latt ice is 15. 1 nm wide. 
during t h 1. nm indentation sim ulations gives a n indication of t he effect that 
t he st ructure has 0 11 t he deforma tion beneath t he s urface. F ig. 4.13 shows t he dis-
placed atonl.s whe11 t he incl nter has reach cl t he peak depth dur ing t.he course of 
t ltc inclcnta tio11 simulaLions. Whr n t he iHdcntcr is in o riC'JJ tation A (fig. 4.13(a)) 
the atomic: rows run paral lel to one of t he faces of Lhc indentcr , this causes the 
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rows to elastically deform by flexing away from t he indentation site, at the top 
of t he diagram . T he opposing apex of the indenter imprint has less displacement 
of atoms since the bonds in t he rows are broken as t he indenter penetrates t he 
surface. Therefore, t here i a symmetry in the displacement field in the < 001> 
directiou. When considering orientatiou B (fig. 4.13(b)), one of the indenter 
faces is perpendicular to t he atomic rows, this side and the opposite apex of the 
impression have very little displacement of atoms from the main core of damage. 
In the clir ct ion parallel to t he rows, there is again a large displacement of atoms 
from the indentation site as the rows l>ow out, at t he sides of t he diagram. On 
t.his occasion the symmetry of the displacement field is about the < 100> d irec-
t ion. Upon retraction of the indenter the majority of the displacement seen in 
fig. 4.13 recovers with only some residual strain remaining, this can be seen on 
t he surface images. 
The contact pressure (hardness), defined in section 2.1 is one of the key me-
Surface Contact pressure (GPa) 
Rutile (001) 27.3 
Rutile {110} 30.8 
Anatase { 100} 17.8 
Anatase (001) 19.0 
Table 4.1: Contact pressures calculated from t he indentations into the T i0 2 
surfaces. 
cbanical properties obtained from a nanoindentation experiment. Table 4.1 shows 
the contact pressure values, calculated at peak indentation depth, obtained from 
t he simulations of t he various T i0 2 surfaces. T be hardness values cu·e taken as 
averages from the 1.2 nm and 1.8 nm nanoinclentations since no significant dif-
ference between t he values of the two depths was observed for any surface. T he 
hardness value for the anata.se {100} surface is an overall average of the two in-
dentation depths along with inclcnter-surface orient.a.tions A and B. 
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Experimental values for t h<' hardnes.s of rutilr a nd anatase T i0 2 were cal-
culated by Zywit.ski r>t al. [123] as 20 GPa and GP a , rcspC'ctivcly. Howev<'r , 
specifi c C'xperimcnta l detai ls of surface oricHl.ation , indentcr geometry and inden-
tati on dep t h arc not avai la ble, so values arc used only ;.1s a guide. The values for 
the contact pressure for the ru t ilc and anatase systems arc in the correct order 
relative to t he experimenta l v-ctlues. 
Navarro et al. performed nanoindcntat.ion experiments into t he {110} s ur-
faces of singk crystal rutil c, using diamond tips with radii of 30-50 nm [127]. 
They defined t he t hree t ypes of hardn 'ss, t he first of which is the yield strength , 
P-r = 20 ± 4 GPa, and relates to Lhe hardness at t h<' yield point. T he second type 
is Lhe surfac<' hard ness and relates to shaJiow indentat ions wltcrc t here is som<' 
effect from pre-exist ing dcf<'cts, but t he volume is still small , t his was defined a:-; 
H o ~ 0.9 ± 0. GPa. T he third type of hardness, H 8 = lJ GPa, is tlte bulk 
hardness and is calcu l.atcd in the usual manner at greater indenLation depths. 
T he various values given by avarro et al. arc again lower t ha n t hose calculated 
in t his work for t he rutilc {110} s urface, with P-r being t he closest. value, which 
is calculf\ted al. tlw shallowest depth. 
As mentioned previously, Llw fixed boundarirs arc known to create an artifi-
cial hardness in t he simulatious [107], and for other materials this C<Ul cause t he 
contact. pres. urc to be overr t imatcd. In addit ion , many materials experience an 
indenta t.ion size effect at small iudentat.ion depths. Thus the calculated values of 
hardness should be seen rnorc in a relative context rather than ta.kcn as absolu te 
number s. 
The Young's Jnoclulus, E, was calculat.ed us ing the method out lined in . cc-
Lion 2.1. T he vc-"tluc::; obtained from t he nauoindentatiou simulcttions into the rutilc 
a11d a na Lasc Ti02 surfaces, shown in Labl t1.2 , a rc calculated as averages [or t h ' 
different surfaces in Lhe same mcmucr as t.hc contact pressure. The Young's mod-
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Sul'face Young's modulus (GPa) 
Ruti le (001) 379 
Rutile {110} 316 
Anatase {100} 192 
Anatase (001) 170 
Table 4.2: The Young's modulus calcu lated from the indentation s imulations into 
the rutilc e:u1cl culatasc T i0 2 surfaces. 
ulus varies considerably dep ending on tlle sm face being indented for r utile, bu t 
is closer for t he two a nata.se smfares. 
Zywitski et al. used nanoincl entatiou experiments to calculate the Young·s 
modulus of of T i0 2 t hin Alms [123]. T bc rut ilr a nd anatase films had values of 
260 GPa. and 170 GPa , respectively. T he values obtained for t he two anatas ur-
faces in thi work show good agreement. with t he experimental valuE's, especially 
considering tbc difficult ies in mcc"lr tu·ing the ini t ia l unloading data. The Young 's 
rnodulus values obtai11cd for t h rutile surfaces in t his work arc lru:gcr t ha n that 
calculated by Zywitski et, al., however , t.akcn as relative values t he relationshi p 
between the anatase and rut ile is enconr~\ging . avarro et al. ca lculated the 
Young's modulus of thc {llO} surface of single c-rystal rutile, obtaining a value 
of E = 268 ± 30 GPa [127]. This is agai n Sllla ll er t.han t he values found in Lhis 
work , b ut does ill ustn"\te t he large errors whe11 calculatiug the Youug's modulus. 
T he discrepancies in t.he Young's lllodu lus resu lts compared to e>..'P rimcnL, 
cspecially for the rutile surfaces, may be due to a number of differ n t. factors in 
addit ion t o the fixed boundary conditions. T h e difficulty in measuring the slope 
of t he initial part of the unloading c-urve accurately, a n inadequate holdiug timc , 
t he smaller scale of the simula t.ion compared to experi ment. and the faster inden-
tation speeds used ca11 a ll a ffect the Young's modulus. 
As de cri bed in section 2.1 , t.hc initia l part. of t he force-depth cu rve shows only 
c lastic deformation and conforms to the power law rela tionship P = o.h'n. T her0-
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forr, if the indt'n t.rr we::"\s rxt ractcd immrcli~tl e ly before t he fi rst pop-in event , the 
11nlo;-tding c11rv wo uld be thr same a.c; the loading curve. T herefore, th ' powrr 
law rela t ionship brtwecu l he force and dept h can be defined as t he same as that 
for t.he init ial r lastic part or t he loading curve. T he exponent , m, given for a 
spher ical indeuter , as well as for paraboloids of rcvolut iou, is 1.5. However , for a 
couicaJ indenter m = 2 [16]. 
T he cube-cornered inclenter descri brcl in s ct ion 3.5. 1 is rounded at the apex, 
t herefore, it is likely to behave as a spher for very small depths. However , if the 
indrnt.ation is drepcr than th few layers wh re t he curvature has b en applied, 
t he indenter would no longer be described as a sphrre and is more likely to be 
behave as a couc. Since the initial clastiC' portions of the loading c·urvcs seen 
in figs. 4.5 and 4.10 arc more than the layer to whic·h curvature is applied, a.u 
exponent which is dose to the value 2 ca11 be expected. Table 4.3 shows the value 
of the exponent obtained from the force-depth data from t.hc 1. nm indentation 
simulations. T he values obta.inccl for the anatasc simulations aTe very close t.o 
one anot her and show good agrrement wit.h t.hc values given in t he lit erature for 
conica l indrntcrs. The valur of rut ile SLU'fctr s arc slight ly lowrr but still within 
rrasonable agreement. 
Surface Exponen t , m 
Rut ile (001) 1.78 
Rut ile {110} 1.86 
Anatase {100} - A 1.94 
Anat ase {100} - B 1.92 
Anatase (001) 1.93 
Tabl 4.3: T he value of t he exponent, m, in Lhe relationship between the load 
and depth dcscrib cl in equat·,ion 2. , obt·ainccl from the 1. nm na.uoindentations 
int.o the T i0 2 surfaces. 
When used in many coatings, T i02 is doped with nit rogen t·o increase it 's 
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Figure 4.14: A forcc-dc'pth curve from a nanoindrntation into a 400 nm T i0 x1 y 
coating on (I glass substratr, (a), ~:md the resulting AFM imagr of the . m·facc, 
(b) [12 ]. 
st<:\bili ty, thus the c·oc\ting is rcfrrred to as TiOx y · T hese coatings arc largely 
thought to vary betw<>eJJ amorphous and anatase, however , somr smaller regions 
may luwe a ru t ilc phase [12 , 129]. Chcn and Bull have conducted numerous 
uanoindcntat ions into TiOxNy urfaces. as pa rt. of multilaycr and single coatings 
on glass substrales [128]. The force-dept h curve and AF i image in fig. 4.14 show 
results from an indentation exper iment into asiugle 40011 111 TiOx y layer OD glass 
using a cube-cornered indcntcr. AlLhough there is some plas tic; deformation, Lh · 
initial part of the loading cm ve, in fig. 4.14(a), is relat ively smooth unt il the 
first fracture eVC'nt.. Thereafter , the kinks and steps in the data arc due to the 
cracking and de lamination of t he film as the indenter loacl increases. A significant 
part of t he recovery is due to the detac-hed parts of the coat ing, which act as an 
extension of the indcntcr , r 'turning d ose to Lltcir initial positious. Fig. 4.14(b) 
shows tha t alt.hough much of t he detached region does ret urn there arc small 
regions of uplift , or pile- up around the indenta t ion site. Although there is no 
erackillg or detachment Hccn in thr simulations conducted in this work, p il -up 
was observed on all Ti0 2 surfaces during the deeper indentation . . 
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Fig. Ll.l 5 shows a confocal image of a. typical mult il ayered optical C'oa.Lings 
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F igure 4.15: A confocal i.m.age of Lhe surfac<' of a multi layered system with T iOx y 
cap layer of 400 tUll aJt.er undergoing tHtnoiuclentatiOJJ [128] . 
system wi th a 400 nm T lOx y t op layer investigated by Chcn and Bull [12 ]. T he 
imagc shows signific-aJJt cracking of the surface d uring a deep indentat ion which 
penetrated beyond the t hicknes::; of the coating. Where t he apices of the cube-
cornered indC'l'lter have mr t the surface, cracks have formr.cl , however , t hc'y clo not 
extend beyond Llw indentat ion impression. Around t he edges of the indentation 
site, very mall region · of p ile up have formed. T iOx y is said to b mainly 
compo. eel of anata:c and amorphous r0gions, and iu t he . imulations in t his work, 
t h anatasc surface, were found to have a smaller magnitude of pi le-up con1parcd 
Lo the rutile surfaces. T !Jercforr, al though there is less pile-up seen in fig. 4.15, 
son1e c.;ompm·isons can be drawn wit h the sim ula.tions. T he great er pile-up ill the 
simulations can be attributed to the small syst em si'l..cs, greater indentation peecl 
and . harper indeuLcr utilised. T h0 Jack of cracking of any of the T i02 surfaces 
in this work is d u ' to the far sha llower indcutation depths, when c-ompared to 
cxperim nt . 
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4.3.3 Subsurface Analysis 
During the illdcut.<tt. ion simulation., the n.n;-tUts surfaces have produced a small 
amount. of pile-up. l n p<:lrticular , the a!lat.ase {lOO} sm fac-c shows very little ma-
terial br ing deposited onto the surfncc of th<' l.<tl.Licc' . Tn addition, an approximate 
count shows Lhal Lh c number of atoms displaced in t.h indentation site is great r 
than t.he number cl ' posited on the surfac:e. Then'fore, there is significant dcnsifi-
cation br urat.h Lhc surface. Table 4.4 shows that for orientations with relativrly 
low numbers of piled-up atoms above Lhe surface t.her is an increase i11 density 
in Lite region beneath the indentation site. 
Values given i11 table 4.4 arc approximate, since to quantify density over a 
Surface D ensity incr ease (%) N umber of piled-up atoms 
Rutile (001) 2.0 906 
R utile {110} 3.3 404 
Anatase {100} - A 4.6 194 
Anatase {100} - B 4.9 f81 
Anatase (001) 3.0 431 
Table 4.4: T he i11crcas<' in den ity of a 4 nm x 4 nm x 2 nm region beneath 
the indcnt cr compared to t he number of atoms in the pile-up after t hr 1. nm 
iudent.aLions. 
s u1 all volume is difficul t. due to finite size effects and the large d ifference in atomic 
weight between t itanium and oxygen atoms. F ig. 4.16 illust rates the deforma t ion 
region in a.natase { 100} surface for the l . nm indentation. The plast ic defor-
1nat.ion zone around t he indentation site consists of cu1 amorphous illncr region 
surrouudcd by a region where the un it cells arc s trained but t he atoms within 
t he cells arr still in the same relative posit ions. T hese cell. arc elongated in the 
< 001> di rrcLion but. compressed in the dircc:Lion normal to the surface. 
T he naLurc of the d<'nsification in t bc anata.sc { 100} indentation simula.t ions 
leads Lo Lhc quest ion of wh t ber the amorphous regions have any structure. One 
p ossible met hod of ana lysing t llis i by examining t.he change in co-ordination 
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Figure 4 .16: A diagram illustrating t h plastic d eformation zone after indenting 
anatflsr {lOO} to a depth of 1. mn. The arrows show t he compression and 
expansion of the unit cell in the the v rtical and lateral direct ions. Region A 
represents t he volume used to ca lculate the deusity in table 4.4. 
( numbrr of nrarest neighbours) of each atom . This analysis did not prove e. pe-
cia lly useful since only a small number of atom changed re-ordination duri ng 
iudentation and the thn'e main polymorph. of Ti02 rutilc, anatase and brookite 
share the same coordination numbers, as wr ll as similar nc~:1.rest neighbour clis-
t<mces. An alternative method For identify ing pLase t n·\nsformations is the Q4 
parameter defined in t he method of Steinhardt ft al. [110]. Tl1 r Q4 parameter 
evaluates bond spll ericnl harmouics t.o examine the loca l env ironment of a n atom 
aud can d ist inguish between different crystallinr phases. The values in table 4.5 
sho·w the Q4 param et er of a toms in the idea.! lattice site. of the different Ti02 
poly lllorphs. 
Tlw Q4 pme:uneter a fter indenting the a natru e {lOO} surface, with in den-
T i0 2 polymor ph Q4 parameter for T i Q4 paramet er for 0 
Rutile 0.74 0.45 
Anatase 0.65 0.69 
Brookite 0.69 0.73 
Table 4.5: Tlw Q4 paran1eter calculated for the t itanium and oxygen at.oms in 
the perfect Ti02 phases. 
Lrr oricutation B, is shown in fi g. 4.17. A substant ia.! number of oxygen atoms 
around t lw indentation ~ite hav a Q4 parameter close to that of an oxygen a tom 
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Figure 4.17: T he Q4 parameter of the titanium (a) and oxygen (b) atoms in t he 
anatasc { 100} la ttice after indenting t o a depth of 1. nm. T he filt er range is set 
to show a toms with a Q4 parameter wbid1 is close to the value of similar a toms 
in th r per fect rutile structure. T hC' la ttice is 15.1 nm wide. 
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Figure 4.1 : T he Q4 parameter of the t itanium atoms in t he anatase {100} lat tice 
aft er an indenta tion simula tion to 1.8 nm. The Q4 parameter of t hese a toms is 
different to the th ree main polymorphs of T i0 2 . T he widLh of the lattice is 15.1 
11lll. 
within the rulil e structmc, however. the range of values is quite wide. On the 
other hand , t here ~u-e very few t itanium atoms which have had a shift in loc<'tl 
environment from t he anatase to rutil stru ·t urc. If all possible values of t he 
Q4 parameter are viewed , there arc a number of titanium atoms which show a 
dcCl·ca c in Q4 parameter around tlJC indentation site (fig. 4.1 ). This drop in the 
Q4 paramot.er of t itanium atoms is a feature seen in all of the ana t.asc simulations 
irrespective of crystal orieutation. 
Although large numbers of a toms around indentation and snatch sites have 
bad chaugcs in Q4 parameter in rutile and ana tase. t here is no evidence of a 
phase change. T here arc no regions where both t itanium and oxygen atoms have 
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rcnrraugecl Lo obtain another known Ti02 st.ruct me. However , it·. ntay be possible 
to u~r t he Q4 parameter to define thr extent of a plas tic deformation zone <U'Ound 
Li te indeut, for example, t h<\.t volum in whi<'h Lhe Q4 parameter has changed by 
a given a mount., sudt a.'i the region shown in fig. 4. 17(b ). 
4.4 N anoscratching Results 
4.4.1 Rutile 
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F igure 4.19: T he ta.ngcnt ial forcr a ppli cl to th indenter when performing 
scratching simulations along tb ' rut,ile (001) (blue) and {llO} (l x 1) r con-
structed (black) surfacr~'l . Scratchc were conducted at a depth of 0.6 nm for 
a d istance of 11111. 
During the nanoscraLching s imulations. forces applied to t he indenter in t he 
directions shown in fig. 3.4 arc recorded . Of part icu lar interes t. is the force in 
t he scra tch direction duriug the s imulat ion which i logged and plotted against 
t he scratch cl istauce ~\ncl shown in fig. 4.19 for the ru1 il (001 ) and {110} (l x 1) 
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recon!;t.ructed sur faces. For the na.nosnatching simulations, the depth of the in-
dent W<:ts 0.6 11 11 1 before Lhc srrat<-h was C'onducted. T he latera l force applircl to 
drag t he indent.er through t he surface is very s imilc-1.r when comparing the two ru-
til e surfaces. T he init;i a l port ion of the fore;e- lisplacemcnt ('Urve shows the force 
bttilding up as the inclentcr begins it.s lateral motion. Having scra tched for a 
distanC'e of 1 nm , t he force st abilise:;, however , du ring the comse of the scratch , 
t here are sma ll fluct uations in the ta ngential force with a variation between 30 
nN and 50 11 . Larger B uctuat ions i11 the force can point towards stick slip events 
a~ seen in silver [53], howcv<'r, th sm all fluctuations in the rutile surfaces, as wit h 
t.hc na noinclentatious. fa il to activate• any sli p systems as seen in fig. 4.20. As 
witb t he nanoinclentations, the scratchi11g siumla tions arc unab le to activate ei-
t her of the known s lip sy tems, wit h only am or phous damage appearing beneath 
the surface. 
During tile nrutoscratching simulations, the material displaced as t h inden-
Lrr rnoves through the surface piles-up along t he edge of the scratch a.s shown in 
fig. 4.21 for the ru t ile surfaces. As with t he indentation simulations, the greatest 
magni tude o f pile-up is sren when scratching the rutile (001) surfacr, where ma-
teria l is densely packed along t.lw sides of th scratch to a peak height of three 
i\tomic layrrs. On the other ha11d , the pile-up created during t he scratch of t he 
{110} surface is slight ly less dense. with a peak of on ly two layers of atoms. 
T he coefficient of friction , ~t, defined in section 2. 1 using equation 2.9, can be 
C<'l.lculated throughout the clurat io11 of t he scratch simulaLions. F ig. 4.22 shows 
t.hc fri ction coefficients dur ing the 0.6 nm deep scratclte. along the two Ti02 ru-
Lile surfaC'es . DuriHg the scratching stage of t h ' simulation t he nonnal force stays 
rr lativcly sta ble. t herefore, t he ov ra.IJ shape of t he friction coefficient curve is 
similar to t hat of the tangential force (fig. 4.19). During the indentation simu-
latiolls in t.o t he t\¥0 rutilr surfaces, t.hc prrpcndi r ular forc·e appeared to be q uite 
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(a) (b) 
3.50 
Figure 4.20: o particular slip syst.rms have bet>n activated after t he nrn long 
nanoscratchcs in the rutilc (001) (a) and {110} (l x l ) r construct cl (b) surfaces 
at a depth of 0.6 nm. T he arrows show Lhe scratch direction aud each la.ttirr is 
16.2 nm long. 
(a) (b) 
F igure 4.21: The surface pile-up , in A, after performing nanoscratrhes 8 run long 
aud 0.6 mu drcp iu the (001) (a) and {llO} (lxl) r 'c-onstruct ed (b) surfaces of 
rut ilc. The arrows show t.hr scratc:h dirrc: tion and each lattice is 1G.2 nm long. 
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Figme 4.22: T hr fri ction coeffici rnt vt-u-ying as a functioll of t.he scratch clistance 
during the scratching simulations a long the rut.ile (001) (blue) nnd {110} (1 x 1) 
rcconstruc:t.ecl (bl a.ck) surfaces. 
s imilar during Lh shallow incl nLs ctncl differ cl only at greater indentation depths 
(fig. 4.5), s ince t.hc magnit ude of the tangent ia l force is also quit.<' similar during 
the two different. scratches , the coeffici<'nt of friction, f.t for the· two rutile s urfaces 
is very d ose duri11g tbe course of th<' scra.td1. 
4.4.2 Anatase 
The tangentia l force plotted against the . cra tch distance for t he scratch simu-
lation.' into the a nat.asc {100} and (001) urfaces are showu in fig. 4.23. The 
scratch aloug the a n<'l.tase {100} surfac·e was set up such that indotttcr orientation 
B W<'U used , giving an indenter to surface relationship as shown in fig . 4.4. The 
forces applircl to t lw in cl enter in the scmtch ing direction during the two a na tase 
s imulations. as wit h the indentations, was less than the forces required to scratch 
the two rutilc . mfl'lCcs. T bc tangrnt ial fore for both of th anatasc surfaces was 
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Figure 4.23: T he tangenti al force applied to the indenter d uring thC' nano-
:cratchiug simulat.ions along thr a na.tasc {100} (blue) and (001 ) (black) surfaces. 
Scratchrs were <:Ond uctcd at a dr pth of 0.6 mn for a distance of nm . 
again sin til m· a11d va.ricd between 20 nN a nd 30 n . T he fir. t. l nm of each of 
t he scrat.cl tes shows a smooth build up of the for('C' after which there arc some 
very small fluctua tions. Desp ite t.he fl uct ua t ions seen in the forc·c. t he scratclling 
process is relatively smooth and as wit h Lhc rutilc surfaces, no evidence of stick 
slip events were sec•n to take place in ci t Iter anatasc surface. 
Th<' scratches into the surfa '<.\ of anatase prod uce pile-up of materia l along 
the sidrs of the iwprrssion, as shown in fig. 4.24. As with the na.noindcnt.ation 
simula tions, ther is vrry little pile-up during the nanoscratch along the { 100} 
s urface of anat asc. Small number of a.Loms have bren deposited onto t he sur-
face, but <:u·c not very densely packed and the m aximum height. is only a bouL 0.3 
nn1. T lw a natase (001) surface has atoms packed more densely and consistently 
along the length of t he scratch than thr {lOO} surface. The pi lr-- up on t he (001) 
surface is very siwilar to t ha t. seen w hen cra tch ing Lhe r utilc {llO} surface (fig. 
4.2l (b) ). BoLh surfaces bavc a peak height of about. 0.45 nm wiLh a similar den-
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(a) (b) 
Hefght fn Y dfrec ffon (AJ 
-3.00 -1 .50 0.00 
F igure 4.24: The surface pile-up, in A, after performing nanoscratches mn long 
aud 0.6 nm deep iu t he {100} (a) ~'l.ncl (001) (b) surfaces of anata.se. T he arrows 
show the scratcb direct ion and each lattice is 16.4 nm long. 
sity of atoms. 
Fig £.1 .25 plots fJ- t he fri ct iou coeffi cient , using equation 2.9 , as t he scratch 
is tollclu ted along Lhc Lwo <UJaLase surfaces. As with t.hc rutile scratches, t he 
non tla l forc·e retna i11s relatively stable and is a lmost idcutical for t iH' {100} and 
(001) anatase surfaces, cmd the tangential force is a lso very similar, thus giving a 
fricliou coefficient which appears to be indepc ndcut of the anatase surface being 
scratched. In addit,ion, despite the tangentia l forces being considerably higher 
in the rutile scratches (fig. 4.19). the friction c-oefficient in both thr rutile and 
anatasc simulations are very similar , varying b etween 0.2 and 0.3 . 
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Figure 4.25: T ile variation of the fri ct ion coefficient during t h scratch simulations 
along the ana.tasc {100} (blue) and (001) (black) surfaces. 
4 . 5 Cone I us ions 
J ilc-up pe:ttterns found during both the inclent.a.tiou and scratching simula tions 
into t he T i0 2 lattice. were found to be dependent on the surface structure with 
the (001) surface of the denser rutile polymorp h having the greatest magni tude of 
p ile-up. Pi le-up on t he ruti le {110} (l x 1) r construct.rd surface and the anat.as<' 
(001) surface turned out to be quite similar after both indC'uting and scratch ing 
simulat. ions. T he densification beneath t he indentatiou site was also very similar 
for t hcs two surfaces. T he a.natasc {100} surface had much less pile-up during 
the iudcnt.ation and scratching with the great est level of densific:ation of mate-
rial beneath the surface. T here was no evidence of dislocation emission during 
iudrnt,ation for either polymorph. 
T he contact pressure and the Young's mod ulus o[ the Ti02 polymorphs were 
found to be in reasonaulc agreement with cxperimcntaJ values. The nanoiudou-
t.at.ion sjmulations showed a power law relationship beLwcrn t.hl" load and d pth 
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wit h an exponent between l. 7 aud 1.94. T he exponent which is dependent on 
the indentrr geometry wa~ also in agTcement with li terature. 
Although the latrral and normal forces when scratching t he different ru tile 
and anatase surfaces differed considerably, the frict ion coeffi cients, J.L , found dur-
ing each ·cratch simulation were very similar. All four surfaces considered were 
found to have a coefficient of fr iction between 0.28 and 0.38. 
In anatase. the plru t ic deformation zone around the t ip was found Lo cousist 
of an amorphous region surrounded by a region where the unit cells remaiued 
compressed after t ip extract ion. Structural chang s after indentation wore iden-
tified usiug the Q4 pa.n u11etcr defined by Stcinh~u·clt el al. [110] but 11 0 phase 
t ransformations could be iclctttified. 
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Chapter 5 
N anoindentation and 
Nanoscratching of ZnO 
5.1 Introduction 
As with Ti02 , 7.inc oxide is also a white powder. It is often used as a pigmcn~ in 
pa.ints and dyes du to its colour, however , sing! crystals arc almost transparent. 
ZnO hru good optical properties with no colo ur change when exposed Lo ul tra 
v iolet light, . o iH a good cand id at c for use as a t hi 11 film in optical coatings. Ziuc 
oxide is a key component of Lhr thin film optica l coatings described in chapter 1. 
Ziuc oxide is a.n ionic materia l with zinc and oxygen atoms having an effective 
cha.rgc of + 2 ami -2, rcspectivel:v. I at urally occurring ZnO is found in the hcxag-
oual wurt.zitc structure which has two polar surfaces. These polar surfaces arc 
Lite (0001) (posit ive L~ inc t erminated) and (OOOI) (negative oxygen termina ted ) 
surfaces, and arc the lowest energy surfaces. Fig. 5.1 shows the structure of a 
unit cell of ZnO. T he lattice parameters are a0 = 3.250 and c0 = 5.207 A wit h 
t he internal fractiona l c:oorcl inaL u = 0.345 [114]. 
N anoindc11 t.atious aud nanoscratch si mu lations were C'ond ucted into t.hc 
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Figurr 5.1: T h hexagonal wurtzit e structure' of zinc oxide with zinc and oxygrll 
atoms rcprescnLccl by blue and r d s phcrrs, rcsprctively. The lattice paramrters 
used wer a0 = 3.219 A a.nd c0 = 5.257 A, wiLh t he internal fractional coordinate 
u = 0.375. 
hexagonal zinc termina ted (0001) surface of ZnO. A schematic representation 
of thr s urface is sbown in fig. 5.2. WiLh Ll1c indenter-surfacc or ientation labelled 
A t he faces of t.he inclcnter arc aligned to t he < 1000> type crystal d irections, 
whereas in orientation B, the inckntcr edge coincide with < 1000> type direc-
tions. In addition to varying the indentation depth and system si:te the cffrct of 
the indcntcr-surface orientati011 wa.s also investigat('cl. 
5.2 ZnO Interatomic Pote ntial 
A mnllber of dHfercut intrratomic potential energy functious wcr tested to model 
the interactions of zinc and oxygen atoms within the wurtzitc ZnO structure. A 
Buckingham pair potential, as used for 1nodelling MgO (section 3.9), was imple-
menLrd with parameters derived by Lewis and Catlow [70] and Binks and Grimes 
[92] . In addition, a mc"l.ny-body potential by Kubo et al. was also employed [130]. 
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Figure 5.2: The zinc terminated surface of ZnO in the wurtzite struct ure. Zinc 
and oxygen a toms are represented by blue and red spheres respectively. with 
oxygen. slight ly below zinc atoms. Indcnter-surface orientations A and B arc 
su('h tl ta t the iuclenter faces and indenter edges (red lines) arc align d wit b t he 
<1000> ty pe' dir<'C'tion , resp ectively. 
However t hese 6xed charge p otential energy funct ions had difficuJty in modell ing 
the polar (0001 ) aucl (0001) smfares of ZnO clue t.o t.he dipole moment created. 
Therefore, an analyti c bond order potential (ABOP), developed by Erhar t et 
al., was employed to model ZnO [91]. This potential form does not include the 
ionic LNm, and has be0n successfu lly employed to model the wurtzitc and zin 
blende structures of ZnO. However during jnitial indeutat ion test., t he given 
parameters c·aused the material to behave in an unphysical manner, with cha in, 
of atoms emit.ted from the surface of the material. Therefore, a modified form of 
the ABO P, wit.h a ZBL potential for modelling Zn-Zn and 0-0 interactions, de-
scribcd in section 3.2.7, was u tilised. TIJ tnodifiC"ations only had au effect. when 
Lite crystal was significant ly deformed, thcrefor ', t ltr material proper ties such as 
t.h ' cohesive' energy, cell volume and clastic constauts remained unchanged. 
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5.3 N anoindentation 
The belt avioux of t he zinc t erminated (0001) surfac<' of ZnO was invc tigated 
through uanoinclc1ttation sinntlations . Ini t ially, indentations were conducted us-
ing th :ID only model wit h similar latti ·c d imensions and indentation depths to 
Lhose used when indenting the various Ti02 surfaces. T he ABOP used t o desrri bc 
a tom i interactions in ZnO does not req uire t he long r ange ionic coutr ibutions 
to the energy. Therc'fore, the coupled FE- 1D model, described in section 3.5.4, 
could be ttti lisecl for modelling nanoindeutation . T his allows a far larger s lab of 
materia l to be. imulated wit hi n a rea, onable period of time. The coupled model 
was used for simulating a far d eeper indcut in to ZuO, and for com parisou , a large 
iuden t, W<'IS a lso simu la ted in a MD only mod el of the same size. To investigat e 
the effeC' t. of indeuLcr-surface orientat ion in ZnO, t be large ~ID only sysL<'111 was 
indented with both ori entation A and B (~'IS showu in fig. 5.2) . 
5.3.1 MD Only Simulation Setup 
IndentR.Lions into t he (0001) surface of ZnO were condur ted iuto a la ttice of 
163,400 atoms with dimensions of 13.9 nru x 10 nm x 13. nm. Before t he 
nanoindent.ation simulations, the lattices were relaxed to miu inntm energy states 
and t hen Lherma lised to 300 K using t he Berendsen thermostat. During t he relax-
ation , t hennalisation and indentation stages, fixed boundaries were utilised for all 
non- indenti ng surfaces, with t he outer 5 A of atoms held fixed . T he t empera tur 
\vi t hin t he lattice was then maintained through thr cour e of t h<' nanoindenta-
tions u. iug 6 A of atoms adjacent to t he fixed layer. T he nanoindentat ion stage 
was performed wit h th vcrLi C'al ind nter support moving with a constant speed of 
10 ms- 1 . Betwceu ind entation and retract ion stages, the support was held fixed 
for a period of 10 ps at m<~.:ximum deptlt. For t he :tviD only nanoindenLaLions, 
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the indcnter-surfacc oricnt.at.io11 was A (as shown in fig. 5.2) so t hat Llw indenter 
facrs were aligned with tll(' < 1000> crysta.J direction . 
5 .3.2 MD Only Results 
Nanoindentations into t he zinc terminated (0001) surface of ZnO were performed 
to depths of 1.2, 1. and 2.4. nm wit h indenter-surface orientation A c-u1d t.he 
r esulting force-depth curves ru:c shown in fig. 5.3. The force-depth cla.ta shows 
relatively smooth loading curves for all depths. A small number of steps a rc so n 
during the indeutation s l.age c1 t <:1 dc'pth of about 1.0 nnt coinciding wi t h a. force· of 
around 100 n r. However , t hcsc steps do not coincid e with the onset of a ny par-
t icular di slocations or aC'tival ion of slip systems within t he ZnO substrate. T hese 
pop-ins arc attribu ted t.o the onset of plastic deformation beneath the incleutcr. 
The peak forces w hen incleut.ing Zll O arr far less than those required Lo pcnet.ntte 
1Ig0 or any of the various T i0 2 surfaces to similar d epths. 
T he retractio n part of the cnrve shows vrry smooth unloading for alJ inden-
tation depths. There is subst.e:wtial clastic recovery after t ip r rt.ractiou a nd for 
the 1.2 and 1. nm deep inclcuLs rC'covery is similar with t ip-surface interact ions 
ceasing at a depth of 0. 5 nm. T he larger 2.4 nm indentation has s]jght.ly le s 
recovery, Gut even so t he inclenter maintctin contact witll the substra.te until a 
depth of abou t 0 . nm. 
Observations of t he ZnO surfaces reveal no regions of pile-up around the 
indentation site. l?ig. 5.4 shows the ZnO surfaces dming the indcutations to 1. 
urn and 2.4 nm at. pe~:1.k clept.h a nd after indenting. Rather than atoms being 
deposited on to t hr sm(ace, t here' is a bowing of the surface downwards as t he 
indentcr pcnct.rai.rs thr ma t.nial. Although difficult to identify in th shal low 
indents . fig. 5.4(c) shows a region of deflect ion which is a lmost hexagonal arou11d 
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F igure 5.3: T he force-depth curve.· from the nauoinclcntatiom; into t he (0001) 
surfac of ZnO. 1anoindentations wcr conduct ed to depths of 1.2, l. and 2.4 
nm with indentcr-surfaC' oricntatiou A as shown in fig. 5.2. 
t.hc indentation sjtc. Here, atoms have be n displaced and t he m;-ttE'ria l has corn-
prrssed Lo a.ccomntodatc t.hr inde11ter. T hus t he crystallinity of ZnO appears to 
affect. the mam1er in which Lhc surface deforms. Another key feature which can 
be ident ifi ed is t.hr nrar pr rfect recovrry of these dcflrctc d regions. Thrrc is bow-
ever, some plastic deformation behaviour wit hin t.hr corr region as can be s en 
in figs. 5.4(b) and 5.4(d). While Llw sides of the triangular indent a tion impres-
sion do undergo :mbstantial clas t ic recovery, the apices of the impression fai l to 
clo. e up in a similar manner leaving an opening. Unlik t raditiona l cracking seen 
during nanoindentation experiments, these openings do not protrude beyond t he 
initia l impression. T his phenomenon is most clearly visible in Lhe deeper 2.4 nm 
indentation simnla tion, however , even in the shallower 1. nm indent. it can be 
seen a.l t. hough to a lesser extent. Although not shown , a.t 1.2 nm the impression 
is not sufficiently large thus only a small pla.stica1ly deformed core remains. 
\iVitb a. lack of surfac pile-up after iuclcntation simula.t.ions to a depth of 2.4 
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(a ) 1.8 nm indenta t ion aL peak depth {b) 1.8 tun indentation a fter retract ion 
0 
Height in Y d irection (A) 
0.00 3.75 7.50 11.2 15.0 
(c) 2.4 nm indentation at p<'a.k depth (d) 2.4 nm ind<'ntation after retraction 
Figurr 5.4: The upper layers of the ZnO surface duriug the nauoindentations to 
1. nm, (a) and (b) , and 2.4 nm. (c) and (d ). T he width of each image is 11.5 
nm and the indcntcr-surface orientalion is A. 
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(a) Displacement at. peak depth during tll(• (b) Displ<i C<'menl after the 2.4 nm indC'nta-
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(c) Slip at peak d<'pth during th<' 2.4 nm 
i nd<'JtLation 
(d) Slip after the 2.4 nm ind<'ntation 
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Figurr 5.5: The displacement and slip of atoms in the ZnO (0001) substrate 
during the nanoinclenta Lion to 2.4 11111 wit h ori entation A. Images arc aL peak 
depth and after tip retrac:tion . The width of the lattice is 1:3.9 nm. 
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11111, the Sllb-surfacc bchrwiour is of particula r interest. The forcc~dcpth curve, 
as well as the surface images indicate a large amount of r la.stic recover y during 
the retraction of the t ip . F ig . 5.5 ·bows thr deformation of a toms during the 
2.4 nm indrntation t lu·ough displacC1nent. a nd sli p nL pea.k penetration and af-
ter the indenter is withdrawn. Looking at. t he displacement at maximum depth 
(6g. 5.5(a)), the displacement fi eld is a large region , extendiug deep into t he 
lattice. Comparing the displacement with the surface deflections (fig. 5.4(c)), 
Lhe iuflueHco of t lte hexagonal wurtzitc structure is also seen iu the lateral d is-
placement fi eld. While there is a core region where t he displarccl atoms form a 
l.r iangul~tr impression due to Lltc' indcnter. further away the' atoms displa<;e in a 
manner whic·h appears more circular due to the hexagonal nature of t he wurtzit.r 
struct.me. Oncf' thr tip is retracted from the surface, however , the vast majority 
of atoms recover to t heir original posit ions, l<'avittg only a small plastically de-
for med region. Although t hey mainta in strong crystallin ity, a number o f atoms 
along Lhe sides of the triangular residual imprint rernain disp laced bencatL the 
surface. This can be attributed to t he sub-surface compression caused by the lack 
of pilr-up. 
Figs. 5.5(c) and 5.5(d) fur t her illustrate the strong e la t ic nature of dcfor-
matio ti within ZnO during indentation. o slip systems a rc activated clming t he 
course of the indentation, wit h only a very small number of atoms being displaced 
rela tive to their neighbours and breaking the cr ystallinity. Although a sma ll num-
ber of t hese at oms recover during retraction, t he majority of atoms t hat show as 
slipprcl atoms rem ain plas Lically d eformed around the indentation site. However , 
since t.he numbers are so small , the indication is thaL thcrC' are no phasr changes 
occurring w iLh only elastic compression which almost complet ely recovers. 
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5.3.3 FE-MD Simulat ion Set up 
A na uoiuclentation simnlat.ion of t he (0001) ZnO surfa.ce was conducted on a far 
larger scale using the coupled FE-1\IID model. A cubic MD cell was choseu so 
t hat large di p lacements would be restricted to the a tomist ic: region only. A 1.05 
milliou atom (23 n m x 23 nm x 23 nm) lattice was embedded wit hin a FE mesh 
as shown in fig. 3.6. T he continuum region consisted of 226.000 nodes forming 
1.3 mi llion element s. T he FE structure was such t hat mesh was very fine close 
to t he atomist ic r egion and bC'COil1ing coarser fmther away. The dimensions of 
the tota l system was about 150 nm x 73 nm x 150 um . T his gave a simulation 
cell which was equ ivalent to over 140 million atoms, allowi ng a n indentat ion to 
be performed to a depth of 5 n m. For com parison , an indentation was performed 
in both the coupled FE-f\ JD model and a f\ID only model with fixed boundary 
conditions. 
T he eq uilibration of t he MD ouly syst em was thr sa m a.s the smaller MD 
system in the previous sect ion, however , t he FE-MD system required a differ-
ent set up. T hC' relaxation of t he aLomist ic region was conducted prior to being 
coupled with the F E mesh. On<.:<' c-oupled , the entire syst.em was thermaliscd to 
300 I< by adding the requ ired kinetic energy to t he a toms and elements. In MD 
only utodels, thermal atoms cu-ound the edge of the lattic·c arc used to ma inta iu 
a constant t emperature. For t h coupled mod el excess energy is transported into 
t he FE region. T herefore a t herntostat is not ut ilised during t he com se of t he 
s imulation. E nergy and forces arc passed back and for th between the MD and 
F E region in t he manner described in section 3.5.4. T he caJcula.tion of t he energy 
and force' within t he FE region requires the Young's moduhts and P oisson 's ratio 
which wcr calculated from ~h e bulk properties given by Erha rt et al. [91]. The 
Young·s modulus and P oisson 's ratio used were 117.3 GPa aliC] 0.36, respectively. 
As with t he smaller indentation simulation s, t he ver t i<.:al inclcntcr support was 
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moved aL a c.:onsLnut speed of 10 tn:-;- 1 during both indentation e:1.nd retraction. To 
a llow a deeper 5 ltltl indc1t Le:1.tion Lobe perfornwcl , a larger, 121,53 atom iudentcr, 
with a rad ius of curvature of 2.5 ttn1 , was utilised. \ iVith the greater indentation 
depth , a longer hold period of 20 ps wns used. Initial indentation simulations 
were conductrcl into bot h the ID only and coupled system with indrntcr-surfacc 
orientation B (as shown in 6g. 5.2). A further indentation into a ~1ID only system 
was conducted with inclcntcr-surfacc orientatjou A for co111parison. 
5.3.4 Coupled Model Results 
The forcr-cl(']>Lh curves fro111 the indent aLion simnlations into t he ZuO (0001) sur-
facr using t.hr ID only aud couplrd FE-~ (D models arc shown in fig. 5.6. T he 
curves from Lhc ~ [D ouly fixed bounda.ry model anci Lhe coupled FE-MD model 
a rc very simila.r Lhroughout both Lhr loading and unloading stages. However. 
at t iH' peak depth of 5 um, t he' mclximum fore in t.hc coupled system (950 n ) 
is lower than the lD only mod I (1025 11 ). T his is expected as the the ID 
only mod(') would be feding the feedbac-k effects caused by the fixed boundaries, 
whereas Lhis i. nol an issue for U1e coupled model. As wiLh Lhe loading cmve, 
uuloading is similar for boLh models unt..il the latter st<1.ge.<> where fractionally 
more recovery is seen in t..he c:ouplc·d model. 
A feature of t lw force-depth curves from the shallower indentations into the 
smaller lattices in t lw previous section (fig. 5.3) was the kink in the curves at a 
force of about llO n . T his feature is again seen in the lru:ge 5 nm indentation 
simulations, although flt. a slightly higher force of 140 n with t. he penetration 
drpth at Lhis stage beiug j ust, over 1 nm. T his appecu-s Lo be a. cri t ical force 
where Lhe tna.Lrrial yields beneath Lllc indrntcr, although there arc no activated 
s lip systCJ us. T he discrepancy in t his crit ical force between the indentations can 
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Figure 5.6: T he force-depth curves from the nanoinclcntations into thr (0001) 
surface of ZuO. anoinclentations wrrr conducted to 5 nm using the ~lD only 
model (b lack) and the coupled FE-MD rnoclcl (red) . 
be attributed to Lhr difference in indcntcr sizes. Since the indenter for t lw 5 nm 
deep iuclrnta t ions has a larger tip radius, it is t h shear stress that i critical 
rather tlta.n the applied force. T his depth, consid<'ri ng the surface ddicctions, 
roughly equa tes to 2 lattice units, or 5 atomic layers. Ot!Jer than t his cri t ical 
point, there me no steps or pop-in events along eit her of the loading curves. 
Fig. 5. 7 shows experimcntaJ force-depth data from nanoindentations into 
ZnO sub!)tratcs. Fig. 5.7(a) shows nanoindentation. conducted into ZnO layers 
deposited by radio frequency (rf) magnetron spnttering on silicon smfa,ccs by 
Fang et al. [131]. The ZnO lay<'rs were typically 2-3 p,m thick aud were indented 
to different maximum loads. Fig.5.7(b). how: the resul t. of a typical nanoindcn-
t atlon by avamat.havau et al. into a ZnO layer a lso grown using rf magnetron 
sputtering [132]. T hese ZnO t hin fi lms were grown on a sapphire substra te to a 
thickness of 0.4 f.i lll , 0.6 J.tl11, 0. J.t!TI aud 1 J.tl1L While fig . 5.7(a) and fig. 5.7(b) 
both how smooLh loading and unloading, Iavamathavan et al. did find a pop-in 
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F igur<' 5. 7: Force-displacement data from experimental nanoindcntation c:xperi-
mcnts into t hin fi lm ZnO surfac-<'s on silicon, (a) [131], and sapphire, (b) and (c) 
[lJ2], substratcs. 
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Lo occur regubu·ly at a depth of 13-l G nm. Further studies into bull< ZnO foLmcl a 
pop-in evcmt. in about 40 %of nanoindentations at the same dept h , but again no 
further pop-ins appeared t hereafter. A shallower indenta tion int o the ZnO t hin 
films by avan tathavan et al. ind icates t hat some p last it deformat ion occurs 
prior to the pop-in event , as shown in -fig. 5.7(c) [132]. The plast ic deforma t ion 
is signalled by small kinks a long the curve, however , they arc more pronounced 
t han t.hose seen in the simulat ions. There is a large amount of recovery during 
indcnt.er rr traction , which shows good agreement with t his work. 
T it<· displarcmcnt fi elds at. peak depth when indenting the l\ID only and cou-
pled FE-1\ID models arc shown in fig. 5. . In the range shown , nearly 40 % 
more a.tont s axe displaC'ed in the couplrcl rnodcl compared to the atomistic only 
model. T his is d ue Lo Lhr rt'stric t.ious imposed by t he fix:ccl boundar ies, which 
limi t t.hc freedom of tltovcntcnt of at.oms when Lhe displacement field grows to 
such a. large extent. However , tuc coupled system is able to model the far-field 
effects of nanoindentation by passing energy in to t he F E regi on rather than re-
flecting it back into Lh indentation core. 
As with t.he sma ller indentat ion .. t hr displacement field for both systcms is a 
large deep region. The displacement fields shown in fig. 5. di. play atoms which 
h<W<' moved by at leas t 5 A. T hi::; arbi trary cu1 -off for the displarement is used 
for c-onlp<:U"ison between simulat ions and was chosen since it. is close to the height 
of one cell unit (shown in fig. 5.1). The displacement fi elds in fig. 5.8 reach a 
depth of 11 .5 um and 14.0 nm in t he MD only and coupled models, respectively. 
A Lop down view of the displacement field a lso shows the effects of the hexagona l 
symmetry in the wurt:zitc structure. \iVit h indcnLcr-surface orientation B (shown 
in fig. 5.2) , the < 1000> type clirccLions lie perpendicular to the indenter faces, 
where a la rge comprcssive strain would h e ex pected to build up. T he < 1000> 
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Figure 5. : The displacement of atoms in the ZnO substrate during t he nanoin-
clcntat.ion to 5 nm using the ~ID only system with fixed boundaries and the 
coupled FE- ID system. All images are shown aL peak indentation depth and 
t he lattices are 23 nm wide. 
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dirrct iou is l he d osr-pa.ckcd dired ion i11 the· (0001) planr when cons idC'ri11g likc'-
a lullls. Tlw strung repulsion betwcrn a to111s of similar sprcics is t ltc driv ing for<'c 
for tlt c• hcxe:tgonal cross-section of the dis placrnwnt. fi eld . 
Fig. 5.10 shows the displaccUlent within t.hc• FE region at J)('ak indentation 
dept. h. Significant. displacement. within the f,u·-6rld can be seen in the two im-
age's, with liH' latc•ra l displacement. ticlcl , in the range shown, being a.bout t hree 
tinH'S larger than thr width of the fD region. Vertically, the total dL placettt <•nt 
fi eld rcadt<'S over twic-r the <kpth of I he• l\ID region. Image 5.10(a ) shows the 
clisplaccnwut oft he• c•lr mC'nt.s within t hr cont.innum region along the surface• and 
illust rat rs t hr clipping of t he• subst ra te' around t.hc indcut.aLion siLr. T he• snrfac·c' 
clcfl ec'Lion d c•c-1.rly <'xLends bcyoud the• l\JD rc•gion causing Lhr node!-i C' losc· Lo Lhc 
s iclr · of I he• i\ ID region t.o movr clown out of t hr surfac plane wit.h Lh<' <tLomi(' 
region. L~ ig. 5. LO(b) ill ustratrs t.ha t t.ltc shapr of the displac·c•mcnt. fic•ld wit !tint he 
l\ rD rrgiom; dcsc·rihcd previously is a lso apparr nt. within the FE rrgi011. Looking 
at I he• displac-c·mc•ut <tt t.he bott om dgt•s of the 1\lD rC'gion, a smooth tra nsit ion 
bctWC'C'll t.IH• I WO mod<' IS C'<Ul be S<'C'll . 
AfLcr retrad ing t.hr indcntcr , LIH'rc is a largr amount of rrcovrry within bot lt 
of I he large sysL<'tn::; ns shown ill fi g. 5.9. Having had subst.ru1tially morr clisplac-rd 
atoms at pc•ak dr ptlt , the coupled syHL<'Ill has greater cla.sLic rc·covery, with nearly 
25 % fcwc•r ""t.on1 s displaced from tlt t'i r original posiL.ions, c:omp;:\recl to UH' MD 
only modr l. T here• <:trc• also % less at.oms which have slipped in the roupled 
modc•J. Therefore, Lhcrr is greater wsidual damagr in the t-. ID only model. 
Thr shallow inclcntc\t ions into t. lH' ZnO (0001 ) surface showrd that a ll ltouglt 
tlt<'r<' was considrrable rec-overy a ft c>r indent at ion. the residual imprint w~..; fa irly 
larg<' dur to tlw failurr of tl l(' materia l Lo rcfonu bonds a1 the apice-" of tlte t.ri<m-
gul;u· impression. This le>ft rnu·k Ukc features rrmaiuing iu thr surfa.c·c, a lt.ltough 
t hey cl id not c>.1. t•nd ru ty fmt Iter t h<lll I hr ini I ial illCirntrd area. Fig. 5.1 1 shows 
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F igure 5.9: The d isplacement and slip of atoms in the ZnO (0001) substratr after 
t he uanoindrntat.ions to 5 nm. T he lattices arc 23 nm wide. 
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Figure 5.10: T h displacement within the FE region at peak depth d udng t he 
5 nm deep indentation . Image (a) shows the surface of the FE region only and 
image (b) shows t.he surface from below with two vertical perpendicular planes 
through t he indentation site, eaeh plane ind uclcs 3 atomic layers of Llle MD region 
within t he black frame. The total simulation cell width is 150 nm. 
(a) MD only model (b) FE-MD coupled model 
Figure 5.11: T he' upper layers of atom in the ZnO (0001) sul>strate after the 5 
nm nanoinclentations using inde11ter orientation B. Each image is 1 . 7 nm wide. 
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tha.t this fca.t. urc al~o occur. in the la rger 5 nm indenta tion simulations. Oucc the 
clast ic- rcc-ovrry a long t he sides of the indent site has taken place, both the fixed 
boundary model and the coupled modrl leave an impression in the surface. 
Fig. 5.12 shows two ZnO surfaces after undergoing uanoindentation experi-
S.O~m 4S.Onm 
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Figure 5. 12: Two ZnO surfaces after having eA.rperimeut.a l nanoindentations con-
duct ed. Image (a) show. the ZnO (0001) . urface [12 ] and images (b) show t he 
s urface topography (upper) and potential (lower) of t he ZnO (OOOI ) surface [133] . 
mcuts. Fig. 5.12(a) shows the surfacr of a 400 nrn. ZnO (0001) layer on a glass 
s ubstra.le after u11dergoing an indenta tion [12 ]. T ILe indentation was couductccl 
in clisplaccm nt control mode to a depth of just under 400 nm . As with the 
uanoiuclentation sirnula tions in this work , no pile-up appears on the Zn O surface. 
The nature of the impression also shares a rcsemblaucc to the simulations, with 
a large degree of retovery along the s ides of the imprint. Thr apices of the cube-
corucrcd indentcr leave radial cracks in the exper imcntaJ work wh ich arc similar 
t o those seen iu the s imulations. 
F ig. 5.12(b) shows thE' (0001) ZnO surface' which w~ indented to a maximum 
force of 500 JJ- I using a Berkovich indcnt.cr by Klopfstciu and Lucca [133]. T he 
upper image shows t he surface topography, agaiu indic-ating the absence of surface 
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pile-up . T he lower image shows the surface potential measm ed under illumina-
Lion, using a scaaning Kelvin probe microscope. This image shows t he formation 
of six rosette arms which extend away from t he indrntation site in the < ll20> 
directions. T he rosettes arc apparent under illumination due to free surface-state 
electrons which arc attracted to acceptor sites nrar dislocations. T he (0001 ) ZnO 
surface S<:'I.W Bimi.Je:u· results a.ncl features under illumination. These dislocat ions 
arc not observed when indenting the ZuO (0001) surface using the current model, 
which is possib ly due to the smaller indentation forces applied. Whi le t here is 
some plastic deformation in the simulations, far greater depths would be requiTed 
to t rigger t he di. locatiOllS seen in experiment<\! resul ts. 
Final clisplacemeut. wit hin the FE-1-.ID coupled system are shown in fig. 5.13. 
The extensive reC'overy seeu within t.be MD models is a lso apparent within the 
contiuum region when compared t.o the displacement of elements at peak d pth 
in fi g. 5.10. The t ra nsit ion between t he two sc·r\les within t he coupled model c-u·e 
rela t ively smooth. 
Having conduct ed 5 lllTI indentations iuto a large MD only mode'! with iudenter-
surfa.ce orieutation B, Fl.n indentation to t he same depth iu the MD model wit h 
orieutation A was conducted . The force-depth curves shown in fig. 5.14 compare 
t he two cliff rent orient.ations. T he two curves are very similar , with t he cri t ical 
force feature and peak forces almost ident ical for both indents. The only real 
difference is the s light ly greater recovery seen when retract ing the incle11ter in 
orientation A. 
T he displacc1110nt of atoms at peak depth and after completing the inden-
Lation wit h or ientation A ar(' shown in fig. 5. 15. At max imum depth, t he dis-
placement field is very similar iu size to t. he indent wit h orientation B, however 
the c-hange in ori entat ioll does have an effect. W ith orientat ion A, t be crystal 
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Figure 5.13: The displacement with in both t he FE and MD regions after t hr 5 nm 
deep ind utation into ZnO (0001). Image (a) s hows t he smfacr of th substrate 
aucl image (b) shows the surface from below with two ver t ical p rpendicular 
planes th1·ougb lhc indcnta.tion site. T he total simula t ion cell width is 150 mn. 
din'ctious perpendicular to t he faces of t he indc'nt.cr arc no longer t he < 1000> 
type directions. T herefore, the compressive s tres. caused by the indcntcr faces 
110 lo11gcr causes a toms to move perpendicularly away from the inclcnter , rather 
I hey movr away along the < 1000> type directions at 60° to the indcnter faces. 
T his causes more of a curved disp lacement fie ld along the faces of the indcntcr. 
The r esidual damage in t he lattice aft ' r completing the nanoindentation with 
orientat ion A, is again quite similar to orientation B. The majority of d isplaced 
atoms have recovered to their original posit ions, with only a few atoms rem aining 
in the core damaged area. 
Multicycling nMoindcntations arc regularly usrd rxp rimentally to check t he 
respons of ma terials. After unloading to a c·crtain point, the illdcnter is pushed 
bac·k into th<' ·urfacc t.o either the origina l peak force or depth. If t he for ce-d pth 
curve from I he second cycle is the samr as t.hc original loading curve, t hen it can 
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Figur 5.14: The force-depth curve from the nanoiudentations into t he (0001) 
s urface of ZnO using t.he lVID only model. Nanoinclenta t.ions were conducted to 
5 nm using the inclcnter-surface orientat.ions A (reel) and B (black). 
be . a,id t hat the unlo<tcl ing behaviour i. perfccLly cla.'·>tic. If a hysteresi loop is 
crea ted. t·.hcn there is some plru t ic dcformat iou occurring. 
For the FE- ID coup! d nanoinclcntation simula t ion (shown in fig . 5.6), d ur-
ing Lhc retn:tction stage, t.hc simula tion WM stopped at a dept h of 3.5 nm (a 
fur cc of 1 0 nN) and the in denier vclod ty rev rsed to perform a sccoud iuclcnt . 
Fig. 5.16 shows the force-depth curw from a mult icyclc indent compared to t he 
sing! indentation. The force-depth data shows that almost perfect clastic recov-
ery occurred since the loading cl uring t.he second cycle is direct ly on top of the 
init ia l unloading curve. The peak force applied during the fir. t cycle was 940 n , 
however t he during the second cyd c the peak force is 40 n . Although this is 
difficult to se<:' from the force-depth curve, fig. 5.17 shows t he change in t he force 
over the course of the simulation. T hr sccoud unloading stage also follows t he 
init ia l unloadi11g data, mca11ing Lhc ent ire second cycle fails to deviate from t.he 
origiual indenLation retraction. T he numl er of <\toms showing as displaced and 
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Figure 5.15: T he displacement of <\toms in the ZnO (0001) . ubst.rate after the 
nanoindc'nLations to 5 nm using indentcr orient.at ion A. The la.ttice is 23 nm wick. 
slipped aJtcr completing t he se<;Ond cycle arc <tlso very similar to t he numbers 
a ft er the single indent.aLion simulaLion. 
The conta<.:t pressures for earh of the nanoinclcnt.at ion simul<Ltions w re ea!-
r ulated using the mrt.hocl shown in section 2.1 and m·e shown in table 5.1. The 
cross-sectiona l contact area was cakulatecl using the visual isation tools. The con-
tac t. pr ssure values obtained from the small system show a trend of increasing 
wit h depth, which is a reverse indentation size effect. This is attributed to t he 
fixed boundaries in the small lattice, which have a greater effect as t he depth 
increases. For the single indentations into the larger lattices. with both the MD 
only and t he FE-MD coupled rnoclel, the contact pressure' is very close to t he 
value of t.he 1.2 nm indcnt.at;ion. It appears Lhat a lthough the iudentcr-surface 
orient.at.ion changes the geometry of the clisplarc'mcnt field , t here is no largo effect 
on t.hc value of the hcu·dne s. That the contac~ pressure is the same when switch-
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Figure 5.16: The force-depth e;urvc from the mult.iryclc nauoindcntation (black) 
and single nanoindentation (red) iuto the (0001) surface of ZnO. T he coupled 
FE-MD model with orientation B was used to conduct t he indents to 5 nm. 
ing from the MD only to the coupled model is s urprising sine in other materials 
a cousidcrabk decrease is seen , up to a factor of 2 [ 107]. 
T here arc a number of experimental studies into the ZnO (0001) surface with 
vcuying hardness values presented. As expected , the couta.ct prrsHurc valn s in 
table 5.1 are higher than many of those in the li teraturr. For bulk a nd thin film 
ZnO, Zabinski et al. quoted hardness valu s of 4.0 GPa and .0 GPa, rcspcc-
tivcly for the (0001) surface [134]. Fang et al. found thr hardness of thin film (2 
ltm) ZnO varied between 4 and 6 GPa depending on t he sputter ing conclit.ious 
[131]. I<ucheyev et al. also found the hardness of bu lk ZnO to be within the 
same range of values [135]. As discussed previously, the indcutat.ion size effect 
can pla.y an important role iu hardness values obtained for very shallow indenta-
t ion depths. In addition. very th in fi lms tend to have hm·dncss values which arc 
strongly influenced by t he properties of the substra ta. T llC' ISE found by Blede 
and Bull , discussed in section 2.2, howecl that. at very small indentation loads, 
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F igure 5.17: The force during the course of the 111Ldt.icycle nanoindentation of th 
(0001) surface of ZnO. 
the hardness of a 400 nm ZnO thin fi lm wa..c; l 9 GPa [3 ]. More recently, C hen 
a ncll3ull found the !Jardness of a simi lcu- ZuO Lhi11 film to be 15 GPa [136]. Yang 
et al. invest igated ZnO t hin films deposited by magnetron sputtering ou different. 
substra te.c:; with varying sputtering t imes. T hey found the crystalline qua lity of 
t.he film improved with sputtering time, and a t 3 hours, the hardness was 10.4 
GPa [137]. Therefore, the conta t prc sure values obtained through t he nanoin-
dentation simulations arc in reasona ble agreement. with exp erimen t. 
Table 5. 1 shows the values of t he You ng's mod ulus obtaiued from t he nanoin-
ci<'nt,ation simulations into the ZnO (0001) surfac-es. The Oliver and Pharr tech-
niq u described in section 2.1 was us cl to calculate the Young 's modulus, with 
t hc cross-sectional area obtained Lhroug h the visualisation tools . The Young's 
modulus and Poisson 's ratio for d iamond were taken as 1100 GPa and 0.17 
r<..-spec-t ively. T he Poisson 's ratio for the ZnO substratc was taken as 0.3G as ·al-
culaLed using the bulk proper t ies given by ErharL el al. [91]. T he values for Lhc 
diffr re11t surfaces ru:e reasonably c·lose to one anothr.r with the except ion of Lh<' 
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Simulation Inde ntation Contact Young's 
(Orientation) d epth (nm) pressure (GPa) modulus (GPa) 
Small lattice 1.2 12.7 11 1 
(A) 1.8 14.5 115 
2.4 15.4 115 
Large J\ilD (A) 5.0 12.7 llO 
Large MD (B) 5.0 12.6 I ll 
FE-MD (B) 5.0 12.6 111 
FE-MD 5.0 11.6 80 
multicyd e (B) 
Table 5.1: Contact pressure and Young's modulus va lues calc-ulated from t he 
indentations into the ZnO (0001) surfac-es to varying depths. 
l. and 2.4 nm indentations into tlw small system and the Young's n10dulus from 
the second stage of t he mult icyclc nanoindentation. Again , it is likely to be Lhc 
fixed boundary conditions in the small lattice which play a role in the increased 
modulus value for the two deeper indents. For the multicyclc indentation as de-
scribed iu the previous section, thr second stage is nearly ident ical Lo t he ini t ial 
unload ing data, however, t he force rcad1ecl is not as high. Therefore the t angent 
to the initia.l unload ing data, dP /dh , is. maller , wh ich in turn gives a lower value 
for the reduced Young's modu lus, Er and t he Young's modu lus. 
In comparison to experimental values for t he Young's modu lus, the valnrs 
obtained in table 5.1 !'lhow good agreement. Kucheycv et al. quoted a value of 
111.2 GPa for tbe Young's modulus of bulk ZnO [135], whereas, Chcn and Bull 
found a value of 117 GPa for thin film ZnO [13G]. For sp uttered films of ZnO, 
the Young. moclulu. found by Fang et al. ranged from 61 to 125 GPa depending 
on the sputtering condit ions. 
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5.3.5 Conclusions 
Having conducted a number of different. simulations into t he zinc terminated 
(0001) surface of ZnO . with different inclenter-surface orientations, no evidence 
of activated slip systems was found. Exprrimenta lly, (1010)) slip . ystems were 
found by Dhanru:aj et al. [13 ] and Kucheyev et al. [135] also identified slip as 
the major rnode of plAStic deformation in Zn 0 . T he activation of slip is usually 
characterised by pop-in events along the force-depth curve, however , there was 
only one such event in each of t he indentations presented her . T his occurred at 
a depth of around 1.0 nm depending on Lh t ip used. Although Lh is apprars to 
be a critical force event., it was not followed by t he activa tion of auy slip systems. 
Other dislocations whi c·IJ coincide with pop-in events have been found I y ava-
mathavan et al .. T hese primariJy occur at a c-ritical depth of about 14 nm [132], 
which is beyond the depths accessible by t he current MD and FE-1ID coupled 
models. Howrvrr. small d iscontinu itics in t he force-depth curvr below this depth 
wcrr found, ancl were' attri buted to the onset of plastic deformation which shows 
agreement wiLh the findings of this work. 
Surface images during and after C'Ompletiug the indentations revealed that 
there was no surface pile-up in any of t he simulations. Dw·ing the indenta-
tion stage, the surface bowed clown around the indentation site, t herefore, the 
indenter-surface contact depth was kss than the indentation depth. In part.icu-
la.r , the FE-1VID coupled system, which had t hr gTeatest freedom to bow down 
due to the lark of fixed bounclcu:ics, had its contact depth at. about 0. nm out 
of the total indentation depth of 5 nm. T he lac·k of pile-up as well as activated 
sli p systems mca11t Lhere were large displacement fields created around the in-
dentation sites. T h geometry of thi region was found to be dependent. on t he 
indentcr-surfacr orienLaLion , and showed almost perfect clastic rccovf>ry during 
unloading. 
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T he residual impr int left after indeuter retract ion was c:lta racteriscd by a fctil-
ure oft he apices of t he triangular impression to recover. In the larger indentations 
using the fixed boundary IVID and FE-r.. ID coupled model . the apices of the final 
impression showed no recovery in the upper layers, leaving a large lateral impres-
sion, despite considera ble recovery in terms of the imprint depth and along t he 
sides of the impressiou . 
T he mechanical properties found through the nanoindentation simulat ions 
wE're' in rea:;;onabk agreement with some of t he large range of values quoted iu 
Lhc literature. Values for the contac-t prcssm e were consistent through the differ-
ent sinntlations, a lthough they were slightly higher t han many of the experimental 
values. However this could be att r ibuted t.o a number of fac- tors including an ISE, 
fixed boundary effect s in Lhc ID only simulations as wel l as fa ilures in the Lhc 
empirical poteutial away from perfect. lattice conditions . A higher rate of load ing 
used in the simula tions may also play a role in the increased contact pressure. 
T he Young's modulu. showed better agreement wit h exp rimeutal values and wa, 
very close for all of Lh simulations. T lte only exception to t his wHs the mul t icyclc 
indenta tion into t.bc la.rg FE- ID c-oupled 1110del which had a lower valu for t he 
Young's modulus . 
5.4 N anoscrat ching 
anostratch simulatiollS arc another method of gaining insight int o the deforma-
tion mechanisms of a material and were t herefore used in addit ion to t he nanoin-
dcntations of the zinc terminated ZnO (0001 ) surface. A lattice of rv90,000 atoms 
with dimensions of 16.2 nm x 6.3 nm x 10.3 nm was used for performing the 
. cra tc:h simulation. T he short.est dimension being t he dcpLh of t he latt ice and 
t he longer being the direction in whic·h t.h scratch was to be conduct ed. As 
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with the scratch simula Lions into the T i0 2 surface. , a scratch nm in length 
was conducted at a depth of 0.6 111n. T he indenter-surfacc orientation used was 
orienta tion A. Therefore, the scra tch direction was the < 1010> di1·ection. The 
MD only model was used for the nan oscratch simulations, therefore, the relax-
ation and thermalisation method used for the indentat ions was again employed . 
Once the indenter had reached the r quired depth of 0.6 um, t here was a 10 ps 
hold p('riod before commencing wit h t he scra tching stage, which was conducted 
by movi11g the indenter support at 10 ms- 1 for t he desired distance. 
5.4.1 Nanoscratching Results 
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Figure 5.1 : The force wbilr scratching the ZnO (0001) smface with orientat ion 
A at a depth of 0.6 nm . 
Our1ng the scratching simula tion along t he zinc termina ted ZnO (0001) sur-
face, LIJC la teral force was logged and is :-;hown plotted agains t t he scratch distance 
in fig. 5.18. During the ear ly ~La.grs of the scrat ch, the latcraJ force builds up to 
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a maximum value. Over the next 2.5 am there are some fluctuations in the force, 
before t here is a more settled period. Towards t he eud of the scra tch , t here is 
some more variation in t he force. T his can be attr ibuted to t he feedback from 
the fixed boundaries as the 1 ip approaches the edge of the lattice. As with the 
scratches along t he Ti02 surfaces in the previous chapter, despite the fiuctua-
t ions in the force during t he course of t.he scra tch, there ~u·c no st ick slip events 
observed. The lateral movement of the indcnter is seen to be reasonably smooth 
and there arc no instances of reduced mot ion and large build up iu t.he force. 
Fig. 5.10 displays t he atoms that have been clisp l ~tccd or slipped upon com-
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Figure 5.19: The displacement. and slip remaining in the syst.em after conducting 
a scratch along the ZnO (0001) surfl\tC at a clcpLh of 0.6 nm wiLh orientation A. 
The arrows show t.he sc:rat·ch cl ircct.ion and t. llC length of Lhe latt ice is 16.2 nm. 
plet ion of the nano cratching simulation. The displacement Geld evolves dming 
t he course of the scratch, with a large region of n.Loms di. placed around the in-
denter however , as the tip moves through the surfac , th displacement fi eld also 
moves, with those atoms previously displaced , recovering Lheir initial positions. 
Comparing the displacement and slip, the ini t ia l indentation sit. has substantia l 
damage. with many at.oms showing up being consid 'r ably displac d and having 
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slipped (displaced relative to t heir neighbours) . Thereafter , t he displacement field 
is smaller along the path of the scratch r\nd no residual dam~1.ge appears in the 
slip image. T his indicates that Lhe material scorns to recover more easily where 
scratched , but, when indented, residual damage remains. T his can also be seen in 
the image of t h surface in fig. 5.20, where the recovery is greatest in the middle 
of the scratch length. T he end of the cratch does show a large displacement fi eld 
as the indenter is still present in the subst rata, alt hough not shown. As with the 
indentatiou simulations, there is a l;-"l.ck of p ile-up along the ZnO scn:"l.tch. Areas of 
the surface where recovery has occmrcd have clearly rega ined t. hcir cryst a llinity. 
T hr frict ion coeffi cient , p., is calc:u latcd from the lateral and perpendicular 
Figm e 5.20: The ZnO (0001) surface after conductiug an 11 111 long scratch at 
a depth of 0.6 nm with indcnter-. urfare orientation A. T he ar row shows the 
direct ion of t lw scratch and the lengt h of the la ttice is 16.2 unL 
forces during t he nanoscratch simul .. 'ttion according to t he met hod described in 
sect ion 2.1. F ig. 5.21 shows t he dynamic coeffi cient of friction during the course 
of the s('rat<:h simulation into the ZnO (0001) surface. \i\fhile reasonably stable, 
the normal force increase: . light ly d miug t he early part of the . cratch causing 
a small red11 ·t ion in the friction coefficient between 1 and 5 mn. However , the 
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Figure 5.21: T he friction coefficient during the scratching simulation of thr ZnO 
(0001) surf~:tce. 
overa ll trend in t he fri('tion coeffi C"ient is determined by the peaks and troughs 
seen in the la tera l force. Over Llte course of the scra tch the friction coeffi cient 
varies between 0. 1 and 0.2, however, during t he most . table period , 3.5 to 6.5 
ttnt , the average friction coeffi cient. is 0.13. 
anoscrat.ch experiments on ZnO have found t he friction coefficient., ~t , to 
vary clcpcncl ing on a number of factors. Zabinski et al. found that. for bu lk ZnO 
1-L = 0.6-0.7 , however , for thin films fJ. = 0.2 [134]. These fil ms were created using 
pulsrd laser cl posit ion giving 0.5-1.0 fJ.nl thick films. Jiau et al. also used pulsed 
l;:tscr cleposiLion to form ZnO layers with a t hickness of 600 nm [139]. They found 
t he friction coeffi cient. varied between 0.25 a nd 0.31 depending on the sub t rate 
used for growing the Zn O t hin fi lms. ZnO t hin fi lms deposited by radio frequency 
magnetron sputtering by Yang et al. were found to have varying friction coef-
fi cien t. according to th sputtcriug power used [140]. 1-L was found t o deer ase 
from about 0.1 to 0.07 as the spul.tering power increased from 150 W to 230 W. 
Given the sensitivity of Lhe experirneutal friction eo fli cient to different factors, 
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t he v<'l.lue of J.l found in this work gives reasonable agreement wit h the literature. 
5.4.2 Conclusions 
As with the nanoindentations, the nanoscratching s imulation fai led to show t he 
a -tivation of any s lip systems within the ZnO (0001) substrnte. Since the scra tch 
s imulation was conducted at a depth of 0.6 Hill , Lhe damage within the lattice wa.<; 
minimal wit h very little residua l damage re111aining through t he scratch length. 
T he region of greatest darnage was during t h<' indentation stage, before proeced-
iug with t he latC'ral motion. H<'l'c the recovery in the material. while st ill greater 
than the T i0 2 systems in t he prrvious cbapter , was not to Lbc same degree as t hr 
resL of Lhe scr aLc·h wbere litt le evidence of surface penetratiou remained. \i\There 
t he material recovered , virtua lly no a toms showed as having slipped due to t he 
atoms regaining their crystalline form . 
T he frict ion c:ocf-ficient. :ctLled to a value of about 0.13 at which it tl t '11 re-
mained until t.he effects of t.he fixed bouuda.r ie w re felt towards the end of 
Li te scratch. Experimentally, in Rddition t o the tip material, J.l was found to be 
sensitive to a vn.ricty of factors including snbs tratr material, fi lm thickness, and 
deposition cond it ions. T he valu obta ined in this work was found to lie within 
the ntng<' of value quoted in t he literature. 
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Chapter 6 
Modelling Nanoindentation of 
Multilayered Systems 
As discussed in chapter 1, the ZnO-Ag-ZnO s tack is part. of the opt ical coat ing 
responsible for reflecting infrct-rcd radiation , thus providing energy saving g lass. 
ZnO is a transpan>nt conduC"Ling oxide cU1cl acts as a protc ·tivc barrier layer either 
s ide of t.hc silver layer which is a low r n1issiv ity material. Is is often the inter faces 
between the layers that. ;;m ' responsible for fa ilures in t he coatiugs. T herefore, 
unci rstancling the behaviour of the two interfaces is a. key part of uncicrstanding 
t.hc overa ll mechanical behaviour of th optical coatings. 
6.1 Interface Structures 
One particular tack used iu the optical coat ings br ing invest igated C'onsist s of 
two ZnO (0001) layers sandwiching a slab of Ag {111} as shown iu fig. 6.1. 
Sillcc there is a lattice mi ma tch between the two Zn O (0001) layers a nd th 
{lll} surface of . ilver, the silver is compress cl by 3.7%. T his compression is 
d fcct.cd wit.hiu t.hc plane only, with the inLerlayer spacing rcm ainiug a t t he bulk 
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ZnO 
ZnO 
Figure G. l : T he ZnO-Ag-ZnO stack being invc::;t igatcd. 
value. In our model, the surfl'l.ces of t he ZnO mated to either side of the silvrr arc 
the (0001) oxygen t erminated surfaces, however , ZnO in t he wurtzite form can 
have L\.vo possible oxygen t erminations. The first gives oxygen which has t hree 
first neighbour zinc atoms and in the second the oxygen has a single dangling 
bond \vh ich is perpendicular to the surface. For both intcrfacrs t he < ll0> Ag 
direct ion along the i11t.erfacc runs parallel to the ZnO < 1100> direction. However 
atoms sit in differing sites at the interface. For the two interfaces, the work of 
separation is quite low, which <·an contribute to interfacial failure in these optical 
('Oat ings [141, 142]. 
In t.he lower Ag-ZnO iuterface, oxygen a toms at t he interface arc bonded to 
t hree zinc a toms which arc only just. below the interface (fig. 6.2(a)) . \i\Tith 
respect to the silver layer at the interface, t he oxygen atoms sit in two sit.es 
labelled A and B in fig. G.2(b). Oxygen atoms A . it directly below a silver a tom 
with a scparat,ion distance of 2.02 A, whcre<:l.S atoms of type B lie equidistant 
betv-.reen 3 silver atoms wit h bond distances of 2.54 A. This interface has been 
proposed and investigated by Lin and Bristowe using ab initio modelling [141]. 
For the ZnO-Ag upper interface, the (0001) termination is such that oxygen 
atoms a t the interface have only a single bond wit h a zinc atom as shown in fig. 
6.3(a). These dangling oxygen atoms are in t mu bonded to four silver atoms (fig. 
6.3(b)) . The shortest of these bonds is bctw<'en atoms A and I (2.03 A) and the 
two longest bonds arc between A and the two atoms labelled III (3.06 A). Silver 
atoms labelled I and III provide t he shortesL uoucl to d iiT'ercut oxygen a toms, 
1GO 
(a) Lower ZnO-Ag interface (b) Lower Ag-ZnO interface 
Figure 6.2: T he lower Ag-ZnO interface with zinc, o>-.-ygen and silver atoms rep-
resented by blue red ~md grey atoms, respectively. Image (a) shows a side view 
while image (b) shows a view of the oxygen and s.il ver at oms at t he int erface frolll 
below. 
so can. therefore, be Lhought of as equ ivalent a toms. T ltc· length of the bond 
between oxygen atom A and the sil ver aLom labell ed II is 2.60 A, with this s il ver 
a tom having Lllree s uch bonds, to atoms labelled A and A'. The structure of t his 
interface has been described by Phillips a nd Brist.owe using ab initio modelling 
[14.2]. 
(a) Upper ZnO-Ag inLcr facc (b) Upper Ag-ZnO intcrfac<' 
Figure 6.3: T he upper ZnO-Ag interface with zinc, oxygen and silver at oms 
represented by blue, red and grey atoms , respect ively. Image (a) shows a side 
view while image (b) shows a top down view of t he oxygen and silver atoms at 
the interface. 
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6 .2 Potential Energy Function 
6.2 .1 Fitting Procedure 
A potential energy function capable of modelling t he at oms at the interface was 
Gtted usi11g the ab initio data of Lin and Bristowc [141] for t he lower interface 
and Phillips aucl Bristowe for the upp 'r interface [142]. T he form chos n for th 
potent ial energy function was the modifi d i\llorse potent ial, de. cribed in sNtion 
3.2.2, s ince it is a relatively simple pair potential for which fitting paramet.crs is 
quitr s tra ightforward. Since there is very little data to fit to, t he modified Mor e 
potential was ut ilised ra t·her than a n1any-bocly potC'ntia l, whic·h would rrquire 
addit ional fit t ing data. T he n1odi6cd Morse pot ential was fitted to model the Ag-
O intcra.c:t.ions, with Ag-Zn interactions modelled using the purely repulsive ZBL 
potential (section 3.2.5). The Ag-O interactions for the two different interfaces 
were defined and fi tted to separately for simplicity. 
T he simplex met.hod was used to optimise the param ters wit hin tbe modified 
Morsc form [143]. The primary criteria for the fitting procedure was the work of 
separation, which was defined as 
Hi _ Ezno + EAg - EznO- Ag 
sep - A (6.1) 
where Ezno, EAg and E znO-Ag arc the t be potC'ntia l energy for ZnO, Ag ~md 
combined ZnO-Ag slabs, resprctively and A is the interface area. Tlu·ough the 
fitting proces. , the squru· of the difference between the calculated and requ ired 
work of sepru·ation was minimised . Howrver , sigHificance was also given to achiev-
ing a minimum energy st ate and en~uring that thr separation between silver and 
oxygen a toms a t the interface' wF~.s as close as p ossible to the ab initio cla t.a. The 
wcight ings for th work of sepru·ation and the distance between the interfacial 
layers was vru·icd by a factor of 2-3 in favonr of the work of separation. 
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Using the simplex met hod, t he pm·ameters were varied and a small system 
of 172 atoms, contain ing an interface, was relaxed via the conjugate gradient 
method [94]. Onc:e a minimum energy state was obtained , t he optimisat ion cri-
teria was assessed and t he parameters were modified to try and improve the fit 
to the ab initio data. The init ia l paramet ers chosen as inputs for t he s implex 
1nethod were similar to modifi ed Morse parameter of other materials. Si:nce the 
pm·ameters were automatically modified by the simplex method. on occasion the 
set of param ' tors were unable to provide a minimum energy state for t he sys-
tem . T herefore, t he optimisation procedure required restarting wit h new initial 
parameters. wh ir lt were chosru from a range of t lw best fitting parameter sets. 
For each iuterfac-c, nnmerous optimisat.ions were required to provide the best. fit 
to the data. 
6.2.2 Parameters 
Modified Morse Lower Ag-O Upper Ag-O 
p arameter in teraction interaction 
D0 (eV) 0.333 0.756 
ro (A) 2.590 2.549 
8 1.057 1.307 
f3 1.618 1.671 
Table 6.1: T be parameters for t he tJ lOclified Morse potential for interact ions be-
tween t. ltc Ag and 0 atoms at. the lower Ag-ZnO a.nd upper ZnO-Ag int.erfa.ces. 
T he paramet ers for the modified Iorse potent ia l obtained through the fitting 
procedure arc given in tab! 6.1. The interactions between silver and oxygen 
atoms wrre cut-orf smoothly so t.hat only interactions between t hr first set of 
neighbours wou Id be considered. In addition, at vrry short. separation di st ances 
tbe pmcly repuls ive ZBL pot.cntia l was implemcut.ecl, with a smooth Lransition 
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from t he modifi ed Iorse potentia l as descri bed in section 3.2 . . 
T hr potential energy and force curves for the Ag-O interactions at the lower 
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Figure 6.4: T he potent ial energy (cV) and fore<' (eV /A) of the modified Mor ·e 
potential for t hr Ag-O interactions for atoms at. t he the two interfaces. 
and upper intcrfac.:c. arr shmvn in fig. 6.4. T he cut-off function for the lower 
interface is a.pplicd between 2. 75 A and 3.55 A and for the upper interface the 
cut-of{ is applied bet.wern 2.55 A and J. 75 A. T h potent ial energy curves for 
each potent ial arc smooth and cont inuous throughou t., however , during t.he <·ut-
off, t h ' force hns a snu:'l.l l kink. This is an issu when only including uearest 
neighbours within t he potent ial energy calculation , s.iucc t llC force needs to be 
red uced quickly. How('vcr, dming the switch to t he cut-off function bot h t hr 
potential r ncrgy and force arc very small so no longer very significant. 
W ith the optimised parameters, t he polcut ial energy funct ions for t he lower 
and upper interface were able t o model cacll interface giving the propert ies iu 
table 6.2. The fit to th e work of separation was very good for both interfaces. 
In addit ion, the potcntials also gave very good separation distances between the 
plane of silver ft.nd oxyge11 atoms at the interfac s (d~~Ag). T his was calculated 
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by taking the ccntrr of mass of t he two planes by averaging the atomic positions 
of the interfacial s ilver a nd oxyg 11 a toms. Both of t hese propert ies were consicl-
creel during the fitting prorrdurc, so were expected to match well to t.he (Lb initio 
dat<t. T he rumpling of the interfac-ial oxygen and s ilver atoms was calculated, 
but not fitted to. T he pote1tt ial parameters give increased rumpling. T he largest. 
rumpling is wit hin the oxygen layer in the lower interface and the silver layer in 
t he upper interface, wit lt b oth around 0.5 A. 
Once relaxed using the 6ttccl panuneters, the atom labelled A in fig. 6.2(b) 
Interface Lower interface Upper inte rface 
properties Morse ab initio Morse ab initio 
W sep (Jm ·2) 1.123 1.130 4.057 4.056 
d O - Ag (A) 
eo m 2.204 2.203 1.780 1.786 
0 rumpling (A) 0.515 0.056 0.027 0.000 
Agru.mpling (A) 0.086 0.018 0.483 0.000 
Table 6.2: T he propertirs for t he· lower Ag-ZnO and upper ZnO-Ag iut.erfaccs 
obtained through the fitted modi fi ed Morsc potential compared to ab initio values. 
F igure 6.5: T hr Ag-ZnO lower intcrfacr after relaxation using the fitted potent ial 
energy fu nct.ion. Blue red and grey spheres represent zinc, oxygen and silver 
atoms. respectively. T he arrows indicate the O:>..')'gen atoms causing rumpling. 
has moved away from t.hc lower Ag-ZuO interface to cause some light rumpling 
in the oxygen, as seen in fig. 6.5. Ot.her atoms show very li ttle displacement from 
the ab initio predict.ions. 
Having relaxed the upper ZnO-Ag interface some movement of a Loms is 
seen, as shown in t he top clown view in fig. 6.6. Although no attract ion is defined 
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Figure 6.6: T he ZnO-Ag upper iutcrface after relaxation using the fi tted poten-
t ia,! energy function. Red and grey spheres represent oxygen and silver atoms, 
respectively. 
between oxygen atoms in thr ZnO potent ial energy function, the silver-o:> .. ')'gen 
interaction causes t he oxygen atoms to move so that they arc equidistant to silver 
atoms I and II in fig. 6.3(b). This gives the effect of t.hr oxygen atoms moving 
to form a trimer at the interface once relaxed as shown in fig. 6.6. 
6.3 N anoindentation Results 
6 .3.1 Ag-ZnO Lower Interface 
For the nanoindentation into the lower inter face, a lattice with la teral dim .nsions 
of 30 nm x 30 nm was used. An 8.4 um t hick silver layer sat on a 9.4 nm thick 
layer of zinc oxide, giving a t otal of 1,205,2 0 atoms. Before proceeding with the 
n~Uloindcntation , the outer 3 of the lattice were held fixed while t he system 
was n'lr'txed to a minimum energy st at e over 10 ps. T hereafter , the system was 
t herma lised to 300 I< using the Bcrendsen t hen no!-;tat . For 5 ps the t hen no tat 
was applied to a ll a toms to heat t h ' . ystem, after which the thermal atoms, which 
consi. ted of an A layer adjacenl to the fixed boundaries, were used to stabili e 
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t.ltc t.cn1 peraturc. Duriug this eq uilibration phase of the s imula tion , th latt ice 
remained stable with only very small atomic displacemeuts d uring heat ing. 
A diamond cube-corn red indenter of 8,432 atoms with the tip blunted to 
give a radius of curvature of 2 nm, was used to indent t he system (shown in fig. 
3.3). During t he early stages of t he ind ntation , a large number of slip systems 
were activated almost immediate ly after the t ip made contact with the surface. 
Fig . . 6. 7 shows t he formation of slip between 70 and 90 ps during which time the 
indent.er apex travelled clown from 0.5 to 2.5 A into the surface. While there is 
considerable slip in it iated within the silver layer. the ZnO layer remains : table 
wit.h no slip and only sma ll d isp lacements at the interface clue to the mov<'rnent 
of Ag atoms towards the ZnO. Due to the extens ive s lip beiug activated and 
returning t.o the iJJdeutation site a fter interacting with the fixed bounclcu·ies, in-
dentations were not performed. 
Sli p wit hiu silver is known to occur in t he {lll} type planes along t he <ll0> 
d irection. However , during nano inclentation s imulations of the s ilver {ll l} sur-
face by Kenny el al. [49] considerably less slip was activated than seen here, and 
t ile depth at whirh slip was acti va ted was also far greater. The increased slip 
act ivity is att ribut.ed to tl1c com pressiou in the silver , which can be confirmed 
by iuclenting boLh compressed and uncompressed silver lattice. without a ZnO 
layer beneat h. F ig. 6. shows th difference in slip a t t he same early stage during 
indentations into such lattices. These lattices were of a similar lateral size to the 
lower interface system but had greater depth. The relaxa.t ion and t.hermalisation 
procedures for both were also ideutical l3y 100 ps, many s lip systems within the 
comprc. sed lattice have a lready been activated and have travelled t lu-ough the 
lat.t.ice. However , only a small core region of damage is secu in t he uucompressed 
sy::;t.em and slip systems are yet Lo be act ivated. 
During th nanoindentat ion simula tion of the lower Ag-ZuO interface. the 
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F igure 6. 7: The slip sysLems activaLcd during the init ial stages of the nanoinden-
ta.tion simulation into t.he lower Ag-ZnO interface. T he width of Lh lattice is JO 
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F igure G. : The slip systems activated during the initial stages of nanoindentation 
simula t.ions into silver lattices with (a) the same compression as seen in the stack 
and (b) its regular uncompressed st.at.e. The latera l d imensions arc 30 nm x 30 
nm for (a) and 31.1 nm x 31.1 nm for (b) . 
behaviour of the ZnO layer beneath t he compressed . ilver is of iutcre..c:;t duri11g 
t he onset of the first. few slip systems. Fig. 6.9 shows a region of the interface 
where slip has been acti vated within the silver causing two atomic layers of atoms 
to move down into the ZnO layer. Tht' ZnO layer does not. delaminate in thi. 
region, rather the bo11ds within the ZnO compress in the <0001 > direction a nd 
d0form slight ly near the atomic st.c•p. 
Figure G. 9: A cro s-. ection t.lu·ougll the Ag-ZnO lower interface after a slip system 
has brcn activated iu the compressed silver. Blue, red cUld gt' "Y sph res reprcseut. 
zine, oxygen and silver atoms, respect ively. 
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6.3.2 ZnO-Ag Upper Interface 
Ianoindentation simulations of t he upper ZnO-Ag interface were conduct ed into 
lattices which had lateral dimensions of 30 11111 x JO nm. A zinc oxide slab of 
9.4 nm was placed on a .4 nm thick layer of ::;ilvcr. giving a total of 1,205,2 0 
atoms. As with t he lower interface. a d iamond eub<:'-cornered indenter of ,432 
atom. was used to indent the system. Indenter-surface orientation A, <:\S ·hown 
in fig. 5.2 was used for the indentation . imulation .. . 
T h rclau"Xat ion of t he system was conducted in two st~\gcs. Init ia lly lAteral 
0 OOIXJO() ,, 
F igure 6. 10: T he slip within the silver layer of th ZnO-Ag upper interface seen 
from beneath after completing the thcrmalisation stage. T he la t·t icc has lateral 
dimensions of 30 nm x 30 nm. 
periodic boundary conditions were applied to t he system and thr bottom 3 A of 
silver was held fixed. This allowed an interlayer rdaxat.ion to takr place during a 
period of 15 ps. Once completed , fixed boundaries werr employed again wit.h the 
outer 4 A being held :fixed along t h idc, and t he base of the cell. The system 
was again rela.xccl for 10 ps to reach a minimum en 'rgy state. At this point, other 
t.han a. light movement downw;:u·ds of the ZnO upper layer during the first rela .. -x-
ation stage, no significant displaccmcnts of atoms were se<'n. During t.hc initial 
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Lhcrmalisation stage, a ll atoms were treated as thermal atoms for 5 ps to ra ise t he 
temperature to 300 K. At t his poin t , a number of slip systems within the silver 
were activated. T he system was then allowed Lo t hermalise wiLh the 8 A layer of 
thermal atoms for 155 ps. T he activation or slip system during this period was 
similar to t hat seeu in the silver layer during t he early stages of indentation into 
t he lower Ag-ZnO interface. Slip occurred in t.he same {1ll} type planes along 
t he < ll0> direction. For t he lower interface, t here was insufficient pressure to 
trigger the activation of slip during t"llCnual isatiou, sine the top surface of the 
silver layer was free to move. Howev(•r , the upper ZnO-Ag interface has a. silver 
layer which is enclosed by fi..x d bound c-1.ries at the bottom a nd sidrs and by t he 
ZnO layer <tbove. T he addi tiona l energy injected into t he system by the ther-
mosta t was, therefore, enough to bring about large amounts of slip within t he 
silver , which acted to relieve t he strain. At. t hr end of th thennalisat.i on st age. 
all act ivated slip ::;ystcms a ppeared t.o have settled <Uld thr sy::;t.em was stable, as 
shown in fig. 6.1 0. o slip systems were activated wit hin the ZnO layer , but t he 
dangling oxygen a toms a t. t il e in terface did show som ' displacement, with mixing 
occurring between the first layer of silver and oxygen atoms at the i11 tcrfacc. T he 
likely cause for this is t he silnplid t.y of the pot ential used to model the interface. 
Additionally, the ab in·itio models of Lilo intcrfacrs are JJot at room temperature. 
F ig. G.ll shows the force-dcpLh curves frorn the nalloiudcnLation simulations 
into the upper intrrfacc. IndcntatioilS were cond uctecl to dept hs of 1. 2, 1. , 2.4, 
and 0.0 nm . T he loading pcuts of the cmvc arc relctt ively smooth with no real 
pop-in events occurring. T he nanoindcntations into tl te pure ZnO systems (fig. 
5.3) had small oscillations during Lhe in itial load ing data. Here, Lhey arc slight ly 
larger. T he cause of t.his is t he oscillations iu the ZuO surface due t o t hermal 
effects. T he phenomena is cnhctnred in the simulation of the upper interface as 
t he lateral dimensions arc greater , and the t hickness of the ZnO layer is less thR.n 
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F igure 6.1 L: Thr force-depth curve from the nanoinclentntions into the ZnO-Ag 
upper intrrface. 
in the pure ZnO system. Therefore, t he o ci llations in the surfac·e are larger and 
can be thought of as a drum like effect. Once the indcuter reaches a dept h of 
a bout 1.5 um, this surface effect no longer appears. For thr shallowest iHdent to 
1.2 nm, t he oscillations arc seen during both the loading and unloading phas s. 
T he peak forces during indeutation arc comparable Lo indentatio11s into pure 
ZnO at similar depths. T he uuloading data for the t hree deeper simulations are 
a lso very smooth, with no steps or pop-outs' occmring. There i. considerable 
recovery within each of Lhe simulation , with indenter-. mface contact maintai11ecl 
to a dept h of less t han 1.2 nm in the largest 3 nm indentation. T he recovery is 
again similar to the pur ZnO syst erns when comparing the same dept h . F ig . 
6.12 show. a compa.rison of the 1. and 2.4 nm indentation simulations into t.he 
upper ZnO-Ag int erface and the purr ZnO in the previous chapter. Both curves 
arc almost identical wit h peak forces alld recovery rates b ing very similar. 
Although t he systent was allowed to settle after being thermaJiscd to 300 K , 
during t hC' early stages of iudentation into the ZnO-Ag upper in terface. one extra 
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Figure 6.12: T he force-dcptlJ curvr from the nauoindentat.ions into t he ZnO-Ag 
upprr intcrfaC'e (reel ) and the pun' ZnO systc'm in chapter 5(black) . 
. lip system was activated in t.he silver. Fig. 6.13(a) shows t his additional slip 
system circled in red at 45 ps, at. which point t here is sWI very li ttle in denter-
surface inLeraction. T br act ivation of this slip sysLem is, thereforr, attributed 
to t lJe strain relief provided by t he t bermalisat ion stage rather than any effects 
of thr indentation procedure. T here is uo substantial change in slip between 45 
ps ;uld 405 ps (prak dept h) of t he 3 nm deep indentation. If slip with in Lhe 
s ilver layer is observed at peak depth (fig. G.l3(b)) , it. seems likely t hat greater 
indentation cl pths a.re rrquired to activate any furt her slip systems. 
A f ature of t he ZnO nanoindcntation simulations of the previous c:hapter 
was the fa ilur to activate any li p systems. This was again t he case for th ZnO 
layer when simulating the upper ZuO-Ag interface. Observing t.he displacement 
fidel wit.hin the ZnO does, however, give an indkat ion of the deformation within 
the layer. Fig. 6.14 shows the displacement fields wit.hin the ZnO at peak depth 
and after completing the indentation simulat ion Lo 3 nm. Fig. G. l 4(c) best illus-
t rat.cs t he two main causes of displacement within t. ilc system. T here is a core 
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Figure 6.13: T he act ivated slip syst.cms within the silver layer during the 3 nm 
deep indr ntation simulation into t he ZnO-Ag upper interface as seen from be-
neath t he lat.tice. Each !attic(' is 30 11111 wi.dc. 
region of displacenJrnt clue to the presence of t he indentcr. In ;-tddition, there arc 
several regions of cl isplacrd ZnO atoms at the interface due to the slip system 
activated i11 t he Ag layers during heating. A number of t hese slip systems cause 
silvrr atomR to peuetra t.e into t he ZnO layer, causing displacement prior to in-
dentation, ass en in figs. 6.14(a) and 6.14(b). T h displacement of atoms at the 
int0rfacr mirrors the activated slip systems seen in fig. 6.10. During the course of 
the indentation, the pressure rxerted by Lhe indenter eau. cs the displacements at 
the interface to be suppressed slightly as t he material compr esses to accommodate 
the indenLer. AL peak depth , the displacement field around the core indentation 
region is a lso affect d by the displacement at t he interface. The regiou mar ked A 
in fig. 6.14(d) has a smaller displac menL field relat ive to thol-;c arouud the other 
faces of the iudentcr , possibly clue to the large displacement field at the interface 
bcncFLth it restrict ing thr movrment of atomR in t lMt dirrct io11 . As the material 
around t hr indcntaLion core recovers duriug the retraction stage, pressure is eased 
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Figurr 6. 14: T he displaced atoms within the ZnO layer prior to , at peak dept h 
and upon ret raction of Lhc indent.C'r, as seen from the si cl ' ( (a) , (c) and (c)) and 
above ((b), (cl) and (f)). T he indentation was concluded to a depth of 3 mn into 
t.hr JO nru wide ZnO-Ag upper inLcrface. 
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causing the displacement fields a.t the interface t.o incrca. e to a si1uilar degree as 
before the indentation procedure. Fig. 6.14(e) shows the increase in the displace-
ment fi elds at t he interface including a r gion when ' the residual displaceruents 
at the indentation site and at the int.crfacr arc iudist iuguishablc. 
6.3.3 ZnO-Ag-ZnO Stack 
anoindentation simulations of t.he full ZnO-Ag-ZnO stack were cond ucted with 
a lattice that had the samr 30 IIIU x 30 1un latera l d imensions as the individ ual 
interfaces described previously. For thr compl tc stack, a 9.4 nn1 thick layer of 
ZnO was placed on .4 nm of Ag using thr upprr interface strur ture. The !owN· 
part of t he silver layer was then at tached to a 9.4nm ZnO layer using the lower 
interface structure. This gave a tota l of 1,92 ,44 aton1s of w hich 4 2,112 were 
silver with the remaining being shared equa lly bet.w<'en thr upper and lower ZnO 
layers. To allow indentat ions t.o be p rfonn d t.o et far grcatc'r dr pth, a larger dia-
mond cube-cornered indenter of 57,202 aton1s, wit;h a blunted tip of 3 mn radius 
of curvature, was used to indent t he system . Initic"l.l incl ntations were conducted 
a t depths of 3, 4, 5, and 6 nm using i_ndcuter-surface ori cuta.Lion A, as shown in 
fig. 5.2. For comparison , inclr ntations to 5 ~ulcl (5 nm were ~"l.lso c-onduct d with 
the tip rotated to inclentcr-surface oriclltation D. 
Before proceeding with the indentation simulatious, t he two. ystems were fully 
relaxed allCI then t hermalisecl to 300 K using t he .13crcndsen thermostat. Ini t ially 
the bottom of each lattice waR held fi xed and t he s ides had periodic boundaries 
imposed for 15 ps while the systems were r laxecl. T his a llowed an interlaycr re-
laxation to occur. T her after. all JJOn-incle11tiug faces were held fixed wit h atoms 
within 4 A of the edges and t.be syst<'ms were rc· laxcd for a fur ther 10 ps. A. with 
the upper ZnO-Ag interface. t he initial rela-xation st.age saw the upper ZnO layers 
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move down slight ly towards the interface• (0.5 A). After relaxation, the lattices 
were heated to 300 I< , with t.he thermostat applic•d, first to all non-fixed atoms for 
5 ps. and t.heu applied to the thermal lay<'rs only ( A of atoms adjacent to the 
fixed boundaries) for 1 5 ps. During the thcrmalisation stage a large number of 
slip systems within the Ag layers were activated. The additional energy provided 
by the t.hcrmost.a.t was enough to trigger the slip which relieves the cornprcssive 
strain wit hi n th silver. The nature of these slip systems were the same as t hose 
activated during t he t hermalisation of the ZnO-Ag upper interface. During heat-
iug, the mLxing of silver and oxygen a toms at t he upper interfaces within t lte two 
ful l stacks was a lso apparent. 
ThC' force-dc•pth data fi·om the indentation. int.o t he full ZnO-Ag-ZnO stack, 
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Figure 6.15: T he force-depth curve from the nanoindentations into the ZnO-Ag-
ZnO full stack with indenter-smfacc orientation A. 
with indellter-surface orientation A, is shown in fig. 6.1 5. T he shClJlowest indeuta-
tion of J nrn iuto the full st ack has very similar characterisb cs to the indentation 
of the same depth in the upper ZnO-Ag interface. The peak force and degr ee 
of recov{'ry arc almost identical. For the deeper indentations t he featu res of t.he 
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loadi ng and un loading follow a simila.r pattern. Both parts of each curve arc 
smooth aud ot her tha n a very small kink at 700 11 a.nd 4 nm deep. T he point at 
which this ev nt occurs has no adcliLional slip systcm1; ac-tivated in the silver layer 
or wit hin the ZnO , rath r t here is j ust a slight incrcasr in d isplaced atoms. There 
arr no steps or pop-ins appearing along the curves. T he max imum force of the 
deepest 6 nm indentation reaches over 1400 n and at t his st age the indenter has 
penetrated t o almost two t hirds of the depth of tb upper ZnO layer. Recovery 
from all iuclcntation depths was smooth, with no kinks along the unloading curve. 
T here is cons iderable recovrry for all depths, with the indents to 4 , 5 aucl 6 nm 
being similar , and all srcing i.nclcutr r-surface interact ion remaining until the apex 
is less t han l. nm i11to the surfacr. 
Fig. 6. 16 suows the force-dep th curves from t he nanoinclent.<\Lion into Lhc 
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F igure 6.16: T he force-depth curve from thr nanoindentations into the ZnO-Ag-
ZnO fu ll stac-k with inclcnt.cr-surfacc ori('ntatiou B. 
full stack with the ind nt.er rotated t.o orientation B. T he fraturcs of the force-
depth ClllYCs arc simile:u to oricuta.t iou A, however , there is 110w a small kinJ< at 
about 4 0 n and 3 nm deep. As with orientation A, there is no additional slip 
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appearing at thi.' stage am1 only a slight. increase in the displac-ement of at.on1s 
wit hin the core indentation region. The remainder of t he loading curve is smooth 
to a maxim um forc-e during tltc deeper 6 nm indentat ion of a little over 1400 nN. 
The uuloading curve is also very smooth and signifies steady recovery of t he ma-
terial beneath the indentr r. One interesting feature tbat d iffers from orientation 
A is the degree to which the surface does recover. For t he deeper 6 nm iuden-
tation , the indentcr-surface contact becomes negligible when the apex is 2.3 nm 
into the surface. Therefore. although there is sti ll good recovery, it is dep endent 
on the orientation of the indentcr with respect Lo t he surface. 
Fig. 6.17 shows CXJ)('rimental data from nanoinclr ntations experiments con-
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F igure 6.17: Force-depth c- urves from experimental nanoindentatiou. into the 
mult ilayered thin film optical coatings w hich have a ZnO cap layer [2] . 
ductecl by C hen and Bull [2]. T hese were co11d ucted using a cube-cornered di-
amond indr nter to fixed loads of 200 m , 300 m l, 400 m and 500 m into 
mult ilayered thin fi lm opLicr1.l coat ing , which a lso had a ZnO top layer. W hen 
compared to the force-depth clat<1. obta ined through the s imulations in figs. 6. 15 
and 6.16, a ll t he curves c1.ppc<\r to have smooth loading and unloading phases with 
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no significant s trps in the data. Alt hough there is significant recovery shown in 
rat b force-depth curve, t here is slight ly less in t he experimental data. This can be 
a.Ltributed to the greater depths reached exp r imcntally, which is likely to cause 
grcatrr plastic dc>formation. 
(a) Peak depth (b) After retraction 
(c) Peak depth (d ) After retraction 
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Figure 6.18: The d isplaced ZnO atoms wit hin the ZuO-Ag-ZnO fu ll stack during 
nud after indenting to 6 nm with indenter-surfacc orientation A. The width of 
the lattice is JO mn. 
T he displacem ut fields within t he ZnO layers from t he 6 nm deep indentat ion 
si mu I aLlons wit h indenter-surface orientation A a.ncl 13 are shown in figs. 6.1 and 
6.19, respect ively. The core imlenta.tion regions ~\t peak dept h havr t hree d istinct 
1 0 
displa.ren1ent 6e1cls extending frorn t he faces of the indenter in the lateral direc-
tions within the upper ZnO layer. T llis is in contrast to the pure ZnO in the 
previous chapter which had one lcu·gc displacement field extend ing deep into the 
latt ice (fig. 5. ). This is d ue to the proximity of the silver direct ly beneath the 
ZuO layers. 
Figs. G. l 8(a) and 6.19(a) , for orientation A and B, respectively show circled 
~ 
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Figurr (:U9: The displaced ZnO atoms within the ZuO-Ag-ZnO full stack d uring 
aud a ft. r indenting to G urn with indent.er-surface orir ntat.ion B. T he width of 
t he latt.i(·e is 30 11111. 
regions within the lower ZnO layer (beneath the silver layer which is not shown) . 
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The. c atoms were originaJly displaced slightly dming thermalisation when t he 
sli p systems in the s ilver ](l.yer were activated. However. during the course of 
the iudcntat.ion, t he clisp lacement field here h as grown with a number of atoms 
having been displaced by more than 5 A due to t.hc effects of the indentation 
passing th rough Lhe Ag layer. 
As mentioned , t he t.hTec major displacement fields in the upper ZnO layer 
when indrnt.ing t he full stack d iffer from when indenting ZnO o11ly. The top 
down views at peak depth with orient(l.tion A and B show t here is a.11 indenter-
surface orientation dep ndeuce. For orientation A, shown in fig. 6.1 (c:), each 
displacement field e>.'tencls away from t.ltc core, pl'l.rallel to the indrntcr face. T he 
t.hrec < 1000> t.ype direct ions inclicatrd arc the close-packed like-atom directions 
with each indcnLer face, and lhc edge of Lhc displacement. field associated with it, 
running parallr l to one of t.hc,c directions. As atoms cu·c forced away by the in-
clenter , t hey move a long the < 1000> Ly pr direct ion:-; at. 60° to the iudenter face. 
However for oric11tation B (fig. 6.19(e)) Lhr close-packed < 1000> type direc-
tions lie perpendicular to the indentcr faces and the like-atom rr pulsion causes 
ctt.oms to clisplac away from Lhe inclclltaLion core iu Lhis direction . This creates 
a large sharp protrusion away from each inclenter face wit h s ignificant. movement 
among atoms very close lo t hr fixed bouudaries. T ltr overall t ri<wgular region 
of displacement. created is i11 eontr<:1SL to the hexagonal field in t.he pure ZuO 
indentations (fig. 5. ). A c-ommou feature with b oth oricntations is the rnann er 
in which atoms prima.rily d isplace away from t he indentcr faces. There is very 
littlr displac: •mcnt away from the iudcnLer apices when indenti11g t he ZnO-Ag-
ZnO stacks. 
Figs. 6.1 (d) and 6.19(d) show the final displaccmcnts after indent ing to 6 
nm with oricntations A and B. It is clear that for indr ni er-surface ori nta tion B 
there is fa r gTeater re iduaJ damage with in the upper ZnO layer. L<wge numbers 
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of atorns were .init ially displaced from t he indentation sitr and the recovery is 
not as com prehensive as when indenting with orientation A. This is supported 
by the data. iu t he force-depth curves in fig. 6.15 and 6.16 where indenter-surface 
contact is lost at a greater depth a.-; thr rr is less recovery with orien tatiou B. 
During the thennalisation . ta.gc prior Lo proceeding with the nanoindentation 
s imulations, a large number of silver atoms wcr displaced when the numerou 
slip systems wer activated. However , once t lte system is fully stabilised , d i.-
placcmrnt within the Ag layer during the cour e of the nanoindentation can al. o 
be observed, as shown in fig. 6.20. The image show the indrntations with ori-
entat.iou A and D, with tlt r arrowcd rrgions indicat ing additiona l slip ystems 
activated during indr ntation. A feature of both images is t he manner in which 
the upper silver atoms cu·c displacrd , with thrcr distinct regions having the great-
est. amount of atomic movelllcnt. Tbis <.:nn br attribu ted to the three separate 
d i. placement fi elds seen in t h(' upp<'l" ZnO layer penetrating into the silver layer. 
Iu orictlta,t.ion A, both thC' areas of peak di placem nL iu Lhr upper Ag surface and 
the overa ll number of atoms clisp lacecl is greater , wiLh 17% less atoms displaced 
in orieuLation B. T he d isplacement. in the ZnO uppN layer, although similar in 
terms of numbers of atoms, showed the fields in oricnt<'IJ.ion B extending further 
out. into t he lat.ticr and be ing slightly shallower than in orientation A. At an 
indentation depth of 6 um, t hi. translates to a smaller cli. phtccn1ent field in the 
Ag layer for orientation D. 
Fig . 6.21 shows all atoms disp laced by more than 2 A within the ZnO-Ag-
ZnO stack. · for indeutations to 6 nm with t.h C' grey region incl ic<'\ting the initia l 
exteut of t he Ag layer. For both ori ntations A and 13, a number of silver atoms 
have rnoved clown into t.hc lower ZnO layer due to Lhc activation of the slip sys-
tems. The magnitude of the displaccm •nt, field whc·n ind ·nting with orientation 
B is 6 % lC'ss than with orien tation A. This is largely due to the fewer displaced 
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F'igurc 6.20: T he Ag atoms within the ZnO-Ag-ZnO full stack which were dis-
placed at p eak depth during Lhe indentation to 6 nm wit.h indenter-smface ori-
cntations A, (a) , and B, (b).Th width of the lattice is 30 urn. 
atoms in t he silv 'r layer nJCntioncd previo11sly. From the images it can be seen 
that there is significant d isplc'tcement passing through t he upper ZnO and Ag 
lay<'l's, t hrough Lo the lower ZnO layer , with orientation A again having a greater 
nun1 bcr of atoms displaced in this regiou. T he shape of the overall displacement 
fir lcl differs when rossing through the two inter faces. In the two ZnO layer· the 
cli ·placement fields narrow qu ickly wit h depth. \iVhercas, within t he middle Ag 
layer, t he d isplacement fi eld has a more ~\cute angle t o the vertical with a deeper 
appearance. This feature could be due to t he difference in crystallini ty, causing 
atoms to move at different angles in the two materia ls. I t is also li kely that due 
t o t he in-plane compression within t he silver layer , it is easier for atoms to move 
in <'1. vertical d irection between adjacent horizontal { lll} planes. 
From 6gs. 6.20 and G.21 , it. is apparent that a number of slip systems were 
acLiva.tccl within the silver layer during indent ation, nnlike the slip seen during 
indent at ion of ~h upper intcrfCice. A t he indeu~er was wiLhdrawu from the Slll'-
face, a number of t hese slip sy. Lems retracted, but somr of t hem did remain. T he 
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F igure 6.21: All a toms wit hin the ZnO-Ag-ZnO full stack wltich were displaced 
at peak dept.h d uring the indentation to 6 nm wit.h indenter-surface oricntations 
A. (a), and B (b) . The widt h of tltc lattice is 30 um. 
slip systems activated in t he silver layer during indentation were {lll} < 110> 
t.ypc slip systems. 
With t he nauoindentat.ious into ZnO in chapter 5, a feat ure of the Anal im-
prcssion was Lhe lack of r covery of the surface along the edges of th indcntcr. 
leaving crack like features within t he surface (fig. 5.ll). With indentations into 
the ZnO-Ag-ZnO full stack the same features arc apparent in the surface after 
indenting with both oricntations, ru shown in fig. 6.22. Again , these cracks do 
not extend beyond t lw apices of t he triangular impression a.t peak indentation 
dept h. However, the fca.turcs arc more prominent when indenting the stack clue 
t.o Lhe more extensive recovery along the sides of the tri<:mgular impressiou. The 
images show, Lhat the material recovers lateral ly but the residual imprint remains 
d ('('J) . 
T he surface images shown in fig. 6.22 can be compared to the exper imental 
findings of Chen and Bull shown in fig. 6.23 [2]. Although the indcnter-surfacc 
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(a) 5 nm i..ndent (b) 6 nm indent 
(c) 5 nm indent (d) 6 nm indent 
Helghtin Y dlrec tlon ().) 
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F igure 6.22: T he top surface after indentations into t he ZnO-Ag-ZnO full sLack 
wit h indcntcr orientation A ((a) and (b)) and B ((c) and (d)) to depths of 5 and 
6 nn1. The width of each image is 22.4 nm. 
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F igure 6.23: Surface impressions from the experimental nanoindcntations (. howu 
in fi g. 6.17) into the multilayered thin film optical coatings w hich have a ZnO 
c;ap layer. Indenta tions wer conducted to (a) 200 m , (b) 300 m J (c) 400 m 
a nd (d) 500 m [2]. 
orientation is nol known, t he top surface of the mul t ilayered optical coating is t he 
zinc tcnninatccl ZnO (0001) surface. As with the findings of this work, no pile- up 
of matrria l is acc-umula ted a.round the inden tation site, rather t here is a significant 
amount of recover y within the material upon indenter retraction. T he pron1inent 
fea. t.nres idcnt.ified experimenta lly are the picture frame aHd radia l cracks. T h 
pic-turC' fra.n1c Cri\cks ili<TC'asc with greater indent.er force, with v ry few visibl 
1-\1. th<' low<'sL fore<' of 200 m r. Since t his force is considerably greater th an t he 
load a pplied t.o t.hc indcntcr d uring sim ulations, it is undcrst<mdable that picture 
frame c;rack. arc not visible during modelling of the mult. ilaycrccl system. The 
radial c;rac·ks, li kr tho. c ident ifi ed in thi. work. arr formed a.t the apicc.' of th 
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iudcnt.er. and do 11ot extend beyond the impression l0ft. Therefore. there is good 
<.:orrelatiou between the modelling and experimental work. 
Using the method described in section 2.1, the contact pressure from t he 
nanoiudcntation simulations of the diffr rcut surfaces were calculated and arc pre-
sented in Lablc 6.3. For t he wdentations into the upper ZnO-Ag interface, there 
appears t o be a small indentation size effect of reducing hardness values with ill-
creasing indentation depth. For t he full stack, with indcnter-surfacc orientation 
A t he contact pressure aL an indcutalion depth of 3 um is 11.2 GPa compared 
to 11. GPa when iudenting just the upper interfac-e. This is partly d ue to the 
softer Ag layrr having c-ut effect aud reducing t he ovrra ll hardness of the stack 
and partly dnc to the weak interface. For indentat ions of the full stack wit h or i-
entation A, the contact pressure for clcpt.hs of 3, 4 and 5 nm arc not significant ly 
different, but there is an iucrcasc wltcn going to a depth of 6 nm. At a depth 
of 6 nm Lite indcntcr ha.s penetrat ed ovrr 60 % of t. lH' upper ZnO layer. (I.J td has 
caused signi ficant displacement withiu both tiJe silver layer and the lower ZnO 
layer. Tile increase in hcu-dncss at th is depth for both oricntations could also be 
a bouudru:y rffect. The difference iu contact prcssurr for the two orientation::; is 
not significant at 5 nm, however , at 6 11m orientation B is slightly higher. This 
is also possibly due to the effects of the fixed boundaries, since the displacement. 
field for orientation B extended fur t her laterally than wit l1 oricnLation A. 
W hen comparing t he contact pressure between the multi-layered systems and 
the pure ZnO (table 5.1) a number of differences arc seen. For the shallowest in-
dentations into th e upper ZnO interface, the cont.act pressure is comparable to 
the ZnO only systems, suggesting that the effect of t.hc Ag layer is negligible at. 
this depth. However, for deeper indcnt.at.ions into t.he full stack , tlw contact pr<','l-
surc is smaller tha n t he Z110 only systems. Furthermore, t he increased hardness 
Simulation Indentation Contact Young's 
(Orientation) depth (mn) pressure (GPa) modulus (GPa) 
1.2 12.9 92 
Upper Interface 1.8 12.3 101 
(A) 2.4. 12.5 102 
3.0 11.8 105 
3.0 11.2 87 
Full Stack 4.0 11.2 96 
{A) 5.0 11.0 95 
6.0 11.8 99 
Full Stack 5.0 11.4 93 
(B) 6.0 12.5 96 
Table 6.3: Contact pressme C\nd Young's modulu c-alculated from t.he indenta-
t ions into the ZnO-Ag upper interface a nd the ZnO-Ag-ZnO full staeks to varying 
depths. 
values for the greatest depth of 6 nm cliscussccl prev iously. do not exceed t he val-
ues of the pure ZnO systems. T his suggest s t hat the preseJtce of tll silver rather 
than the art ificial boundary c-ondi t ions is t he re& on for the reduced hardness. 
Howevrr, a llluch larger lateral system size would be required to confirm this. 
T he• values of thr Young·s mod ulus obta.in C'd t lu·ough Lhe method described 
in section 2.1 arc shown in table 6.3. T he value of 0.36 for ZoO was ut ilised as 
the Poisson 's ratio. For indentatious into ZnO only, the Young's modulus var ied 
between llO and 115 GPa for single indentations (table 5.1), however , for th 
mult ila,yercd systems, t.he val11es arc much lower. T he Young 's modulus for silver 
is known to b e le s than that of ZnO, hence, t he reason for t he lower Young's 
modulu compared to pure ZnO. T here is a t rend of increasing Young's modulus 
values with increasing indentation depth for both t he full stacks and the upper 
interfac '. A with thr contact pressure this could be caused by either the lower 
ZnO lctyer or the presence of fixed boundaries. For the indents into thC' upper 
interface, t he values <:\re generally higher than the full stack values, with a differ-
encr o f 17 GPa at 3 nm. This can b ' attributed to t he two different ind nters 
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util isrd. As wit h the pure ZuO , Lhcrr does uot a.ppecu- to be a lc-u-gc orientat ion 
cffrct ou the Young's mod ulus. 
For all indcut~ttiou depths there was a. relatively large error when calculating 
the tangent to the initial unloading curve. T his caused an overall est imc-ttion error 
of ± 10 GPa. Th refore, although trends can be identified , t he absolute Young's 
modulus values obtaiued must be t rea ted with some caution. 
6.3.4 Conclusions 
T lle resul ts of thn nanoindell tat.ion s imulations revealed that t.hc compression 
withiu the sil ver layer i. a c-rit.icaJ factor in t he behaviour of the. e t hin film op-
ticaJ coati ngs . As seen whc·n indenting Lhr lowC'r interface, rutd thenna lising all 
multilayered systents, very li t t le prcssm e need. to be applied Lo the system to 
activatr t he numerous {111} < 110> slip systems. T his is somet hing inherent in 
Lhe compressed silver layer and the lateral movement· of Ag a.t.om. , coupled with 
t he wrak int rfaces, is probably tlte primary cause for delamination of these films, 
as seru expc'rimeutally [2]. 
During sha llow indelltaLious o f the multi layered systems, although t lt e me-
chanical properties were influe nce I by t he sil ver beneat h t he upper layer of ZnO . 
there we;~ li ttle visible difference to indeut.ations into pure ZnO conducted in t he 
previous cha pter. However, at greater indentation depths the shape and mag-
ni tude of the displacement 6elds difrcred considerably Lo ZuO on ly syst ms. A 
strong inclcnter-smfacr orientation effect wa.<; also seen in t he displacement fields . 
In addition , iudentations of 4 nm and higher were able to act ivate sli p syst ems 
within Lhe silver and the displaeemcnt field penetrated int o th lower interface. 
pon wit hdrawal of the inclcnt.cr, many of the additional slip . yst.ems in thc silver 
a lso re t.ractrcl , possibly due t o t.lw compressed silver being saturated with sli p. 
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During the retraction phase, the crack like features seen in l"llC pure ZuO sys-
tems were' again present, however , for t he full stack systems they were far more 
prom.inent. This was due• to the more extensive recovery along the fac s of t he 
impression since t he majority of the displacement wa. in the la teral directions. 
These fea tures arc also identified in experimental work on mult ilayered thin film 
optical coatings capped with a ZnO layer. 
The mechanical properties obtained from the indentation simulat.ions showed 
a number of interest ing features. For the s hallower simulations, a small indenta-
t ion size effect was sec11 in the contact pressure. However , for the deeper indents 
int o t.hc full ZnO-Ag-ZnO st.ack, the contact pressure was relatively constant for 
indents up to 5 nm deep, a lthough they were lower than t he ZnO only values 
cakulat('cl in t he previous chapter. However , for the deepest G nm indentations 
there was an increase wluch could be clue to eithrr t.he presence of the lower layers 
or th fixed boundaries. The You11g's modu lus valurs obtained from the simula-
tions showed an increase with indellta.tion depth. Tbc values obta,ined were lower 
than t hose fonnd for ZnO only, and lay somewhere b etween those and the values 
for uncompre. sed silver in the literature. Overall , both the contact pressure and 
the Young's modulus wer iniiueucccl by t he underlying layers, and differed from 
the single component systems. 
6.4 N anoscratching Results 
6.4.1 ZnO-Ag-ZnO Stack 
To p rform nanoscratching simulation. into tb ZnO-Ag-ZnO . tack, lattices wit h 
lateral dimensions of 20.3 nm x 13.4 nm were used , wit h the longer dimension 
being in the scratch cl irccLion. T he lattice c:onsistecl of three layers; a 3.6 nm 
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layer of ZnO on .4 Jffil of silver which was on 3.5 mn of ZnO. T his gave the 
lattice a total of 314 496 atom , of 'vhich 145,152 were silver and the remc:uning 
a toms spn'ad even ly between the two Zn O layers. T he thickness of the silver was 
maintained at t he value used for t he i11deut.a tion simulat ions, however , to allow 
reasonably long scratch<:'. wit h penetration. of up to t.wo t hirds of the upper ZnO 
layer to be performed the two ZnO layers were reduced in t hickness. T his a lso 
enabled the simulations to be completed within a sensible period of time. T he 
cube-cornered indentrr used for scratching the system had 8,432 atoms and had 
a radiu of curvature of 2 nm applied to the bottom few layers of t ip. 
As with the nanoindentation simulations, the system was ini t ia lly relaxed with 
periodic boundary conditions applied and oul~r t he bottom few layers of a toms 
held fixed , thus al lowing an iutcrlayer rela.xaJ ion to occur over 15 ps. Thereafter , 
the outer 4 'A of a toms on each uon-inclcnting face of the lattice were held fixed 
and t he system wa relaxed for a hut hcr 15 ps. After being fully rclax:ecl , t he 
syst em was tben t hermalised Lo 300 I< using the Bcr·end. en thermostat, ini t ially 
on all atoms in th lattice for 10 ps and t.hen ou A of atoms witlun the fixed 
layers for a 175 ps. During this stage, a.'> wiLh tl1e indentation simulations, slip 
wa,s activcttecl within the silver layer. However , a. can be seen in fig. 6.24, for 
this particular !attic , only the s ingle sli p system was activated t lu·oughout. the 
eutirf' t hennalisat ion stage. T his is d ue to the reduced ZnO layer on top of Lhe 
compressed silver. Since this layer is thiuner, there is greater fie>..'i bility and it is 
a ble to bow upwards far more easily thau the t hicker layers used when indcnt iug. 
T herefore, the numerous slip systems activated previously due to the compressive 
stra in ancl the addit ional thermal energy arc not seen here. 
pon heating the system to the corrcrt. temperature, nanoscratch sinmlations 
were performed wit.h iudentcr-surface or ientation B. T he forces in the horizontal 
direction from the scratches condm:ted to depths of 1.2 1. and 2.4 nm a.rc shown 
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Figmc 6.24: A side view of the sli p system activated within the silver layer of 
the ZnO-Ag-ZnO system duriug tbr t.hermalisat.ion s tage. prior to any indenter-
surfac:c int r ractio11s. The length of t he la ttice is 20.3 nm. 
i11 fig. 6. 25. T he forces during the init ia l st age of eaeh scratch build smooth ly 
a.ncl t lwn remain relatively s table throughout the cratching phase. Once the l . 
and 2.4 nm deep scra tches pass a d istance of 10 nm, thrre arr some fluctuations 
in t h<' for er , however this r f[C'ct is clue to the i nd nter approaching the fixed 
bounclmies. 
As with t he deepr r indenta t ions into t he sLack systems, during the course of 
the sc-ratcll , a number of add itional slip systems were activated within t he silver 
layer. These are hown in fig. 6.26. For t he shallowest scratch of 1.2 nm (a 
third of the ttpper ZnO layer t hickness), t here is no sign of addit ional slip being 
activa ted during t he simula t ion. For the l. nm deep . imulation, over the cour c 
oJ the scratch. there were Lwo addit ional slip syst ems activated . For the deepest 
scratch to 2.4 nm, the indenta tion stage provided <'nough pressure on the Ag 
layrr to t rigger one system, a.ncl t hcrrafter, a handful of other slip ystems were 
activated during the course of the scra.Lch. 
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Figure 6.25: The lateraJ force while scrat ching the ZnO-Ag-ZnO stack at each 
depth. Iudeutcr-surfacc orientation B was used for t he scratch. 
Molecular dy namics nanoscra tching simulations of silver have shown that 
steps in the fore<' data C<Ul indicate stick slip events [49, 52, 53]. For the mu!-
t ilayered systems, although a number of slip systems were activated during t he 
scratch simulations, there <;U'e uo significant step. in t he lateral force-displacement 
curves. However , the normal force, as shown in fig. 6.27, is not. as smooth as the 
lateral forcr. There are three distinct steps in the force data which correlate to 
the activation of the slip systems within t he silver layer. As the indenter begins 
its lateral motion , t!Je 6rst slip system is activated. Thereafter, the remaining slip 
systems arc activated over Lhe course of t he scratch in two major events, t he first 
of which begins at a scratch distance of about 4 nm and consist. of one large and 
t\vo minor slip systems within the silver layer. At a distance of about nm , the 
remaining slip system is triggered . Other steps in th ' lateral and normal forces 
do not. appear to relate to lip vents within Lhe si I ver layer, however, a large 
n11m bcr of Ag atoms at t he upper interface show relative displacemcnts about 10 
nm int.o t he scratch. The pl<"lstic clefonnation event wiLhin th silver layer relieves 
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(a) 1.2 nm deep- aft.er scratching 
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Figure 6.26: T he slip systems acLivatcd in the Ag layer of the ZnO-Ag-ZnO 
stack after complet ing scratches at 1.2, 1.8 and 2.4 nm d pths, (a), (b) and (d), 
respectively. T he slip after just the indentation stage of thr deeper scratch, (c), 
is also shown. Tlie indenter t ravelled from left to right, with the length of each 
lattice being 20.3 nm. 
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pressm c wit hin the latt. ice wiLhout th a ick of slip , possibly clu ' Lo a number of 
s li p syst.ems already acti vated in t hat region of Lhc Ag layer. Other steps within 
the normal force data rr la.Lc to some crit ical force req uired to move the inclent er 
t hrough Lhc upper ZnO layer. Observations showed a number of atoms within 
t he LLP!)Cr ZnO layer had an i ncrcasc in Q4 parameter (described in sect ion 3. 7) 
from t he perfect value of 0.56 for t he wnrtzite s t.r uc:ture. However the number of 
t hese a t.om. increased smoothly over the course of thr scratch a nd showed no Jink 
to t.hc steps in th<' force data. Incidenta lly, t here were no distinct regions of phase 
change idcnt itied t hrough the Q4 paramet er. T he di placement field within the 
upper ZnO layer fai led to show any hu-ge increases cl ming t he steps in t.lte lateral 
force. Therefore, these remaining regions in t he force curve ca n be attributed to 
some very small local shift.s in the ZnO layer wlt iclt are not easily ident ifiable. 
F ig. 6.2 shows atoms disp laced duriug the scra tch couducted a t a depth 
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Figur ' 6.27: The normal force on the indcnter cluring t he 2.4 nm de0p scratch of 
t he ZnO-Ag-ZnO st ack. 
of 2.4 mn. A l~u·gc number of atoms with in the upper ZnO lay r wcr di:;placed 
signifkrtnt. ly with a ton1s moving very close to U1e fixed boundaries. Within the 
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silver layer , full d islocations in the {111} < 110> slip systems show up, however , 
a mnnbcr of part ial dislocations do not show up as t hey have not moved by more 
than 2 A. In contrast. t.o t he upper ZnO layer, as well as t he deeper nanoinden-
tation simulations, t here is li t tle d isplac·ement wi thi n the lower ZnO lay r. This 
is cl uc to the dep th of the scratch , sti 11 being qui tc shallow despite being two 
third ' of t he upper interface t.hicknes . On of the features t hat differs between 
the scratch simulation shown in fig. 6.2 and t he ncu1oindentation simulatious, is 
t he raisiug of the surface d uring t he scrat ch . 
T ltC' surfa ·c of t he ZnO-Ag-ZnO stack after completing the scratch simula-
(a) (b) 
F igtt)'(' 6.28: T he displaced atoms a fter cotupleting the 2.4 nm deep scratch of 
the ZnO-Ag-ZnO stack. The grey region indiC'at.es t he silver layer a nd the scra tch 
direction is indicated by the a rrows and the laLtic- length is 20.3 nm. 
Lion at. a clcp tlJ of 2.4 nm is showu in fig. 6.29. Although there is no d istinct 
pile-up of mr"ll.eria l, t l1ere is a general rais ing of the surface a l01 1g t he scratch 
imprrssion due to t.hc ploughing motion caused by Lhc indcnter. T he proximity 
of th E' fixed boundarirs and t.lle red ucrd thickness of t he ZnO layer are the m ost 
probctblc causes for this surfacr effect. If Lhc upper layers of t he lattjcc arc vi-
sua lisrcl (fig. 6.29(b)) Lhc r covery of Lhe Juatcr iaJ once the indcntcr has passed 
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can br observed . A feature of t he indentations was the fa ilure of t he apices of thr 
impression to recover, something which is again apparent in t he initia l indenta-
Lion site before t he scratch . Interestingly, a long the rest of the scratch, as with 
the sha llower scra tch into ZnO only (fig. 5.20), therr is rcasouably good recov-
cry, however , t his recovery appears to be re. tricl.ccl to the lateral directions, with 
little or no recoV('ry of the depth. This can be aLt ributcd Lo t he material pushed 
d ose t.o the fixed bouucl~:u· ies being able to recover somewhat once the indenter 
has passed. However any atoms being d isplaced downwards are accommodated 
by the slip systems activated iu t.Le silver , wit l1 those atoms moving towards t.hc 
lower in terface aJong the {lll} slip planes. 
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F igure 6.29: The surface of t he ZnO-Ag-ZuO stack after completing the 2.4 nm 
deep ::;cratch. Image (a) shows a toms above t he surface and (b) shows atoms 
in the uppermost layers of the l.att.ice as well. Th arrows indicate t hr scratch 
clircct"ioll and the width of the lattice is 13.4 nm. 
One of the 111 chanical properties obta.ined through a uanoscraLching simuJa-
Lion is t he friction coefficient, /-L , descr ibed in section 2.1. Fig. 6.30 plots t he 
friction coefficient froin the scra,iches along t hr ZnO-Ag-ZnO stac-k at. thr thr re 
cliffcrcnt. depths. For a ll scratch depths, 1-L increases to almo. t 0.5 over the ini-
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t ia l stage, thereafter decreasing slightly over t he next 2 nm. Over the course 
of t lte scratcb the friction coefficient fluct uates, however, there is a clear depth 
dependence, with J.t illcreasing for greater scratch depths. For the 1.2 nm deep 
scratch the frict ion coeffi cient is 0.27- 0.J5, whil for t he 1.8 nm deep scratch this 
illcrrases to 0.3- 0.39. For the deepest :->cratch of 2.4 nm, the value i. 0.36- 0.44 
and is more stable than Lhc shallower depths over t b distance of t he scrfl.tch. 
Relatively, it. is a lso close to the value for the 1.8 nm scratch , indicating that Lhe 
J.t is converging to some value. 
During the scratch simulation of Lhe pure ZnO system, in section 5.4..1, a 
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Figure 6.30: The fTirtion c.:oefficir nt d uring the course of the scratches along t he 
ZnO-Ag-ZnO stack e:tt depths of l.2 , 1.8 and 2.4 nm. 
friction coefficien t. of 0.13 was found. The value. for the mult ilayer stack system 
arr clc<:u·ly much higher t han t hi. , and increasing for greater depths. This indi-
c:ates LhaL there is a strong influence from the compress d silver layer beneath. 
Using a MD scratch siulllla.tioll with a similar diamond indenter , Kenny et al. 
found a friction coefficient. of 0.406 for deeper scratches in uncomprc. sed s ilver 
[49]. For compressed s il ver one would expect t.hc value of J.t t.o be dose to this 
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value nucl would t hus increase the overall frict ion C'ocfficicnt for t hr syst em. A 
detailed uuclerstand iug of t he relationship between Lhr fri c-t ion c-oeffi cient and 
the presence of the compressed silver layer is required . Tracking the energy loss, 
plastic clr formation and work done by l he indenLcr could shed furt her light on 
changes in the frict ion coeffi cient. 
6.4.2 Conclusions 
For the nanoscratching simulat ions of the ZnO-A.g-ZnO stacl< , there was aga in 
slip activat ion dur ing the t.hennalisation stage, howcvrr, there was only a singl.c 
slip syst.em act ivated . lu add it ion, Lhis slip sy t0111 t erminated when it reached 
the fixed boundaries aliCl did not reflect, back into Lhe lattice, therefore, there was 
very li ttle damage prior to the . cra.L<-h s imula t ions. pon . cratcbing, a number of 
furt her slip systems W('r<' act ivated . T h 'SC' were the known {111}< 110> type sys-
tems. nlikc the indeuLa t ion simulation., t.he s li p did noL complcLcly . aturate the 
s ilver layer , although the p uetration cl pLh was far less when scratching. The dis-
placement. field created by t he scra tching process was similar to the shallow field 
created wheu indenting wiLh inckntcr-surface oricnt.a Liou B. \ iVith Lhe shallower 
depths sccJJ during t hr scratching, Lhe only significant. displacement withbt the 
silver laycr was due to th slip syst 'ms . The ZnO-Ag-Z11 0 system again showed 
considerable recovery, buL like t he cracks left a ft er i11denting, the apices at the 
original indentat ion poinL failed to recover. There was also very litt.lc recovery in 
terms of the depth , t hus leaving a trcnch in t he surface. It is possiblc tha t this 
could be t l1e bas is for furt.hcr damage' to occur in t he multilayered system . 
r o dclamination at ither of the inLcrfaces in the ZnO-Ag-ZnO system wa 
seE'n. This is probably cl ue to t he small system size acccs. ible by the current l\ID 
model. It is unl ikely Lhat at suc-h <\ scale, t here is enough scope for t he mas~ 
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movrmeut. of atoms rrquired t.o see significant. dr lamination at an intNfacr. Thr 
inL<'ratomir potential mtergy function fitted Lo mode'] the two interfaces is a lso 
a vc·ry simplr model, for a more comprehensive descript ion of the behaviour of 
aton1s at t he interface a many- body potent ia l would b requirrd as well <:l S more 
expr r imental data to which paramet er. could be fit . 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusions and Future Work 
Wltilr th0 mechanical response of a number of different ma.trrials have been inves-
tigat ed throug l1 a.tomi. tic uanoincleutcttion simulations, ionic materiaL have thus 
far received very litt lr attcllt ion . This work has considered a nun tber of ionic 
t hin film material that appear as part of mult i lay 'r opt.ical c-oatings. a.noin-
clentaLions and nanoscratchrs conducted usiug a spring model with an atomist ic 
dicuuond cube-cornered indrnter have sl1 cd light. u pou the deformation of the. e 
materia ls. 
Although uot part. of the optical coatings being iuvestigatrd , 1\IgO provided a 
suitable ionic material for initial t.csti ug purposes. Indentations sltowecl the act i-
vation of a number of slip systems, sigttificd by pop-i11s during loacling, as well as 
a ' pop-out' during unloading. T he surface chcu-acteristics and pile-up patterns af-
ter complet ing the indeutations showed good agreement with experimental work 
which was also conducted on the {lOO} smfacc of MgO. D<tta from t he force-
d pth cunrs also showed cor relation with thos obtained exper imrnt.ally, with 
pop-in cv nts signified by steps along Lh loadh1g curves. T he contact pressure 
wac; considNably higber t.hau some of the experimental values, however, it was 
within a factor of 2 wltich made it comparabl to ID simulat ions of some other 
matrrial . The ystr m size , limited by Lh natnre of the ionic .inLr ractions, played 
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a large role in t he high contact pressure. 
Indentation a.ncl sc-ratch simula tions of two cl iffereut rutile and anata e poly-
morphs of Ti02 fculed to initiate any s lip syst ems. T he force-depth data showed 
that while the {llO} (l x l ) reconstructed surfac(' of rutile had the greatest peak 
force' during ind ntatiou, it al o hawed the largest degree of recovery. In terms of 
the mechanical properties, both t.he Young's modul us and contact pressure were 
found to be surfac-e and polymorph dependent. The Young's modulus for t he 
<:UlaLasc s mfaces were relatively close to experimental values, however , for rutile 
thry wcr considerably higher. Due to the relatively small lattice sizes and fixed 
bouncla.ry conditions, the contact. pressure values were <:uouncl twice the experi-
mental values. Tl1c friction coeffic-i ent for the four different Ti02 surfaces were 
all found to bP very close, t herefore, {t appears Lo be indepeudcnL of the surface 
being scratched. T he magnit ude of the pile-up varied for the different surfaces, 
with very few atoms accumul.ated 0 11 the {lOO} anatase surfac<'. Beneath the 
surface, no phase ch<:mges could be identified , rather , there was a core region of 
amorphous deforrul'ttion where ma.terial had clensificcl. Experinwnt ally observed 
cracking a long the rut-ilc• {llO} surface was described in . ection 2.2 however , dur-
ing nanoindentation and nanoscratching simulations no such features were se n. 
Since the penetrat.iou depths and syst.em sizes were limit ed for the simulat ions, 
the lack of cracking was not unexpected. 
W hen investigating the zinc terminated {0001} ZnO surfacr, cu1 analyt ic 
bond order potential was u. eel with 110 long range interaction. , thus allowing the 
FE-MD coupled mul tiscale model Lo be used for nanoindentation simulat ions. 
anoinclentation~ were conducted to tlepths of up to 5 nm using lattices of over 
<:1. million atoms. T he data from the force-depth curves showed rclat.ivcly smooth 
loading a.nd un loctding, with significant recovery upon retraction, showing good 
rorreJa t ion with experimental data from indentations into ZnO (0001) surfaces. 
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The coupled model allowed the far-field effects to be better modelled, with more 
small elastic displacements during indentation and better recovery compared to 
the MD only model, which had a larger plastically deformed region. However, 
the contact pressure derived from the two models were the same, and higher than 
the experimental values, indicating that in ZnO this is due to factors other than 
the fixed boundaries. The Young's modulus values and friction coefficient showed 
good agreement with experimental values. The displacement fields during inden-
tation were found to be strongly influenced by the indenter-surface orientation. 
Despite the relatively deep indentations, with much larger forces compared to 
the indentations into MgO and Ti02 , no slip systems were activated and no pile-
up was formed on the ZnO surfaces. Experimentally, pile-up is not observed on 
the ZnO surface, however, deeper nanoindentations have activated dislocations 
which can be seen as rosette arms extending from the core. The majority of the 
deformation within ZnO was found to be elastic with a large amount of recovery 
seen during the retraction phase of each indentation. Observations of the surface 
after the deeper nanoindentation simulations revealed the presence of crack like 
features which related to the apices of the indenter. These showed good agree-
ment with experimental findings from ZnO nanoindentations. 
Using ab initio data, a simple interatomic potential energy function was de-
rived to model the interaction of atoms at the two different interfaces appearing 
within the ZnO-Ag-ZnO stack which appears in optical ~oatings. The subsequent 
nanoindentation and nanoscratching simulations revealed the key role that the 
compressed silver layer plays in the deformation of such coatings. The strain 
within the system was enough to activate a large number of slip systems within 
the Ag layer during heating. Comparisons with the ZnO only systems showed 
that even at shallow indentation depths, the silver layer had an effect on the me-
chanical properties, with a decrease in the contact pressure and Young's modulus. 
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At the greatest indentation depths, the presence of the lower ZnO layer was the 
most likely cause for the increase in the mechanical properties. The value of the 
friction coefficient for the ZnO-Ag-ZnO stack was found to be larger than the 
ZnO only system, and showed increases with greater scratch depths. This is an 
interesting feature of the multilayered system since the compressed silver layer is 
softer, therefore, to fully understand the reasons for this increase, further work is 
required. 
When indentations into the stacked system were conducted to greater depths, 
further slip was activated within the silver layer as the displacement field pene-
trated beyond the upper interface. During the scratch simulations, this effect was 
more pronounced and easier to see as fewer slip systems were activated during 
heating. The nanoindentation simulations failed to produce any pile-up, showing 
good agreement with images obtained from multilayered coatings systems with 
a ZnO (0001) cap layer. As with the nanoindentation simulations into the ZnO 
only systems, crack like features were present after indenter retraction. These 
were more pronounced in the multilayered system however, due to the increased 
recovery in the lateral direction at the sides of the impression, similar to exper-
imental findings. While there was no pile-up during nanoindentation, there was 
some raising of the surface during the deepest scratch simulation due to the lateral 
displacement of the indenter. One particular phenomenon not seen during any of 
the simulations is the delamination that is thought to occur at the interfaces and 
is predicted by FE modelling. This is possibly due to the simplistic nature of the 
interatomic potentials used to model the interfaces, as well as the system sizes 
used. Larger indentations into the multilayered system may trigger picture frame 
cracking and delamination, however, this would require far larger systems to be 
modelled than currently possible. The presence of the radial crack like features, 
at the apices of the indenter impression in the upper ZnO layer, indicate that 
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cracking is possible using the chosen ZnO analytic bond order potential energy 
function. Therefore, if an indentation were to be performed with a maximum 
depth greater than the thickness of the upper layer, further cracking could be 
triggered, leading to the blistering seen in optical coatings, as shown in chapter 
1. 
Future Work 
Currently, there is work in progress on the simulation of Ti02 growth. Rutile 
{110} and anatase (001) thin film surfaces are being grown using a kinetic Monte 
Carlo approach with a variable charge model. Using this data, Ti02 surfaces 
with defects and possibly some amorphous regions, which compare well to exper-
imental data, could be indented. However, additional computing resources would 
be required due to the additional overheads associated with the variable charge 
model. 
As discussed previously, a number of alternative ZnO potentials are available. 
If a suitable method for calculating the ionic contribution to the energy could 
be implemented, one of the many variable charge potentials could be utilised for 
modelling ZnO as part of the coating stacks. An improved potential for the ZnO-
Ag-ZnO interfaces could also be developed to model the multilayered systems 
with additional ab initio and experimental data of the interface structures. Fit-
ting a more complicated potential, such as a many-body potential, would enable 
interactions to be more fully described. 
Having modelled the ZnO-Ag-ZnO multilayered system, the next stage in 
studying this particular coatings stack is to simulate a nanoindentation within a 
system with grains. Columnar grains are thought to exist within the thin films, 
with a grain size of 30-50 nm. Studying such a system would give a better under-
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standing of the manner in which deformation occurs, especially the plastic flow 
within the silver layer. The size of the systems modelled in this work are close to 
the size of single grains, with larger systems, a number of grain boundaries could 
be modelled and investigated. 
As shown in chapter 6 the residual strain in the optical coatings play a key 
role in the deformation characteristics of the silver layer. Varying the degree 
to which the silver layer is compressed, hence the residual strain, is a possible 
avenue for exploration and would allow a relationship to be defined between the 
plastic flow in the silver and the strain. In addition, other ZnO-Ag-ZnO interface 
structures have also been described which have different orientations and lattice 
mismatches between the different layers. These inay also be investigated to check 
if there is a considerable effect on the deformation of the films. The increase in 
the friction coefficient, f-L, when modelling nanoscratches along the multilayered 
system, compared to the ZnO only system poses interesting questions regarding 
the properties of the combined system. A more thorough examination of this is 
required, through further modelling at varying scratch depths as well as calculat-
ing the work done by the indenter during such scratches. 
The coupled FE-MD model utilised in chapter 5 showed that modelling the 
far-field effects has an effect on the displacements and deformation at the core. 
Currently this model can only be used to simulate a single material, in the future 
this model could be developed to allow multilayered systems to be indented. This 
would allow a far greater effective system size and also increase the likelihood of 
witnessing phenomena such as delamination and cracking. The coupled model 
also requires the atomistic region to be defined by short range potentials only. A 
number of methods exist, such as the Wolf method [66], which attempt to give a 
short range approximation to the ionic contributions. If a reliable method could 
be found, this would enable far larger ionic systems to be simulated with the 
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coupled model. 
Overall, the majority of the work is aimed at improving the models to enable 
larger systems to be modelled. While these would provide a wealth of new in-
formation, it is important that the primary motivation is to see new phenomena 
rather than chase numbers. Even smaller MD systems have been able to provide 
an insight into the key deformation characteristics of materials, so can be very 
useful. 
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